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Mr.

confined to his

st 6 p. m. Oct. 7th,
his home on Lincolnville avenue, having
suffered a severe shock Oct. 2nd. He had been
in ill health for several years, having a severe
heart trouble. He was the son of the late
Jesse and Janette Townsend of South Belfast
and was bom on what is now the Samuel G.^
Norton farm in the Perkins district. When
the deceased was a youth his father bought
the farm on Lincolnville avenue which had
since been his home.He is survived by his wife,
formerly Miss Verena Cottrell of Belfast; by
three sons, Walter C., Fred C., and Harry; and
by two sisters, Mrs. J. R. Hurd of Northport
and Mrs. Edgar M. Cunningham of North Belfast. In his active years he was an energetic
farmer and for about 23 years drove a milk
team. He was an honest, upright man and
enjoyed the respect of all who knew him. He
was twice elected to the city council in the

Joseph C Townsend died

at

later years of 1890, servas councilman of any
He was in the Civil War as
man in the city.
corporal of Company I of the 26th Maine, but
never united with Thomas H.Marshall Post, G.
A. R, although he frequently attended the r
meetings. He was a member of Seaside
Grange, P. of H., and was for years a member of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A.
M., and was a past master, serving in 1878 9
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Miss Nellie Ramadell has returned from a
vacation spent with relatives in Machias.
Miss Gertrude Raleigh is the guest of Mrs.
Carl Hopkins in Camden, formerly MisB Stella
Durgin of Belfast. Both young ladies are toll
operators at the New England Telephone office

amethyst.

Above the old familiar bills that lie
Across the fields the setting sun has kissed.
Yet can I wonder that my heart should be
Enthralled in spell of peace where’er I roam
By sunBet skies that bend so tenderly
Above the hills, across the fields—at home.
R. T. N EWELL.

Carrie C. Matthews entertained a few
friends Saturday afternoon and evening in
honor of Mrs. Evie C. Burke and Miss Zadie B.
Carter of Redlsand, Calif.
Mrs.

The sewing circle of the Women’s Hospital
Aid will meet next Monday afternoon with
Mrs. Adelbert Millett. It is earnestly deBired
that all members be present.
A IIUIUUCI

UWllOOV

■••vuiu..

Ellingwood farm in Belmont Tuesday for
forest fire, assisted in extinguishing it and
remained for some time as a matter of precaution.
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Bernes O. Norton is making extensive

A

of time.

of his

news

high character and kindly
universally liked and the
death will bring sorrow to his

man

he

of

was

many friends.
The Blackstone, R. I. correspondent of the
Evening Call of Woonsocket, R. I., under date
of Sept. 29th, reports the sudden death from
heart future ot George B. Chase, aged 49
After graduating from the Bryant &
years.
Stratton school of Providence, R. I., Mr. Chase

*»nd later to Malden, where he
was employed about 24 years by the N Y., H.
& N. H. R. R. Co. Sept. 19, 1897, at Chelsea,
Mass., he married Miss Florence Warren of
Belfast. They have no children. It is said of
the deceased: “The hopes of his parents, so
warrantably founded on the ability and character of their only son, the trust and help he
to Boston

went

j

wife, are wrecked !
consolation in this
dark hour is that they have left nothing un-

gave his loving and helpful
by this sudden blow. Their
done that

might

minister to his

enjoyment

these oy-gone years, and neglected no
that might be employed to restore his
his life or minister to
Chase has been a frequent

prolong
Mrs.

to her

friends

girlhood

borne

in

means

health,
his comfort.”

summer

and many

Belfast

extend their sympathy in her bereave-

Howard Magee. Mrs. Blake was a devoted wife and mother and beloved by all who
knew her. Her declining years were made
comfortable and happy by her two daughters,
Susie M. and Bertha M., who made their home
with her. One son, Eugene, died in 1906, her
two sons Freeman and Llewellyn, are seamen,
and her youngest child, Miss Flora E., is emvilla

ployed in Brockton, Mass., but has frequently
visited her mother. The funeral took place

re-

The

Belfast

Woman’s Club.

meeting

of the

of the

season

The

officiating. The

interment

Reading Depart-

The

this club was held Tuesday evening,
Mrs. Amos Clement, the president, presiding,
and twenty-two members present. It was a
ment of

pleasant and profitable

session

as

hospital Club.

telegram

bucihuou

announcing the death of Mary B. Cottrell,
daughter of Mr. Asa F. Riggs of this city.
She had been a resident of Chicago, but was in
New York at the time of her death. She is
survived by her husband, Roscoe Cottrell,
formerly of Belfast, by her father, three sisters
and one brother—Julia L., wife of Jordan W,
Coombs of Belfast; Geneva E„ wife of Fred
G. Carter of Jacksonville, Fla., Annie T„ wife
of J. K. Dennett, and Frank A. Riggs, both of
Belfast. She was born in Belfast Feb. 14, 1860,
attended the city schools and remained at her
father's home until her marriage. The remains arrived Tuesday afternoon by train and
funeral was held at the home of J. K Dennett at 9 a. itf. yesterday, Rev. Arthur A Blair,
the

Universalist officiating,
Sarah

M., wife

of

Capt. George W. Dow,
heme at Prospect Ferry.

fourth in

the

the program

Mrs. Joscelyn, superintendent and assistant of
charge of Mrs. Clement and Mrs. Essie
the Waldo County hospital. The party was
P. Carle, its delegates to the State Federation 1
held in the attractive room finished a few
meeting in Presque Isle. Mrs. Clement spoke
of the late Miss Elizayears ago in memory
in an informal way of their trip, of the many
About
beth Barns, and was most enjoyable.
civic
and
lines,
helpful thoughts along
bright
Tea was served at 5 o’clock
20 were present.
and
in
the
art
deschools, social sentiments,
new members
by the hostesses. A number of
partments,in all of which the Belfast Club has
added to tne club and it is
was

in

made

promising beginnings.

Mrs.

Carle

have

re-

ferred to the meetings of this department in
the first year’s work, and to the entertaining
and instructive program prepared for the
coming season, and said: “In closing, and with
the permission of our President, I would like
to mak6 a suggestion, and that is that each
club member bring

possible,

as

to the

some one

often

meetings,
outside of the club.
as

By

Tuesday, Rev. so doing you will not only give your guest a
no doubt it will enlarge our memBaptist church pleasure,but
bership. As there is strength in numbers, the
was in Grove Cemwe can do. And
larger the Club the more good

was receiveu oaiuruo>

The

of Dime Thimble parties held for the
benefit of the Hospital Club was given Oct.
8th from 3 to 5 p. m. by Miss Sanderson and

series

this Belfast Woman’s Club to
something to the city.”
we

want

\T_

AnvcnfmoruCHTC

Tho “Pnplv

mean

in the

Sale” of Carle & Jones, for which unhave been made, will begin
to-morrow, Oct. 16th. The sale will consist of
new
up-to-date merchandise, of the same
quality this firm sells every month in the year,
and every article will be sold at a reduced

|

j

recently

been

flourishing condition. In connection with
tiie Ladies Aid of the hospital a sale of food
and fancy work will be held soon in Memorial
hall, followed in the evening by a dance. Tuesday evening the club met with Mrs. W. B.
in

a

Woodbury,

upper
and had

High street, with twelve
a
very enjoyable session-

present
One new member was added to the roll. Tomorrow, Friday, Mrs. Harold Hayford will entertain a dime party at the Hayford farm and
the members will bs transported there in a
hayrack, upholstered with straw, starting from
The hos2
p. m.
post office square at
tess will come in and personally conduct tne

expedition.

Season

A

kucav»-

took thereof.

first

late home at 2 p, m.
of the

Walter F. Sturtevant

uuvai

pairs on his new home at the corner of Cedar
and Spring streets, and it is expected to have ing play, “The Man in the Case,” is one of the
ever staged, and
the inside repairs done by November 1st, when strongest sex problem plays
should miss seeing it
he intends to move in. Mr. William Woods of no man or woman
20 and 30
Searsmont is in charge of the carpenter work. Thursday night. Popular prices, 10,
now on sale at the box office.
Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, who is occupying cents. Seats
the Rackliff house next to the J. W. Jones Bargain matinee Saturday afternoon for school
house, which is to be vacated by Mr. Norton, children.
has the refusal, but no definite plans have
The Baptist Sewing Club. Eighteen membeen made for the change.
bers of the newly organized Sewing Circle of
The Hanson Primary. The following can- the Baptist church met Oct. 7th at the home
didates for the post office, to be voted for at a j of the president, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs,
primary to be held Oct. 17th, the polls opening Franklin street, and spent a very pleasant
at 9 a. m. and closing at 8 p.m., have entered hour, sewing and making plans for the wintheir names with E. F. Hanson: Stephen S. L. ter's work. This society was recently organShute, the present chief of the fire depart- ized to take the work of the Ladies' Circle,
ment; Frederick W. Brown, now clerk in the which has been running for over 50 years in
postoffice; Orrin J. Dickey, who has held many the parish, and many of the members of which
public positions; Thomas W. Lothrop, chemist have telt that younger hands should take up
at the plant of the Coe-Mortimer Co.; Samuel the active work. All women in tne parish are
H. Lord, bookkeeper for the Belfast Water urged to join the new society. During the
Co., and Fred W. Pote, agent at the Belfast winter months the members will do plain sewwharf of the Eastern Steamship corporation. ! ng on order, such as making pillow slips,
If this primary takes place it is not believed | aprons, etc., the funds thus earned to be used
that it will have any \ eight with the appointin many ways by the society. Last Tuesday
ing power, and despite repeated assertions to evening the Circle gave a public supper in the
the contrary the primary was not suggested, vestry that was liberally patronized, and the
authorized or approved by Senator Johnson.
menu was highly commended by all who par-

visit-

ment.

at her

|

lniiAiEin.
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gocrs will be pleased to read that Manager
Bray has secured for three days, starting Oct.
15th, the big popular favorite The M. A. BrewThis is the same comer Associated Players.
pany which has been at Rockland for 38 weeks
and the plays to be presented here are all new
and will be presented by a stock company
every member of which has been picked with
the greatest of care, and every play is given a
complete production in every way. The open-

Bernes 0. Norton recently completed a garage and general storehouse on the lot adjoin-

city government from ward three for a number of years and was later made school agent.
His records there show excellent service and
he held both of these offices for a long period

guardian.

parent

the

a

his place of business on Front street. It
serving there, was killed. After the ing
is a one-story building SO by 65 feet, with
war he was honorably discharged and returned
cement floor and sheathed with galvanized
to Bangor, where he was engaged in different
He was a member of the iron.
business pursuits.
was

UBual

preparations

The Travellers
lers

Club held

a

very

meeting,

ine

Travel-

pleasant and successful

first meeting Oct. 13th with the secretary,
There was a large
Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett.
attendance. Every member was present except one who was detained at home by illness.

price. In the crockery department, beginning
MiBS Nellie H. Hopkins, an honorary member,
today, Oct. 16th, and closing Wednesday, Oct.
Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown, the
was a guest.
21et, there will be a real 9-cent sale, with
president, presided and her
special bargains for each of the six days, newly-elected
to the members was a peculiarly
closing with a box sale on the last day—5,000 greeting
She reviewed the work of the
boxes at 9 cents each. Everybody is invited happy one.
in the past as 'laudable and with a good
to“Walk in and Loos.Around,". .The Dimmore club
She spoke
of promise for the future.
Store suggests that you get acquainted with deal
and with earnestness of the great
be
intelligently
to
commended
need
not
do
Regals. They
to the individual, the home and
to old customers and a trial of these smart good accruing
from the work of the woman’s
the
community
nent
shoes ensures a perm:
patronage. They
federated clubs. She referred feelingly to the
are for sale only at The Dinsmore StoreMrs. Alfred A. Small’
Oct. 19th to 24th inclusive, is to be National loss of one member,
Coffee week and

A.

A. Howes & Co. will ob-

who

was

a

charter member and for whom a
will be held at the next

service
by offering the public a great variety memorial
died Oct. 10th at the
Oct. 27th. The club voted to conmeeting,
as the lowest. They
low
as
at
brands
of
prices
She is survived by two sons, Capt. Samuel S.
to the “LongfellowAssociation,” which
will have a special window display for this tribute
Heagan of Mobile and George S. Heagan of
in redeeming and reshow the goods in an attractive is at present interested
will
sale which
and
a
stepdaughter,
Capt.
stepson
Lynn; by
at Hancock
C.Southworth Co. is show- pairing the birthplace of the poet
Mills i G. Dow and Mrs. W. A. Remick of way....The Ralph
Portland. The report of the
best of handsome and correctly Btyled and Fore streets,
the
ing
Ginn
two
Mrs.
A.
A.
and
sisters,
by
Isle was given
Bucksport,
Boft hats for autumn and winter. Something Federation meetings at Presque
and Mrs. Edwin W. Grindle of Prospect Ferry.
interestingly by Mrs. Amos Clement, the delenew in caps, 50c. to 21_See notice of J. D.
the
at
2
residence
p.
The funeral wan held at
took up the most prominent
Walker.supt. of the BelfastWater Co.,to consu- gate, who briefly
m
Monday, and was largely attended. The
features of these meetings. She gave stress
mers. It is a warning that should be heeded by
service was conducted by Rev. William ForMrs. Joseph C. Townsend and sons to the report of the educational committee by
everyone.
syth and the bearers were W. D. Harriman,
of thanks....Position wanted Mrs. Elisabeth Merrill of Skowhegan, the recard
a
Leslie HarrimaD, Rufus D. Harriman and Per- publish
committee by Mrs. Georgia
aB housekeeper or nurse.
Apply at 7 Bay- port of the civics
The interment was at Prospect
cie warding.
Porter of Old Town and the roundPulsifer
to
the
20
ounces
street_Free
coffee,
view
cemetery.
table talk by Mrs. Geo. F. French of Portland
pound, during coffee week, Oct. 19th to 24th,at
feature of the meetings was the
A.
The remains of William
Whitney of Bos- the Direct Importing Co., corner Main and The main
address by Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker, presiton and North port arrived by boat Sunday High street, up one flight. With every purdent of the General Federation, of Austin,
morning, accompanied by his son George, and chase of one pound of Benefit Brand i pound
and Mrs. Clement quoted from the adwere interred in the family lot in the Saturday
of coffee will be given free....Read what the Texas,
Mrs. Pennybacker as a “most
Cov el cemetery. His wife and one daughter City Drug Store has to say to married men dress, styling
progressive woman.” The study
and see the window display of hot water bot- charming,
are buried there, near their summer home of
"
The British Isles" was very entertainwhich they were so fond. The funeral ser- tles, guaranteed for two years-For repairs topic,
by Misses Annie V. Field and
opened
ingly
to
in
at
late
home
Boston.
the
O.
K.
aigger
apply
held
for
Champion potato
vice was
;his
GraceH. Hall with First Impressions” and “The
Cash
Me....
Chaae
Brooka,
Perry’s
Co.,
Death was caused by nephritis, Mr. Whitney A. E.
and their Institutions.” The socia1
Market quotes prices on many articles of con- English
was a cousin of the late Rev.'George E. Tufts,
the program, during which refollowed
hour
and
to
close buyers
sumption that must appeal
came here to visit bim,aud later bought a sum*
were served by the hostess, assistwhich materially reduce the high cost of liv- freshments
mer
bomejit^SatuidajiCovOiEowt*JoMQoany ; ing.
ed by Misses Alberts and Bessie Allen.
years
Priacilla^cottageT"*
serve

it

The world's series of base ball attracted as
much attention and was given as big type in
the scare heads as the war in Europe.

Mias Inez L. Barker of Center Montville.who
had been caring for Rath, the little daughter
of Rev, and Mra. Walter F. Sturtevant, who
waa threatened with fever but ia now convalescent, returned home laat Monday.

PERSONAL.
Mrs, Cyras J. Hall is the guest of Mrs. James

Dr. O. S, Vickery of this city and Mr. Arthur
Briggs, State Superintendent of Fish Hatcheries, were at Lake Quantabacook Oct. 7th to
The Journal has recived from Miss Zaidee
make arrangements for screening the outlet of B. Carter, now in Belfast, a moat
interesting
the lase and stocking it with salmon.
account of her experiences abroad at the outThe Women's Alliance of the First Parish break of the war in Europe and of her trip
(Unitarian) church will hold its first meeting home, and will publish it next week. It is a
of the season Thursday, November 6th. An personal letter to a friend and will interest
interesting progrsm has been arranged by the Miss Carter's many frienda in this her native
program committee and will *be announced city. Letters will reach her in Belfast until
the last of October, after which her address
later.
will be Redlands, Calif.
The Home and

School association will hold
its annual meeting m the High school room at
at 7 30,p.m.Oct.l9th.This is the first meeting of
the season and as officers are to be elected for
the coming year it is hoped there will be a full
attendance.
All who are interested in the
schools are invited to be present and to join
the association.

place during

the week

views of the present war will
connection with the evening
service at the Congregational Church next
Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock, These views
are copyrighted by Underwood & Underwood,
who have had a staff of expert photographers

the

war

will be given

as

gave

the slides

are

shown.

a

game

refreshments

served,

were

were

Miss Carter’s interesting story
experiences in Europe, and the experiences of Dr. Neville M. Hopkins as a Red
Cross nurse with the French array

new

men

who entered the

Malcolm

have been received from
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Mrs. Charles L. Millhouse of South
Bend,
who spent the summer with her
mother,
Mrs. Alice I. Thombs, has been ill with
typhoid
fever, but is now convalescent.

Ind.,

Mrs. Charles W. Mason, who suffered a
slight shock last week when visiting her sister
in this city, and was taken to her home in Ellsworth, is reported to be gradually improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seldon of Haverhill
Mass., are guests of the latter’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. MacMahan. Mrs. Seldon was
--

‘j

uiaviuauau

ui

hub

cl

L_y.

and Mrs. Edmund Wilson, who spent the
summer at Quantabacook and visited Mr. and
Mrs. M. 0. Wilson of Poor's Mills for two
weeks, are now at their home on Congress
Mr.

as-

street.

Mrs. Elmer C. McKechnie and Mr.
B. P. Sawyer of Dover motored to
Burnham Sunday and were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Orman B. McKechnie.—Piscataquis ObMr. and
and Mrs.

server.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Crosby are spendthe week in Camden with Mr. Crosby’s
sister, Mrs. M. V. B. Knowlton. Mr. Crosby ie
taking a vacation from his cuties as clerk at
the Windsor.

ing

J. C. W. Perry of Portland, son of Mrs. Alice
I. Thombs of Belfast, who has been suffering
for several years with a serious eye tiouble
will enter the Maine General Hospital for an

operation by Dr. Holt.
Richard P. Whitman ar.d little
Richaid of Campello, Mass., arrived last
Saturday to visit Mrs. Whitman’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Howes. Mr. Whitman returned home Monday, his wife and son remaining for a longer visit,
Mr. and Mrs.

son

Miss J, A. Thompson left Oct. 6th for Belfast, where she joined her aunt, Mrs. B. *1.
Plummer of Philadelphia, to motor with her
to Philadelphia.
Miss Thompson will return
by raii, making her usual business visits in
New York and Boston.—Ella worth American

Francis

Mrs.

Flaisted and

Bargor, who patted the

fruit

or

vegetables distributed, 332 bu.;

serves

t

jars of jelly and predozen fruit;
distributed, 360 jelly,

pkges; glasses

son

summer

Harris, of
in tjwitz

r-

Mr.
Cobe, who went to Chicago last
week for the winter, stating that they had
changed their plans and would return to their
Northport home in a short time for an indefinite
stay. Miss Marian M. Heal will probably accompany them home. Mr. Cobe, who has been
slightly ill, is assured of a complete recovery
if he gives up a portion of his work. Mr. John
Cuzner aud family, who have been at the Cobe
caretaker's house since the departure of Mr.
and Mrs. Cobe, will move to their home on
Grove street. In a later personal letter Mrs.

study?

trees
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planted; packages

outbreak of the

At

relatives

M.

was

one

of

the

horse while

a

received

riding

by being thrown
a lady friend

witn

The many friends of Hon.
who has been at the Radium

at home

Mrs. Ernest Gross and children
relatives in Bowerbank.

Elmer Sporfora,
hospital in Bosdelighted to learn

treatment, will be
a great improvement and it is
hoped now that his convalescence is only a
matter of a short time.
He, with Mrs. Spofford, is expected to be able to leave for his
home in Deer Isle, where he will remain for
awhile before going again to Boston.

ton for

Sunday and Monday.

I

the entertain-

was

home.

Julia Leary is visiting Mrs. James De
Vere in Bangor.

Cobe says: “Mr. Cobe’s physicians absolutely
insist that he takes a six months’ or a year’s
rest; so we are returning sooner than we expected. Will probably arrive in Belfast near
the 24th.”

preceded

Crawford

in the Mountain trail no; far from her ranch,

Bangor.

Hale of the U. of

that

C.

injuries

severe

from

Miss

Lester

William

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Cunningham of this city
have received encouraging letters from their
daughter, Mrs. James Wilson of Los Angeles,
Calif., formerly Miss Lottie Cunningham of
Belfast, stating that she is recovering from

of seeds

the

in

war.

speakers.

BELFAST.

Edward Hogan spent Sunday with

banquet

the

ment

distributed, 119, also 12 bulbs; unions reporting Flower Mission work, 51.
EAST

«

John Kendricks Bangs was the speaker at the
last Thursday
evening entertainment for
members at the Boston City c lub, Boston, and
spoke to a large audience im the auditorium on
•‘More Salubrities,’ entitled ‘We, Us & Co.”

or

garments distiibuted, 6,050; other donations, 100 loaves bread, comforters, ribbon, 72
pkgs; money spent for tnis department, $800,00
Was Flower Mission Day (June 9) observed?
Yes; meetings devoted entirely or principally
to the subject of Flower Mission work, 60.
What has been done to help forward Nature

Mrs. Ira M.

L. S. C. Annual Meeting
Seaside
Chautauqua Circle held the annual meeting
Monday afternoon, October 12th, with Mrs. CA. Hubbard. The Secretary’s report of the
year’s work was read and showed that all required C. L. S. C. books and magazine topics
had been faithfully studied and the year’s
The Circle held thirty-two
work finished.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute and
daughElena returned Saturday from a short
visit in Rockland with Mrs. Shute’s
mother,
Mrs. Clara Bachelder.

appropriated Ircm their treasury and inexpressed their intention to assist in

els of

and

C.

sister,
A.ary
of Bangor, to John

public institutions, 49; services held in institu- iand, have returned home. Mrs. Piai&ted is a
tions, 45; pledges signed through the influence sister-in-law of Ex-Goverr.or Frederick Phnsof this department,
57; members gained t d. She was t-n.org the many whose stay
through this department, 21; pounds or bush- abroad was considerably prolonged because Of

Cottrell, I.v-t year's star
halfback of the Belfast High school team and
who is also reported as being a fine first
baseman, and Russell Ryder, who last year
played quarterback on Bucksport Seminary
eleven.
Dyer also did the backstopping for
the Bucksport team last spring.
Both men
entered Coburn this fall and after making
their respective positions on the Coburn eleven
decided to leave the Waterville institution,’’
Letters

now

ter

tributed, 9,46R; growing plants distributed,618;
text-cards distributed, 2,141; pages of Flower
Mission and other literature distributed, 50,000; visits to the sick, poor and afflicted, etc.,
3,897; drives and other outings, 134; visits to

The Westbrook Seminary football team was
downed by the team from St.Aurelius
college, Manchester, N. H., and took the defeat much to heart. They have since strengthened their team by the registration of two star
preparatory school fo* ball players, of whom

recently

are

Murphy of Frankfort,
Eke of Bangor.

the matter.

Phillips,

said: “The

Baptist

Mrs

Mrs. Annie M.
Flower Mission Work.
Frost, 56 Cedar street, Belfast, superintendent
of the Flower Mission Department, made the
following annual report at the recent meeting
of the Maine Woman's Christian Temperance
Union: Bouquets and other floral gifts dis-

school

Miss Flora E. Blake arrived from
Brockton,
Mass., Sunday morning, called home by the
death of her mother, Mrs. Harriet F. Blake.

Association in Auburn last week as a delegate
Mrs. E. H. Foley of Frankfort has announced
the engagement of her
Mrs.

shall also publish next week the report of the
annual meeting of the Dale Club by Franklin

it is

Miss Loula A. Mason, who has been
visiting
friends in Providence, R. I.. and in
Beverly,
Mass., will return home to-day, Thursday,

in its construction the oak

dividuals

F.

relatives.

with

using

demands upon our space are compelled to
defer its publication until next week.
We

of her

days

William Vnugham has returned from
Boston, where he accompained Mrs. Effe Knox
enroute to her home in New York.

was an error last week in the amount
deficit at the Home for Aged Women. The
correct amount is $342. Mr. O. E. Frost has
made the very generous proposition to give
$100 from the net receipts of the lecture
course the coming winter if those interested
in the Home will make it possible. Last year
the net receipts were $75 and were banked to
be applied to this year's course. The Baptist
church will again furnish their auditorium,
light and heat free, to the course, which was
not for the benefit of this church,although that
Mr. Frost also addressed his
idea is current.
Sunday school class of fifty ladies last Sunday
explaining the conditions at the Home and $5

brief report of the
meeting of the Waldo County Veterans association in North Belfast Oct. 1st. This week
we have received the official report, including
the address of welcome, but owing to other
we

few

Rev.

There

of

Last week

a

of

fighting ever since hostilities
began. The views are largely in Belgium and
in France, where the fighting has been hard
est. A brief address by the pastor concerning
zone

Walter J.‘Clifford and family autoed to Guilford Oct. 7th in their new Reo car to
spend

Mrs. David Brackett of this city attended
the annual meeting of the Maine Free

Frank R. Woodcock and Miss Lucina Ide
sisting the hostess in serving.

shown in

in the

Miss J. A. Wiggin left Tuesday to visit relatives in Chestnut Hill, Wellesley Hills and
Newton, Mass.

Mathews Bro's are building a substantial
wharf on their water front property, and are

the

of Oct. 26*31.

to

Mrs. Louise S. Shales bas returned home
from a few weeks' visit with relatives in Bellows Falls, Vt.

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie entertained a threetable auction party last Friday evening. The
guests were Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. S. A
Parker, Mrs. Ralph H. Howes, Mrs. George I.
Keating, Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs. Marion
E. Brown, Mrs, O. S. Vickery, Mrs. Essie P.
Carle, Mrs. Horace E. McDonald, Misses Melvina V. Parker, Louise J. Reed and Bertha A
Wiley. Mrs. Bradbury won the first prize, a
gold-banded salt and peper set. and Miss
Wiley the consolation, a handkerchief. The
house was decorated with sweet peas. After

Stereopticon

be

Mrs. G. S. Pendleton, left Monday by boat
spend the winter in Newton, Mass.

bed pieces of
the marine railway.
The wharf is 70 feet
wide and will be 150 feet long and is built over
the hull of the old schooner placed there by
Mr. Gilchrest for wharf purposes. A bulkhead
has been built inshore and by filling in behind
it the yard room has been greatly increased. The improvement is not only one of convenience for handling lumber received by rail
or vessel but adds greatly to the appearance
of the water front.

President oi the Belfast Woman’s Club, states
that Mrs. Abbott is ill with laryngitis, but is
anxious to visit the Belfast club as soon a6
possible. It is expected the reception will
take

C. Durham.

Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons and daughter
Alice E. have returned from a delightful
auto trip through the White Mountains. Their
first stop was in Fryeburg, the next at Ryegate, N. H., where they visited Mr. Simmons’
sister, Mrs. Hermon Miller, going by the way
of Crawford Notch. While in Ryegate they
made trips to St. Johnsbury, Plymouth by the
way of Franconia Notch, the Flume and the
Old Man of the Mountain, stopping in Bethelem,

There will be a special meeting this, ThursMiss Velma Mitchell, who assisted in the telegraph office during the summer, is substitut- day, evening, at 7.30 o'clock, of the Emma
ing for six weeks in the telephone office during White Barker Tent, D. of V. All members
the vacations of the operators.
are requested to be present to make arrangements for their annual inspection. The Tent
W. H. Morrison of Stockton Springs, with
their first public supper in Memorial
several other men, recently leased the shore gave
hall Oct. 7th with eighty present. It was sucprivilege on the Gilmore farm, now*owned by cessful in
every way. Their regular meeting
John Hill of East Belfast, for a term of live
will be held Wednesday night, Oct. 21st.
and
set
a
there
several
weir for herring
years
Advertised Letters. The following letters
days ago. Up to Tuesday afternoon they had
marketed2,500 bushels of herring to near by sar- remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office
dine plants. The Lubec Co. in Belfast took for the week ending Oct. 13th: Ladies.—Mrs.
the greater part and sales were made in Rock- Annie Bailey, Mrs. Lillian Curtis, (2 letters)
Mrs. Fannie Holmes, Miss H. Spaulding.
land, Stonington and Stockton Springs.
Gentleman.—Charles H. Rich, S. L, Carr,
City Medical Examiner, Dr. Carl H. Stevens Harold Dickey, H. E. Donnell, Geo. H.
Doble,
has been inspecting the schools the past week
M. N. Garnett, E. L. Hanson, G. W. Hatch,
and
throat
to
nose
the
as
examining
pupils
Elmer Keene, R. J. McCommic, W. E. Shorey
particularly. This medical examination usual- Chas F. Walker, Harry Whitefield.
ly results in many of the students undergoing
The reception that was to have been given
operations for adenoids or enlarged tonsils and
this, Thursday, afternoon at the home of Mrs.
in many cases has proved very beneficial. The
Thomas B. Dinsmore to Mra. Sarah Rideout
parents are notified at once as to the physical Abbott of
Saco. President of the Maine Fedcondition of the child and an operation advised
eration of Women's Clubs, has been postwhere necessary. The operation, however, is
poned because of the illness of Mrs. Abbott.
not compulsory, but left entirely to the discreA letter received by Mrs. Amos Clement,
tion of the
or

this

meet

fireplace

came

sky,

sunset western

Rose-tinted, golden-fiinged

open

Hospital Notes. Edmund Webb of Unity
to the Waldo County Hospital last Monday ill with typhoid fever....Adelbert Miles
of 33 Congress street, who had been in the
Hospital several weeks with typhoid fever and
was seriously ill, returned home last Friday.

tire,

Will open in

an

and bath room.

For faith, that gates of Heaven, when wandering shall cease.
Will open in a western sky above an old
church spire.
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ladies of the Methodist church will have
a public 25-cent supper in their vestry Tuesday, Oct. 20th. There will also be sales of useful and fancy articles.

He made a fine war
record and was on duty at New Orleans and in
the battles of Winchester, Cedar Creek and
Fishei Hill. At Winchester his regiment was
in the thickest of the fight and his father, who

etery. The bearers were Messrs. Robert F.
Russ, Nathaniel Sholes, Thomas Gannon and
Maicellus R. Knowlton.

returns

already
including hot water heating,

rood.

Should so enthrall my heart in spell of peace,
That wander where I may my spirit doth

The

12th Maine regiment.

the

Mr. Wilson

ai

-1

sky

Woman’s Hospital Aid and Hospital
Club will have a sale, supper and dance in
Memorial Hall Tuesday,Oct. 27th.

Henry G. Thompson, who died Oct. 10th at
Bangor, aged 72 years, was born
in Brooks.but lived almost all his life in Bangor.
He was educated in the Bangor schools and
when the Civil war broke out« nlisted in Company I of the 12th Maine regiment, and later
when the companies from Maine were consoli-

years,

parents, Mr. and

his

western

The

his home in

<

^

A special telephone was installed Monday in
the Perry Market on Main street, No. 809,
Rose-tinted, golden-fringed and sunset hued.
changed from 114*12.
Shedding soft light upon familiar hills that lie
Mr. la. C. Potman is maaing improvements
Across the fields full many a well known
in his
attractive home on Union street
a

evening in Memorial Hall.

were present from Tim&A. M and from Thos.
Lodge,
othy
H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.

Harriet F„ widow of the late George B.
posi- Blake, died early Sunday morning.Oct. 11th, at
;•••». of the Seekonk Asyher home, No. 63 Bridge street, aged 72 years,
und assumed his new du5 months, and 6 days. She had been ill for
.dest son, V. L. Poland,
some time, failing gradually since submitting
yment at the same place.
to an operation. She was a native of Brooksville, a daughter of the late Daniel and Ser.t>q., of New York was the

accepted

<t.jd has

THE SUNSET SKY.

Sometimes I wonder that

The Univeralist Ladies Circle will

F.

E. Curtis, who has been unable to
confined to
year or more, is again

a

his bed.

Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Sarah Fletcher
22 Bay View street.
The regular meeting of Emma White Barker
Tent, D. of V will be held next Wednesday

Delegations

Chase

or

of

term

early years he was an attendant of the
Baptist church. The funeral took place at his
late home Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,Rev.
The
Arthur A. Blair. Universalist, officiating.
bearers were Capt. Royal W. Wi.rren, Messrs.
Giles G. Abbott, Mark A. Wadlin and John T.

disposition
jjjSir.

the

In his

Barker.

Maurice
| Work
for
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that he shows

are

visiting

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Davis are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Carl Larsen, in Bangor.

Mrs. Fred N. Savery and Miss Ethel Savery
returned Sunday from a visit with Mrs. Chas.
Major Herbert M. Lord, U. S. A., arrived
!
of Bangor.
Oct. 3d in Washington, D. C., where he is now
! Larsen
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt and Mr. and on duty. Enroute from the Philippines, Major
Mrs. E. W. Davis autoed to Camden Sunday to | and Mrs. Lord stopped off in Denver to visit
j
their daughter, Mrs. Van Renssalear, with
! visit Mr. Edward Nash.
remain for several weeks
Wyatt Carrow and Miss Mary Woodbury whom Mrs, Lord will
husband
meetings from October, 1913, to June, 1914* autoed to Bangor Sunday to visit Mr. Carrow's longer, after which she will join her
in Washington. His many triends at home
T wo
members of the 1914 C. L. S. C. sister, Mrs. James De Vere.
hope to see him in Maine in the near future.
have
class
completed the four years
WEDDING BELLS.
course of study and received their diplomas
Belfast friends oi the groom have received
from the “Chautauqua Institution.” One new
the announcement of the marriage, Oct. 7th,
ford
of
BelHayford-Chase.
Ralph
Hay
member enrolled in the C. L. S. C. class of
at the heme of the bride’s patents, of Miss
and Miss Marjorie L. Chase of Newport
1917. The election of officers for the coming fast
Ruby Evelyn, daughter ol Mr. and Mrs. George
6th
at
the
Oct.
Union
church
married
were
i E. Brigham of Stafford Springs, Ct., to Sheryear, resulted in the re-election of the same
L
the
R.
Rev.
in
pastor,
Newport,
burn Burgess Kallcch ol Warren. Mr. Kalofficers, as follows: President, Mrs. M. E. Hub- parsonage
Kimball, officiating and using the single ring loch was in the
employ oi the Whitten Bros.
bard; Vice President, Mrs. Viola R. Mayo;
The
groom
service, They were unattended.
for some time, ana u few years ago returned
Secretary and Treasurer, Miss L, A, Cochran. I
is one of Belfast's popular young men and is
The present year, 1914-1915, is the English
| to his home in Warren, where lie bought a
prominent in Masonic circles. The bride is farm. The bride,was foirntrly of Warren.
Year, and the study of four C. L. S. C. books
favorably known here, having taught a I'where Mr. and Mis Kailoch will make their
and the Independent, a weekly magazine, com- very
Pitcher school and the past year at
books are: year at the
These
home.
the
reading.
required
prise
the Hayford school. They arrived at the Hay“Democratic England,” author, Percy Alder;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Ehoues w ho have been
a
brief
after
ford farm last Monday evening
Hillside Farm,” Crie“Among English Hedgerows,” author Clifton
at their summer home,
wishes
best
of
the
trip. They have
Johnson; “Through England with Tennyson,” wedding
were in this city this week on their
haven,
all for a happy and prosperous life.
Dr. Oliver Huckel; “Your Child Today and Toway to Boston for the winter. They will remorrow,” Mrs. S. M. Gruenberg, and a series SWANVILLE
turn to Criehaven next July, and Mr. Rhodes
of articles from the “Independent” entitled,
Miss Harriet M. Nickerson, who has been
will afterward devote his attention to making
“The Story of the Week.” As outlined this quite ill, is convalescing... .Mr. and Mrs.XV. E.
this island in the sea still more attractive lor
promises to be a very profitable as well as an Datum and Mr. and Mrs. Willis Briggs went to summer guests. He retires from his large

J

j

entertaining course of study. The program
each week include papers, readings, discussions and roll-call. Seaside Chautauqua Circle
begins its thirtieth year with a good degree of
This Circle was organized in June,
interest.
1885, and during those years until the present
has enrolled 68 members, of whom forty have
completed the required four years study and
received diplomas. The next meeting will be
held with Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon, 48 Congress
street, Monday, October 19th at 3 p. m. The
lesson is from the C. L. S. C. book, “Through
England with Tennyson,” chapters two and
three, and from the “Independent,” date of
October 5th, “The Story of the Week,” with
roll-call, Current Events. The program includes a paper on Tennyson, readings and discussion of topics in the lesson. All interested
in C. L. S. C. are invited.

in the Briggs’ csr Sunday, guests of
D. Greeley and family.Mr. and Mrs.
J. Bridge arrived Oct. 7th. Irom Camp Minneyata, Moosehead Lake, where they spent the
summer, bringing with them a brace of partridge, a duck and a deer, as proofs of the little
lady’s accurate marksmanship. We believe
Mrs. Bridge is the first woman to bring a deer
into town of her own shooting.. ..Mrs. H. F.
M. Phillips went to Unity Saturday afternoon
and was the guest of Mr, and Mrs. W. F. Spinney at the Central House over Sunday, returning home Monday morning.Mrs. A. E.
Nickerson went to Boston Saturday for treatment, and is expected home the first of the
week. During her absence Mr. N. will board
with Mrs. Otis Patterson.Thousands of
bushels of fine potatoes have been harvested
in prime condition by our farmers in the past
two weeks.,..Mrs. E. L. Cunningham snd
daughter Edna visited in Brooke' last week.

Hampden

Mr. S.

business interests in Boston alter many years
Mis. Rhodes'mother, Mrs.
active service.
Crie, her two daughters ana Miss Grace Tollioi
Boston,
day
accompanied them, and white
here they were guests ol Mr. ana Mrs. E. H.
Crie, Broadway.— Rockland Courier Gazette.

ol

Henrietta C. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs
and Mr. Alfred Johnson arrived Sunday afternoon by automobile. They
left Boston Saturday morning and spent the
night at the Poland Springs Hotel. There
Mias

Ralph M. Johnson

were one

hotel

hundred and

over

number

the

than

is

ten

week-end,

a

usual at this

guests
much

at

season.

the

larger
The

hotel closed on Wednesday, Oct. 14th. On
the way home the Turnpike from Boston to
New bury port was used, which is better and
shorter by eleven miles than the shore road
through Salem, Lynn and Revere Beach Park*
way.
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Washington Whisperings.

Washington, Oct.12,1914. Interest in
the forthcoming convention of the NaA little incident came to our notice the
tional Rivers and Harbor Congress is inother day which throws some light on
and bounds, the recent
the increased cost of living. Two years creasing by leaps
attacks on the River and Harunjustified
for
and
was
cents
asked,
paid,
ago thirty
bor Appropriation bill having crystallizLast year fifty centB was
a small job.
ed Bentiment in its behalf, and which
asked and paid. This year identically
will undoubtedly be pointedly voiced
the same work was done and $1.50 was
when the delegates to the eleventh anasked, but 75 cents was accepted. In
nual convention meet in this city on Deother directions prices have been arbicember 9-10-11 next.

justifiable
legitimate
cause.
These,
increase of articles of consumption,make
In this conup the high cost of living.

trarily raised

without

any
added to the

Realizing

JTOUR

appropriation

second edition of this farm
says that though a
number of abandoned farms are being
bought and rendered more or less profitable'each year, yet Massachusetts produces only $8,000,000 of the $20,000,000
worth of vegetables consumed each year,
and only $4,260,000 of the $18,000,000
for
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legislature refused

last

that a crisis is at

hand, and

that the desires of the American people
aB to the improvement of the country’s

Y
JL
dial

a

attention b

qpectfully caUed to
in Important point
not (enerally known,

laxative should have

tonic dement to success*

a

fully

meet

constipation.

Mr. John B. Capers, of 610 Pecan
St. Fort Worth, Texas, had a significant experience In this particular.
Be was afflicted with a Severe Case of
constipation and bowel trouble. He
spent a good deal of money in trying
to find a remedy. To his astonishment Peruna very quickly relieved
him of his bad

symptoms.
This happened a
number of years
Since
ago.
Mr. Capers
that he has bad
similar attacks of
trouble, the prominent symptom of
which Is constipation, and has always found
prompt and efficient relief from
Peruna. He says:
"Up to the time I
started using your
could
I
Peruna
drink castor
like water. It
As for
no good.
salts, they were of no use.

a

advertising

that he could not then say
whether he would be present, but would
take the matter under advisement. In
view of his late bereavement it may be

being taught question,

that lesson is

toaay.

.every
Some of these

big advertised stores are
their present stock of
selling
actually
than they ate
groceries at lower prices
their future stocks. They are
more

oration

gress from time to time, but that he is
in sympathy with the movement to improve the rivers and harbors of tbe

for their flour and sugar
asking purchasers to pay.

country goes without saying.

Shan they are
And this applies to many lines. One
has just turned
great shoe manufacturer
order for one million
down a

these things have long since been

fright-

fully advanced.
These manufactures and these

stores

practically the only
shown their willingness
avarice behind them and

to

play

at the MassaThe unusually light
chusetts primaries illustrates again the
humbug of the primary election theory.

Lewiston Sun.
"How Long Shall We Keep Up This
Folly?” is the caption of an editorial in

—

the Boston Herald, it speaks of the dis“made up
placement of the convention
comof selected men from the different

munities who could weigh the arguments
and
in behalf of the several candidates
make selections after some consultation,
the mulfor the haphazard judgment of
titudes;” and of the results, as follows:
The small attendance at the primary,
adds to the
While it is still “a new toy,”
We
•evidence of its essential failure.
have deprived a party of the opportunity
has
to put its best foot forward, which
of the
been the salvation in many crises
Other States are having the
past.
We have all carried
same experience.
devices too far; we have

popularizing
.A

fihre nf

tho

nnr

tmv-

eminent at a time when the strongest
that we can get is none too good.
The Macon Telegraph tells of the conditions in

Georgia,

where candidates for

Governor and United States Senator are
“The time is
to be elected this year.
coming,” it says, “when a man will have
to

be

a

multi-millionaire

didate for Governor

to

or

c

ffer

as a

can-

United States
have a ‘barrel’

Senator. He will have to
t o thread the intricacies that lie between
dim and the legislature or county office
nominations.” The Telegraph presents
a candian estimate of the expenses of
SenStates
United
or
for
date
governor
That
ator, showing a total of $100,000.
this is not out of the way is proved by
the cost of a Senatorial primary in another State. One of the candidates told
the writer that it cost him and his friends
and as three candidates were in

$75,000,
the field,and no one received a majority,
the cost of
a second primary was called,

greater. In view of
which was
these facts is rot the Lewiston Sun fully
warranted in saying:
of
Not one ounce of the avoirdupois
in politics can be
money and friends
this
shown to have been neutralized by
It is
direct-primary quack medicineelections
more likely that the primary
even

the use
will give greater opportunity to
fitness
of money and friends as against
and sound policy.

dolMassachusetts is losing millions of

lars every year owing to a short-sighted
of
policy that prevents the utilization
to Sec.
Sser abandoned farms, according
of the State Board of Agricul-

Wheeler
like conditure, and there are no doubt
States. Two
tions in other New England
issued an abanyears ago Massachusetts
State
doned farm book, which cost the
to the investment of at
led
and
$2,500
in idle farms in that
least

$1,000,000

| sound economically. The more it was
investigated, however, the more sensi! ble did the

j

about
State, and to 100 or more enquiries
the
Yet
month.
every
such property

suggestion

appear, and

now

the newspapers of the country are taking it up as a wonderfully happy inspiration.

part upon the active business operations
of the country.
To Democrats—those who have regard
for platform pledges and platform promises, to those who regard it the duty of
the party to keep faith with the people
we would cite the last sentence of the
article on the tariff of the national convention of .1912:
“We appeal to the American people to
support us in our demand for a tariff for

Buy Good Things

If

only.”

&■

Glenwood Ranges are the product of New England’s largest and best known foundry.
They weigh more, are put toare designed by makers of life-long experience.
fuel
The
less
than
burn
most
and
ranges.
castings are wonderfully
gether better

jBf

They

smooth ana easy to

keep

clean.

Government even
the expense of
with the great internal revenue receipts
the

and the income tax

as

a new source

Owing to their sturdy construction and fine workmanship, they will stand
hard usage, do better work
and last much longer than
the ordinary kind.

of

revenue.

delivered

by

Rev.

Thurston at the centennial cele-

The expenditures of the Government

time of profound peace are not
provided for now (so say those in control
of the Government) by these combined
Bystems of taxation, and $100,000,000
more annually is proposed to be taken
from the pockets of the active business
in

of the country to make up the deficiencies occasioned by the operation of
the new tariff law.
Why not revise the revision? Why not
carry out the pledge of the party for a
tariff for revenue?
Why not produce that revenue through
the tariff and save the business men < f
men

They

handsome,

are

con-

venient and mechanically
right—no modern features
lacking. Smooth cast.1 :.
onial design, plain finish,
compact structure, big
roomy ovens, easy working grates and countie s
other features.

the country from these direct and burdensome tax exactions which are under

consideration?

Why is it that on every hand and upon
every point the business and the business
men of the country are made the tribute
producers, that taxes and licenses and
stamp duties and all the weight of administration and maladministration of
the Government should be placed upon
the hard pressed and struggling business
elements of the country?
If
oviutiiiir tariff law flops not. nro-

firmly .opposed
time o'f peace

of Aug. 4, 1859.

Age

They certainly do “Make
Cooking and Baking Eu.\

Call and

see

them

a

focus for the cotton-sale week

a

national cotton fashion show is to be
held at the leading hotel of this city,
with the official

society

leaders of the
for

capital standing

the

as
sponsors
number of the young
women have made gowns to be exhibited,
the moving picture man has displayed

movement.

A

Miss Clark and her girl associates, Miss
Callie Hoke Smith, daughter of Senator
Hoke Smith of Georgia, and Miss Lucy
Burleson, daughter of the Postmaster
movers in the cotton

General, the prime
goods sale, to millions

in
business
business
men,

to

these

as

Republican

war

taxes

2.
Davidson’s Narrative, which is men, as Progressive
quite extensively quoted in Williamson’s and they will all be equally injured by
them if levied by the Government.
History. In connection with it Mr. Wil- byWith the business
men of the United
liamson states: “This was written in States
struggling against stress in finanand
industrial affairs,
hi3
eighty-second cial, commercial
1832, after completing

request some years ago for
the publication of the oration by Rev.
Stephen Thurston, but have been unable
to obtain a copy, and should be obliged
We had

a

to any of our readers who can furnish
The Davidson matter, about 75
pages of manuscript, foolscap size, is in
one.

As

j

vote

Jm

GlenwoodlI

proposition

The tariff as recently revised does not
promise sufficient revenue now to cover

At first the idea was ridiculed as un-

fair in

these times of stress.

our

The terrible

ones who have
to put their

are

[From tbe Cincinnati Enquirer, Dem.]
No business man in the United States
to enact
but should oppose the
a law placing additional burdens upon
him, as the measure to levy war taxes
now under discussion by the United
States Senate proposes to do.
It should be opposed by business men
of every political party, as it is directly
in the line of that obnoxious and destructive Latin-Amencan tystem which places
the cost of Government in the heaviest

revenue

cataclysm of war has
been happily relieved by the suggestion
of the
year. It is entitled ‘A Narrative
European
of a young woman of Washington that Trials and Sufferings of John Davidson
,airs of shoes at an increase of $1 per
otates go and his
order he all the people of the United
Family in time of the Revolupair; because if he filled that
the same week in October, and
shopping
at
home
trade
tionary War.’ The original MS, concould not supply his own
that all buy cotton goods. This suggestaining forty-nine pages, is in the possesand so would lose the trade that his adtion was made by Misi Genevieve Clark, sion of his son, John Q. A. Davidson.”
built
has
up.
vertising
daughter of the Speaker of the House of
These articles are not generally availAnother great advertiser of bread is
While it was done able and would doubtless be of interest
Representatives.
the
at
loaf
sized
same
the
still selling
in half playfully, for Miss Clark has a re- to a great many of your readers if they
same price, although flour increased
freshing sense of humor, she had no con- could be printed in The Journal.
price the day the war was announced.
ception of the nation-wide interest her
adverVery truly yours,
tnat
a
notable
your
thing
It is
playful suggestion would arouse among
Fred F. Black.
advertised
baked tmans,” your
tised
the business men of the country.
H. T.
Fort
Honolulu,
Shafter,
macaroni,
advertised
your
cereals, your
advertised soups and meats, your advertised "drugs, toilet accessories,” shoes,
hosiery and clothes, furniture, pianos
and talking machines, have all maintained
their regular prices to you although the
prices of the raw materials that go into

frhe Range that Makes Cooking Easy

Platform Pledge.

bration of the completion of Fort Pow- duce the revenue expected or required,
let it be declared open for revision, and
nall, which was held at Fort Point, July revise it in accordance with the Demothat the President will refrain from 28, 1859. Volume I of Williamson’s Hiscratic theory that it shall be a revenue
making any public addresses except tory of Belfast states that this oration producer.
Democratic business men are just as
those he will make to the Federal Con- was published in full in the Progressive

Practically every unadvertised store
lias raised its prices while practically
advertised store is keeping faith.

buying
paying

The

1.

Stephen

A Democratic Paper Charges the Democratic Party with rtying to Dodge Its

—

waterways must be ascertained once and
for all, the entire membership of the
National Rivers and Harbor Congress
uation and advertised goods by J. R.
will be called upon to attend the coming
Hamilton, an advertising expert, is of
for the purpose of taking
convention
other
striking things
interest. Among
Physics of
a subject
that vitally
all kinds and classes were used, but
he pointed out is that advertising, rather high ground on
affects both producer and consumer as it
we had to call on the fountain syringe
than raising the cost of living, is doing
for help.” Peruna was able to corthan relates to transportation.
more to maintain normal conditions
rect this condition completely In Mr.
from
the
A
distinguished delegation
Mr. Hamilton declares
Capers’ case, and there is every reaany other force.
Senate and House, members of the comson to believe that It was the tonic
“Not an advertised product on the marqualities of Peruna, added to the laxaThis mittee on Commerce of the former body,
ket has yet raised its price.”
tive qualities, that procured this very
and of the River and Harbor Commitshows that the businesses that advertise
desirable result.
tee of the House, called upon President
the
with
faith
pledge themselves to keep
like the Wilson recently to extend to the chief
WANTED!
people. They are not nameless
noth- executive an invitation to address the
have
who
dealers in raw products
To the Editor of The Journal: In
convention during one of its sessions,
They have spent their
ing to lose.
but preferably to welcome the delegates connection with the “Annals of Belfast
name and they
a
create
to
good
money
for Half a Century,” recently republishto to Washington.
wise enough now in this crisis
are
President Wilson told the delegation ed in The Journal, I would like very
maintain it.
that he was vitally interested in the much to see printed the following:
jf ever the public had a good lesson in
series of articles in the Chicago
Examiner on the subject of the war sit-

nection

WRY NOT A REVENUE TARIFF?

re-

the

possession of members of the family,
was requested of them for publica-

and it

We have held Lieut.

tion without result.
Black’s note for
cure

some

time

FOREST

hoping

to

se-

Ed. Journal.

these documents.

NOTES.

Six thousand bushels of lodgepole Pine
are being collected this fall on the
Arapaho national forest, Colorado, for
use in reforestation work next spring.
seed

this is no time for the Administration or
the Congress to add to their difficulties
by calling upon them for $100,000,01)0
cash each year in’the shape of new
taxes.
WAR

ices

ALCOHOL.

VS.

["From the New York Tribune]
One of the astonishing incidents of the
great war has been its influence in

of theater goers,

thus the chance remark of

arousing opposition to alcoholic liquors.
vodka
sale of
the
Russia stopped
throughout the empire. This was a war
measure, but it carried its own comment
Now
on the general effect of alcohol.
in France, on the front page of the revered and conservative Figaro, we find
an eloquent plea for following this example and abolishing alcohol entirely!
The waiter, Raphael George Levy, a wellknown economist and statistician, concludes thus:
“We have already stopped the sale of
absinthe.
Why halt on the road? It is
only when favored by a great current of
enthusiasm and national revival like that
which crosses the country at this moment
that virile resolutions can be taken. Vive
la France et mort a l’alcool!”
The writer is strong in his condemnation of the evils resulting from drinking.
Alcohol enfeebles the race, takes away
from workmen part of their strength and
reduces the whole economic position of
individual and nation alike. The greatest
enemy of France, he asserts, more
dangerous than “the savage German
beaten by our armies,’’ is alcohol. Closing
all liquor shops he concedes to be impossible. But he urges a progressive limitation of their number and an end of all

It is said that the first sawmill in the

United States was at Jamestown, Va.,
of from which sawed boards were
exported
considerable disappointment, appears to
in June, 1607. A water-power sawmill
have arisen through a misunderstanding
was in use in 1625 near the present site
of the Smith-Lever act recently passed
of Richmond, Va.
by Congress. Under this act funds conuamornia yew, wmcn growB on me
tributed both by the federal and State
which it is feared will be the

Old Prices

State, is finding
some use in present-day archery practice.
Its qualities closely resemble those of
ture and home economics. Experts from
the old world yew which made the Engthe Agricultural College ana county
lish long-bow famous in mediaeval times.
agents, both men and women, are to
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
show farmers and farm women the value
of modern methods in agriculture and has decided that the amount of damage
set on fire
housekeeping, and demonstrate the use collectable on growing timber
of labor-saving devices. The purposes through negligence is not only the value
inof the act are, therefore, wholly educa- of the wood destroyed, but also the
as a whole through
to
the
property
jury
whattional and there are no provisions
the destruction of the young growth.
soever for financial assistance.
APPLES.

An extraordinarily large apple crop
awaits harvesting all over New England,
Boughs of numberless trees have been
artificially supported in recent weeks to
prevent their breaking down under their
exceptional load.
European conditions have interrupted
the export trade seriously. Apple growers declare their market broken, and in
many places their fruit not worth picking. But there is a way out, which it
should be an advantage for all concerned
to take.
Let every American consumer make
this an apple winter. No fruit is more
wholesome. It lends itself to varied
uses.
Everybody cannot buy a bale of
cotton to relieve southern planters of an
unsalable crop, but everybody can eat a
barrel of apples.
In all the confused economics of this
war period there can be no question of
the beneficial effects of a quickened use
of an article which will otherwise, in
considerable quantities, rot in the fields.
The farmers will turn the money around
in the village store, and with the mailorder house, and we shall, by eating apples, be doing something for Everybody
in

New England. —Boston Herald.
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National forests of that

Feel Unguid, weak, run down? Headache?
Stomach “011?'’ A good remedy Is Burdock
Price
Ask your druggist.
Blood Bitters.
$1.00.

FARM

FACTS.

By Peter Radford, National Lecturer, Farmer’s Educational and Cooperative Union
Of America.
of farming

are as

serious

problems
multiplication tables.
He who plows can produce anything,
including health and happiness.
The magic influence of the plow will
The
as the

make

a

desert bloom and blossom-

Successful farming and marketing
the basis of all human progress.

are

is successful only when the
marketed.
crops have been profitably

the farms of Maine and business men
cannot render a better service to their
communities than in encouraging the
building of silos. The silo is a great
business educator. It arouses the spirit
of enterprise, develops business ingenuity and awakens the joy of ownership.
A farmer can build a silo for two or
three hundred dollars, and it will, under
ordinary conditions, pay a dividend of 40
per cent where it is run to capacity.
Chrstmas

Apples

lor Brazil.

Boston, Oct. 8. The bark Onaway
has been selected to take the Christmas
cargo of apples, pears and ice to Brazil.
She has been undergoing repairs at Chelsea and was towed to Mystic Docks yesterday, where the work of loading began. New England apples are a great
luxury in Rio Janeiro and sell as high as
10 cents each'. The Onoway will take
3,000 barrels, besides a quantity of
pears, several hundred tons of ice, packed in sawdust and lumber and machinery.
She will leave here about Oct. 15th and
is expected to make the passage in about
40

days.

SIX TRIPS A WEEK
I

and Medicines.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS

Quarries,
Factory
Locations

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites
for Summer Hotels

Leave Belfast at 5 00 p. m., week days for
Camden, Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast
7.30 a. m., daily, except Mondav, for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
RETURNING:
Leave India Wharf, Boston, at 6 p. m. week

at

days.

THE
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF

FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

TRUCKING.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
those

give opportunity
make a change in location
in

for

desiring
a new

to

start

life.

Undeveloped Water Powers
Unlimited

Raw

BEL-

FAST AND CAMDEN

and Camps

to

prepared to do all kinds of trucxinfe
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
I

am

orders at the stable, corner of Main and Ctobp
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
'.it n. Telephone connection

W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
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Surely Ceases When You

Use

Your Hair Soft and

Parisian

Fluffy
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Springs:
mi

HERE AS, said Rub.
first day of Sept-

[,

r

nine hundred and six, rn
Weymouth, then of said S'
of Belfast, in said Count..
situated on Cape Jellis.
Springs, and descrined as
being the building then
P. Grieve, and then usee
boardinghouse or hotel,
known as the Cape Jelliwith two stables adjacent
by said Robert P Grieve, it
derstood and agreed by ai
Grieve and said Weymoui
applied only to the said 1

t

(
■

j

I

I

i

respective foundations, t<
eighteen hundred dollar*,

recorded in the Town Ree
1
Stockton Springs, Book
as, the conditions of said n.

j

broken,
Now, therefore, notice
my intention to foreclose
breach of its conditions,
hern conveyed to said
Ernest O. Brewer by said
of said Rot.prt P. Grieve
Dated at Belfast, this 17
1914.
GEOFF
3w40

|

j

|
f
ii

j

|i
!

d. & y.

I

Material

AND

Good Farming Land
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
attentions
are invited and will receive
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

CENTRAL

j

■

_
~

f1

Isabel

VV

Belfast and Boston $3.50.
Round Trip $6.50

~

■'.!

(£

I)<»rr of St< el
County of Waldo and F:
trix of the will of Ruin
said Stockton Springs,
M. Grieve arid Ernest V
Alberta, Canada, forntr

BANGOR LINE.

s

ip?

WALDO SS.
To

Groceries, Drugs

»>(

Jb

STATE OF

CORPORATION.

AiJowes&Co.,

MAINE

Now that Parisian Sage—a scientific preparation that supplies every hair and scalp need
—can be had at a' y drug counter, or from A.
Good roads broaden our sympathy, A. Howes & Co., it is certainly needless to have
lessen distance and increase our useful- thin, brittle, matted, stringy or faded hair. No
matter how unsightly your hair, how badly it
ness.
is falling, or how much dandruff. Parisian Sage
in
counts
who
is all that is needed. Every trace of dandruff
man
really
It’s the
removed with one application, the hair roots
farming. Fertile land is necessary, but is
of are nourished and stimulated to grow new hair,
a master mind must solve the problem
itching scalp and falling hair cease—your hair
production and marketing.
becomes soft, fluffy, abundant and radiant with
life and beauty.
and
to
chronic
leada
dyspepsia
A lazy liver
Parisian Sage is surely one of the most inwhole
the
system. vigorating and refreshing hair tonics known.
constipation,—weakens
iB easily used at home—not expensive, and
It
on
Doan’s Regulets (25c. per box) act mildly
even one application proves its goodness.
the liver and bowels. At all drug stores.

Farming

STEAMSHIP

S>

|T

3elfa$t, Me.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney

at Law,

Practice in all

Courts.

Probate practice

2tf

specialty.

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Farm for Sale.
The

TO LET
One or two rooms, suitable for 1, 2 or
3 persons, furnished or unfurnished, as desired. Inquire at
42 MILLER STREET.
2w41p

TO LET
A tenement of seven rooms on ground flour;
sewer condry cemented cellar, fluah closet,
nections, city water and coal shed; also good
and tenein
cellar
warden Late improvement*
THOMAS GANNON,
ment.
49 Cedar Street, Belfast, Me.
40

justly

celebra ted Robbins-Frank Berry

Heagan place; three miles cut only, an
among splendid neighbors; 120 acres splendid soil; lots of timber and wood; buildings
alone worth over $5,000.00.
32tf

posta card ami

vou wii

<Orner Cross

an ?

i
!

i-

i
W A
Ee-i-

|

NOTICE

BELFAST, MAINE.

*

FALLING HAIR OR
ITCHING SCALP
Sage--Makes

EASTERN

fist?
p?

fh

^

today for full particulars

Carle & janes,

Buy your spices of

IL==U
A silo is a factory on the farm and
therefore lends itself to cooperation of
the commercial and agricultural interests. The farmer gets the profit of both
producer and consumer. We need more
of these twin agencies of prosperity on

at the

§«

■

fca

Duntleyis the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—
Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
guarrevolving Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely
anteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not give
the “Duntlcy” a trial in your home at our expense?
Write

THE FARM.

cause

governments are made available for
practical demonstration work in agricul-

EAT

A FACTORY ON

'"PHIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running DUNTLL'
cleans without raising dust, and at the same time p
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION.
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It rear
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the nece:
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.
The Great Labor Saver of the Home—Every home, large
t;
small, can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection
the danger of flying dust.

Spices are going
up in price, but we
selling

1

Combination Pneumatic Sweeper

Pickling
Preserving
are

'm

?

I
Huntley
1Jf6'
..

a

sist them with grants of money to indiThis unfortunate
viduals.
mistake,

\

All Kinds for

The Philippine bureau of forestry has
secret manufacture.
There is strong language in M. Levy’s
society recently invited bids for the cutting of
of
choice
timberland
acres
outpouring. Some of if may be set down
bud becomes the serious business of a nearly 300,000
to the spirit of the hour. But who knows
on the public forests on the island of Lu1
whole nation.
what change may come over the spirit
zon.
of Europe when such notions of efficiency
Officers of the
Many letters are being received by the
Okanogan national vs. alcohol can take the place of honor in
of Parisian journals?
Department of Agriculture which indi- forest in the State of Washington are the gayest
cate that farm women in various sec- installing powerful signal lanterns for
Cheapest, accident insurance—Dr. Thomas
For burns, scalds, cuts and
tions of the country have come to be- night use in reporting forest fires from Eclectic Oil.
emergencies. All druggists sell it. 25c. and
lieve that the Government is about to as- lookout peaks.
50c.
and

KEEPS YOUR I-IOME
FRESH anof<CLEAN

Make offer

have

WE cedar

some

of

the

j

shingles that
fast at reduced prices. Afor building, 25 by 40.

j

*
Belfast, September 17, 191

Dr.wTc.

LIBBER

DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST

I

F. E. ELKINS, Belfast, Me.

TO RENT

“No TrespaF

“Picnic and bunting parti
A six-room house in good condition, at No. persons are forbidden trt -1'
9 Allyn street. Apply *»
! Island in the town of Searsp
or
, H CLARK>
CHAKU
3m40
L. C. PUTNAM,
I
General Agent, Banger
84 Union Street.
4w40p

I
:

|

i

^f Pay ^n
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of,lhe
i-.hiet.
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R- and Unveiling o
A Home Letter thal

^st lournalli0PeReaders.
’

1
mnPi.E:
1

E'r
of P“tiel'

y°u have a whole
ar
for this has been
I have a whole lot tc
-Harvest Day” .1

’n(j
WB9

! BU"°

gozema"

Hote|, and while

we

did nol

the three meals,
^ of
**"
was interesting
t0 <j0, it
^planne*
abou(. They ca„ed
Harannual Gallatin Valley
t,r:
1116 thre” meal8-a11
f0t
old
served was
1 D8'

esting, places about here, at the mouth
Bridges Canyon.
We all met again a little after six at
the home of our regeijj on Central avenue. where the banquet was served and
ienu?—everythingthe tea and thoroughly enjoyed. The tables were
lovely, with Japanese snowball and barvalley, except
*
berries for decorations. The hand-painta sample menu, sc
nclose
ir,‘t'lj|,
‘''
"■
ed place cards were the original flag, the
we be beseiged
that should
"r
nek for variety of food- bitter root, (the State flower), the State
shield, etc. The menu included consumeither.
8tli'Y'1 iff ri of one $17,000 oat crop me, crackers, fried chicken, mashed pofrom
tatoes, gl ized sweet potatoes, stuffed
’|o 000 wheat crop,
mow
peppers, celery, ripe olives, jelly, salted
valley.
.he
j,,
r"
...,t especially notable exnuts, tomato salad and cheese straws,
v
8
tif us went up in the late red, white and blue ice cream, cakes,
coffee and red, white and blue mints.
some moving pictures of
have been The post prandial exercises were very
..... taken. They
-.he college and its va- interesting and included toasts by the
he shown at the San
visiting regents and others. Among the
Billie enjoyed the guests was the wife of the bishop of
...
Kenneth had a small North Dakota, a charming woman, who
made a brief but interesting speech.
,’, along the side lines,
numerous gopher The prize essay on Colonial women by
the Bozeman High School girl who won
ti rested him.
ai

■

stand during all the exercises, they were
marvelously quiet, and there was no
need to enquire if the Montana children
were receiving patriotic instruction after

listening

to the earnest

young voices
Banner" and

sing “The Star Spangled
give the salute to the flag. The State
Regent, Mrs. E. H. Morley, presided,
and after a few words of greeting intro-

duced Mrs. C. H. Moore of Butte, chairman of the Hestons Sites committee,
through whose efforts and influence exSenator Clark presented the tablet to
the Daughters. Mrs. Moore made a very

The Lesson of the Leaves.
Their Monument Is in the Living Tree
Which Their Lives Sustalned-They Do
Not Live for Themselves.
f Rev. EdwinPond Parker in HartfordCourant]
‘‘We ail do fade as a leaf.” The leaf
fades and falls and passes away, as having fulfilled its functions and its mission.
We saw, the other day, with mingled

of wonder and pleasure, a
and majestic oak not less than
300 years old.
Year by year its innumerable leaves have littered the ground
1
and then disappeared; year by year new
fine speech of presentation, which was leaves innumerable have crowned it with
their verdure. By each successive gen,5
responded to most fittingly by Mayor eration
of leaves the tree that produced
Robinson of Three Forks. The mayor, them has been
nourished, enlarged and
A
who is a young jeweller, made what was strengthened.' It is the law of nature,
said to be his maiden speech. If so, he it is necessary that the leaves should anfall and give place to new ones in
missed his calling, for his brief address nually
due season, or else the tree itself must
its
author
and
much
was
read
the
$5
by
was splendidly delivered, clear, forceful,
pleasant call from
perish. But the falling leaves have
enjoyed.
,i11 a near neighbor of
eloquent, and directly to the point. Mrs. done and finished the work appointed
m
nt
it is fitThis morning looked threatening and I Morley then introduced Gov. S. V. Stew them. Therefore one would say
in irenton, Maine,
ting that ere they fall and are swept
was afraid I should not get to Three art, who had also been a guest of the
a niece living in Bayaway by the wind they should put on all
L
rii
Although she has I Forks to the dedication of the Saea jawea Adams at luncheon. Gov. Stewart’s ad- imaginable choice colors, and, bathed in
ears she still holds : tablet. I had not planned to go, but yesdress was a fine and memorable one, and mellow light, bid us adieu in a certain
''G1
The tree is the
of
...pie very dear. She I terday Mrs. Griffin, our vice regent and took up more in detail the great service splendorof departure.which survives all
symbol
humanity
of
a
friend
not
to
her
time
.riner neighbor, Mrs.
the motherof
Will’s, formerly Sacajawea performed
only
seasons.
The leaf is the symbol of the
I always remember ! in the Animal Industry department, now and to her indomitable masters, Lewis individual life, ever passing in its brief
Bozeman, and who the very successful editor of the Mon- and Clark, but to all the succeeding gen- season, and perpetually replaced. The
r'
The generace of man is like the oak.
\\ rerville, had just left tana Fanner, asked me to ero with her erations and all the people of this broad
rations of men are like its leaves. This
if., where she and by auto. As we would not have to leave land of ours in leading the expedition wonderful parable of autumn presents to
jjOn^.
!
spend the winter. nearly as early as the people who went which gave the great “Inland Empire” us, therefore, another and more importlived in Laurel ana by train I managed to arrange it. It to civilization. He told the familiar but ant truth than that of decay and death,
that life comes by death and
!':,:iiily from Waldo cleared before our starting time, 9.30, fascinating story of how the brave little namely,
that decays precede a new growth and
we had a perfectly glorious thirtyon
Indian
with
her
and
princess,
papoose
greater progress; as Charles Kingsley
veil.
mile ride. Mrs. Griffin also took Miss her back, virtually led the expedition sang:
;
anas seeing Mrs.Taylor,
Old decays but foster new creations,
of a prominent lawyer from Mandam over “the Shining Mounsweet and “homey” Luce, the sister
Dust and ashes feed tbe golden corn.
■K
I
member.
a
A.
R.
D.
also
and
before
been
her
home
tains”
that
had
looking forward to here,
At the Dottom or
Mr. Beecher said,
|
her
father
learn
that
to
her captivity by the Minatorees and sub- every leaf-stem is a cradle and in it is an
I don’t was so surprised
; Mrs. Gibson.
.....
Maine! I wish you
sequent purchase by Charboneau, the infant-germ; and the winds will rock it
that Mrs. Gould, whom was born in Readfield,
j [(
birds will sing to it all summer
might have taken the trip with us in the Frenchman, employed as guide by Lewis and the
.per my mentioning as a
r- nit
long, and next summer it will unfold.”
TIM._t 1_*1_
little Franklin car which has already _1 /-'ll_1.
■i'll and a friend or relaSo the leaf begins early the preparation
miles. We went through Missouri river was reached it was a puzzle of its
successor, and in so doing fulfills
rles Rhoades, now lives travelled 100,000
the towns of Belgrade, Central Park, indeed as to which way to go.
It was its mission.
v,- .is on 3d avenue in
;
#u
Brown leaves that with aerial grace
Manhatten, and Logan, typical little Sacajawea who came to the fore and
new bungalow, which
Slip from the branch like birds a-wing
|
about a group
western
towns,
gathered
the
them
Gallatin
Valley
Each leaving in the appointed place
guided
through
since we were here bejfcav,
Its bud of future spring.
of grain elevators, but each with school- and over Bozeman Pass to the Yellowhouses that would make Belfast and stone and on to the
| So nature creates new and larger life
“Big Water.”
went, with Mrs. Whip! through perpetual individual changes and
y...s
most other New England towns of double
Following Gov. Stewart came a young decays. And so, some prophets say and
---g of the Presbyterian and
in
heads
their
hide
their
size
triple
some poets sing, shall divine Power and
man from the Three Forks High school,
-the Ladies’ Aid and
ushame. Logan, the junction of the Norththe unmost im- Love ‘‘out of the ever-changing,
in
who
Indian
gave
costume,
recently
Society being
;
ern Pacific and Milwaukee roads, is a huschanging make.” But at that point,
Inthe
of
the
address
young
home
of
pressively
and as to the immortality of the indiiety at the
[{:
tling little railroad center, and the last dian, the
only surviving member of a vidual, the analogies of nature are not
S. Willson. It is
town we passed. The road lay between
not even that of
meet Mrs. Willson
party of five who set out shortly after entirely satisfactory,
ranches all the way, with houses ranging
the seed sown, which St. Paul makes use
“The
to
find
the
the
visit
of
explorers
(ctr
ably so in her own from the modern bungalow type to the
of. One must find satisfaction and comWhite Man’s Book of Life,” which they fort elsewhere in
will re.now you
1
Bin,
respect of that. God’s
old square “chinked in” log house, now
to send back to the Red Men. conscious creatures are of another catenbe.r
..mg of her as one of seldom seen in the older sections.
Live promised
beMrs. Laura Y. Scott of Amstead then gory than the leaves, and if we may
women l have ever
istock and poultry of all kinds were seen
lieve that the life he gives them changes
read a most interesting letter from Olin
has not changed
form
mortal
but never dies, puts off its
in abundance. One field, where a hunD. Wheeler, whose historic researches in oniy to reappear in some new form, that
at her house they
lit
dred or so turkeys were picking up wheat,
and
belief must rest on other foundations
•:
fa
sleeping porch, and was an interesting sight. As we neared this vicinity have been painstaking
than those expressed in such lines as the
tireless.
tin bedrooms upstairs
en.--.
Three Forks some rain clouds that had
following:
The rain had stopped, and the thouoral Wilison.
Mrs.
a
Ye dead leaves, dropping soft and slow.
been haunting the western horizon lowj
the
in
assembled
sand or more people
ne general had the
Ye mosses green and lichens fair,
fcered until the mountains were obscured
to your graves as I will go,
I
Go
hall walked over to little park for the
rears ago that he
E
For God is also here.
by a blue veil of mist that began to
A
young
which
to
daintily
gowned
write
his
u
unveiling.
[ The chief lesson of the leaf is that of
make itself manifest in our vicinity.
lit that they were
is!
girl, the granddaughter of a former individual service. Its life has been one
Before the shower really began, how*:
prominent citizen who had settled in the of receiving and giving. It fallsitswhen
reminiscences to be
ever, we were on the broad porch of the
is completed. It gives
all,
where the towns now stands, had its mission
60’s
r
had just--coni'
even itself, that the tree which produced
Sacajawea Hotel, recently built by the the honor of
back the canvas it
What
else
drawing
It
flourish.
filet crochet bed
and
survive
may
Milwaukee road, a spacious, comfortable
or tenderfwas’justly proud, and thoroughly up-to-date house. In covering the massive boulder, which is in nature teaches more clearly
the vital relation ot the individual to
over
tons.
ly
13
and
over 6 feet high
it
weighs
my little in the three the
the
D.
A.
of
a
few
found
the human whole, that no individual can
parlor we
R
a
privilege and a R’s, who had come by train earlier in the The bronze tablet is 30 inches long and be too humble or fragile to contribute
cast
is
It
1
wide.
«
inches
24
a
beautifully
There
was
somewhat to the welfare of that whole;
sing.
day. Most of the party had gone for
t
and most artistically finished, so that in that no individual life can perform its
at ti.e meeting and a
the
in
interest
auto rides to points of
some such contribu1
tR’
itself it is a handsome ornament to the true task without
re whom 1 rememvicinity, the guests of the hospitable
tion, and that, lovingly performed, “each
Forks.
Three
at
The
inscrip- lowly duty adds to the inner strength
who remembered
citizens of Three Forks, who also enter- city park
: prise.
tion on the tablet is as follows: “In pa- and outer beauty?”
The program
tained them at luncheon.
Mr. Ruskin, in the fifth volume of
triotic memory of Sacajawea, an Indian
consideration of
“Modern Painters.” has an exhaustive
Mrs. Griffin, whose faculty for makwoman, whose heroic Lourage, Bteadfast
ateresting. I afterof the leaf, and he says: “Every
ing, keeping and remembering friends devotion, and splendid loyalty in acting studyhas
K
ne lady who was
an infant bud to take care of,
leaf
amounts to a positive talent, was most
across the Rocky mountains laid tenderly, as in a cradle, just where
as guide
the reading of an
! cordially received by Mr.Jand Mrs. J. Q.
niche between
made impossible for the Lewis and Clark the leaf-stalk forms a safe
-i the woman’s part
it and the main stem. This child-bud is
Adams, whom she had previously known.
1804-1806, to occupy so imm Ireland, and has
expedition,
fondly guarded all the summer, but its
Their many mutual friends in Iowa made
R the present war. |
portant a place in the history of this re- protecting leaf dies in autumn; and then
the tie seema close one, and these delightfor the meeting
public. Erected by the Montana Daugh- the boy-bud is put out to rough winterful noonln incictorl nn pnfprtflinincr 11s nf
schooling, by which he is prepared for
ters of the American Revolution, 1914
ot the D. A. R.,
luncheon in the hotel where they make
personal entrance into public life in the
the
concluded
"America”
of
The singing
amcheon served by
spring.”
Mr.
their home while in Three Forks.
exercises and was a fitting close to a day
at the Home EcoMarvelous, indeed, this brooding and
and in seeAdams, who is connected with the Mil- that will
at the college.
As
long live in the minds and hearts building business of the leaf,
of
the
waukee, himself chose the site
ing it fade and fall one may well remem: committee I went
of those present.
storm it
and
sunshine
ber how through
of Three Forks and has watched
The roads were in anything but tempt- has guarded under the shade of its faithsmall city
place-cards
from
its
interest
growth
P in gold at the top, with deepest
ing condition in and about Three Folks, ful shields the bud that is to bear its
A
ranch land to a thriving little city.
shieldless sleep
a- miff and blue ribbon in
due to the heavy rain, but we de- hope through winter’s
and cold.
has the material, moral
1 arrived at the col- millionaire he
cided to “stick by the ship” and not
Ana ivir. nusKin cants aucmiuu iu anand intellectual welfare of this little city
sized panic in proreturn by train. Our courage was well re- other interesting fact. The leaves are
and it was largely _,1
at
heart,
..knnt tViroo miluQ rtiifr flf Innrn
deeply
tc mid Helena had sent
not so many isolated individuals.
They
his efforts that the boulder bearTheie
as it were, in communities.
:
gutions than had been through
the downpour had evidently dwindled to live,
interests
of
a
reconcilement
is
was
suitamong
the tablet later unveiled
:
A small ing
repared for.
a mere shower, and the ride home was
them in respect of what sun or shade or
mounted and placed. After lunch
We had company on the rain is to be had. They do not push each
set, however, and the ably
delightful.
we enjoyed a call on Mrs. Adams in their
as if seln care of.
As we were
road, for other autos were returning to to his own liking, interfering
and admired the handsome photoconcerned and contentious in their
t 1 was glad to help rooms
town and ranch nouses in the vicinity, fishly
of
soft and
work, but their order is one
of the little four-years-old grandai
while some made the trip from Bozeman subdued concessions. They live in clusreally enjoyed my graph
little
fine
a
looking
chap also. The afternoon light over the re- ters and
sturdy,
a
wing” in the kitch- son,
“every leaf-cluster presents the
who spoke well for modern methods and
entirelooked lovely.
cently cut wheat fields turned them to general aspect of a little family”
Big
ly at unity among themselves, intent on
n
glow were flanked system.
gold, while off in the foothills the som- getting
their living without infringeThe rain showed few signs of ceasing bre patchwork of huge plowed fields,
i
eves, and each guest
ment of the family rules or invasion of
''
car
and
auto
to
taken
were
of
and
we
by
autumn bouquet. The
the rights and privileges _f their neighblack against the other vast squares
of the foliage in its
the Auditorium, a fine new hall, where
serve the extra ones,
brown Btubble, were here and there re bors. This fellowship
j,_
relation and
the other delegates soon gathered, aug- lieved by the soft but vivid green of win- clustered life, this neighborly
as
highly eomplimentof its manifold clusters or groups,
respect
of
Three
the
entire
mented
as
we
population
Wherever we looked,
by
ter wheat.
boullion and crackthis harmonious because cooperative sys'•
pi 1
The hall neared home
towns.
again, against the sky rose tem on which the leaf-builders proceed
potato roses,creamed Folks and neighboring
,
their work, seems abundantly suggesand people stood the
“Shining Mountains”from which this in
spiced crab apples. was packed m no time,
[
tive. If here and there an unruly leafSeveral hundred
walls.
grand State takes its name, softly blue cluster is seen to be recklessly striving
biscuit, fruit salad all around the
under the care of their for the most
part, sometimes with crests for peace, and pushes itself at the cost
peach ice, fancy school children,
|t!,
teachers, were warmly applauded as cloud-obscured,
sometimes
showing and in defiance of others, its premature
jt
shows the folly of its vain contenin in orderly file. Considtraces of the snowy mantle which will so decay
op just as we were they marched
Ij,
tion: and Ruskin observes that under
were obliged to
1
soon be theirs, always there, yet ever all
downtown in the car, ing the fact that they
oppression of external accidents each
when we got down to
changing, the beneficent guardians of leaf-cluster follows a law laid down in
members of it,
1
i,
this fertile valley, so often called “the its own heart and all the
ub, in whose famous
in sickness or health, in strength or lanM.
P.
S.
1
America.”
of
meeting was held.
Egypt
guor, combine to carry out this law; retribe the decorations of
Bozeman, Montana.
ceiving life that they may communicate
Childhood has many ills; but worms, whether
1
slmP'y cannot. The walls
t
it,and loveliness that they may:reflect it.
or stomach worms, must be vigora! 2
pinworms
life thus laid deep
are covered
with wonder- ously guarded against. No gain in health and
Keep Your Stomach and Liver Healthy. Is not this law of
down in the heart of the leaf, of fellowuutil they
!
is
possible
strength
displays of wheat, oats,
A vigorous Stomacn, perfect working Liver
If you suspect
are removed.
ship in a common service, the very law
grains and
that your child is suffering from
11
grasses native
and regular acting Bowels is guaranteed if which, lodged in the heart of man, must
worms, do not lose another minindividual life, the family group
»,,s
plaques,
use Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
They rule the
ute, but get a bottle of this you will
and the social whole, if either is to flourSl’”le fine
photographs of
time-tried, dependable remedy insure good Digestion, correct Constipation ish as it should? For
truly was it writ81111 PVen a
—Dr. True’s Elixir. Discoverf
miniature horse
“As the days of a tree
cow *
ed by my father, this compound and have an excellent tonic effect on the whole ten of old:
Pedestals
of
baled
of
my people 1” Every
hay,
has for over 60 years been system—Purify your blood and rid you of all are the days
deof
1
growing in reputation as a sure body poisons through the Bowels. Only 2Sc. leaf connects its work not only with
1
suPI>ose, but so clevof all kinds and for keeping
*1'
that of its fellows but with that of
Parts of wheat and remedy for worms
is
at your Druggist.
the stomach in the pink of condition.
its predecessors and of its successors.
>ou can
of
credit
the
Send for list
hardly
symptoms.
It is reverent and conservative of the
Do not endanger your child’s health, but
sif'n8-” The meeting of
past, it is hopeful and progressive as
lc0iir,c Wd8
a bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family
get
cal,Pt) to order by the Laxative and Worm Expeller, at once. Good
regards the future, and, most import’gav>|
ant of all, it does not live for itself.
60c and
adults
also.
At
dealers,
made
for
35c,
your
for
Mt.
(Str. a
Hyalite
A girl to do general housework in family of Whatever lessons we may learn from
Advice free. Special treatment for tapenut
% tar
Savel, with a piece of $1.
four. A country girl between 17 and 20 pre- the life of the leaves, there is one which
Send for book.
worms.
m,l'eral from the mountain
ferred. Apply by letter,
we may receive in seeing them fade and
'Hj,h 1
tf40
A. B. C.. Journal Office.
fall and that is the lesson of their
chapter was named, clev- Auburn, Me.
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Record

Corn

Pack.

The work of packing corn at the Portland Packing company’s shop Skowhegan

completed for the season with
pack of 350,000 cans, the largest ir
many years. Manager C. H. Chute says
that this has been an unusually good corn
year and that the corn was not affected by
has been

a

the frosts.

The season closed about the
as usual but the frosts were
common.

time

same

later than
200

Raspberry Jam.

Tons

H. A. Johnson Company, Boston, the
big manufacturers of and dealers it:
bakers’ supplies, have erected a .building
in Van Buren for a permanent plant, to

be occupied by a representative every
fall for the making of raspberry jam.
This company made nearly 200 tons of
jam there this season.

Witch Hazel Oil
(COMPOUND)
Fop Piles or Hemorrhoids,

Is situated

I have single and
on Washington street just off Main street.
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issolicited. Telephones— stable 235-2, house 61-13.

JACKSON

|

&

HAVE YOU NEURASTHENIA?

HALL

FREE Catalog is full |a
°‘B"*“‘,ike thi!-

|

|
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.'* At
druggists. 50c, large box, or by mail.

nausea.

The treatment is one of nutrition of the

non-alcoholic

a

tonic. As the nerves get their nourishment from the blood the treatment must I
be directed toward building op the blood.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Piils act directly on
the blood and with proper regulation of
the diet have proved of the greatest beneA
fit in many cases of neurasthenia.
I tendency to antenna, or bloodlessness,
shown by most neurasthenic patients, is
also corrected by these tonic pills. Your
own druggist sells Dr.
Williams’ Pink
Two useful hooks “DiseasesoftheNer-

Mathews Bros’ Dock.
fitted stove wood, building sand an<

For

gravel, and

a

small

GILES G.

lumber.

of hard wool

quantity

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

1

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Winterport, Maine
OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUESDA.

NOTICE.

b'

ody, Manlcur-

Guaranteed work in Chir

Facial Work.
Fell line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
and

ng

Shampooing.

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

32|)

B.

WANTED

Also

B.

GREENLAW,

CABINET MAKER,
47

Northport Avenue,
Belfast, Maine.

Telephone 211-12

3m 32

MAINE

Room,

RESERVED IN ADVANCE

COMPANY

TRANSPORTATION

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

IDA A.

WANTED

in

Tne Farmers of Waldo County
and vicinity to
largest stock of

first gave im. ulse to to thh organization, and
the family an indulgent wife and mother whose
in the family
presence will be sadly missed
circle.
Resolved, Tnat in the death of our sister let
us be admonished to be more faithful to the
work, and nerve ourselves to the additional
responsibilities that fall to the remaining ones,
for soon our places will be filled, and the work
us will be done by those who foldone here

low after.

by

Resolved, That in the death of our sister we
unite to express sympathy to the afflicted
family, and commit them to Him who never
errs, and doeth all things wisely; His ways are
ways.

Resolved, That our charter be draped for 30
these resolutions be placed upon our
records and a copy sent to the family, also to

days and

the local paper for

publication.

Lora A. Chase, )
> Committee.
M. J. Haley,
Haley. )

Emma

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Know

that

we

have the

HOOVER
Potato

Digger

within twenty miles of
direction.

our

Repairs
store in any

All orders receive prompt attention.

lowing resolutions:
Whereas, ^Through the Providence that
guides and controls in human destinies, Sister
Be.Ie J. Palmer, a charter member of Loyal
Rebekah Lodge, t:as been summoned from our
order and we in grateful remembrance would
has just passed on;
pay tribute to her who
therefore, be it
of our sister the
the
death
in
That
Resolved,
lodge has lost a member whose earnest efforts

our

m.;

WII.I Ml! B. \\ III IAN:SON, Cen'l Manager

feeble health all the time-Mrs. Hattie
Averill went to Bangor last week to see Florbeen taken from the
ence Young, who has
hospital and is gaining quile fa»L now....Its
section. Most of the wells
very dry in this
and cisterns are dry and some haul water quite
time to dig
a distance.. Farmers are having good
Several from this village
potatoes this year....

not

a.

ROUND TRIP, $2.50

SEATS MAY BE

the two

I

Hotel, 8.C0

Windsor

FARE, $1 50

and

E. H. BOYINGTON,

Eoston

Arrive Rockland, 9 £0 a rr.; 3 £0 p. m.
Leave Rockland, R T. & C Waiting
10.00 a. m.; 4.00 p. m.
Arrive Belfast, 11 30 a. m.; 5.30 p. m.

vicinity went to Belfast last week to see
popular plays at the Colonial Theater.
..Loyal Rebekah Lodge has adopted the foi-

ABBOTT,

Lincolnville Avenue.
26 tf

Tel 137-2

■

Leave Belfast,
2 00 p. m.

very

j

Co.,

BOSTON. MASS.

AUTO SERVICE

are visiting their
Boston_Miss Jeanette Fairbanks has
the position of aBBistant teacher in Monroe
High school_Mrs. Laura Curtis, who underlast
went a surgical operation at her home
week, is as comfortable as can be expected.
Much sympathy is felt for her as she is in
son

Trust

Street

Rockland-Bolfast

MONWOE
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Moore

at

Orders Solicited

1

EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin, Sec’y.
MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.

6ml8

Federal

J>
|

2m41

Ideal

1 $2000.

place
is

_India

|

Be fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and exj tends a cordial invitation to those wishing proI tection at minimum cost to become members
I of this lodge. Any^person of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eligible. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
Information gladly given at all times.

dispose of old

rubbish, ashes, etr.,

Reference:

and Progressive Fraternal and
Social Insurance Order for Men ar.u
Women. Organized November, 1887.

An

if you mention this paper.

in Belfast to

-i

“^ i|

NEW ENGLAND MERCANTILE CO.

New England Order
of Protection

vousSystem” and “What to EatandHow
to Eat” will he sent free by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.t

lheKest

|

The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston. Mass.

Pills.

and most convenient

|
]

•■•■
When bought with other
J
merchandise
“I ??,»v.--" '■,■■■:•■«
°
Why continue to pay the deal- P
er’s high prices when you can
buy groceries and other merchandise direct from a:A
a big saving: We protect your pockctbook yet give...
est quality and guarantee satisfaction or m mey back.
Premium Profit-Sharing Certificates increase your
savings. Start the saving today—write for Catalog No.4(J
*”

i

cells, requiring

Q

|1:

WRITE for copy

mental or

also worry over the struggles for
success, are the most common causes.
Excesses of almost any kind may produce it.
Some diseases, like the grip,
will cause neurasthenia. So also will a
sever#
shock, intense anxiety or grief.
|
The symptoms are over-sensitiveness, 1
irritability, a disposition to worry over

nerve

<

Big

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

ercise,

tritles, headache, possibly

<

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

proper vacation periods,
| physical, without
without proper attention to diet and ex- I
!

)

£

at

I-----

Neurasthenia is a condition of exhausThe causes
tion of the nervous system.

work,

FERTILIZERS.

Country

Manufactured
Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AGENTS.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

■

&/v. i/uml.

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

X

■

j“,8t

They

?

Sick Animals

Continuous

Proprietor.

nTHuiF^ouR^Ro^DEcmi^n

The treatment

varied.

|

PRESTON’S

)

are

|

FOR SALE BY

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co., 156 Willian.
St., New York.

nn

tovr.'"1'ter’

Diggers l

Potato

W. G. PRESTON,

of diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Does and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humph revs’ Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys* Veterinary Remedies,
156 William St.. New York.

1

AGE and O. K.

A. E. OHASE & CO., Brooks, Maine.

Send Free Sample of Oil io

—

litjjj!’1

Champion

I

External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning
One application brings relief
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, a
all druggists or mailed.

1

fl'inges,borders,

HOOVER, IRON

I

HUMPHREYS*

1

Tk„!

\

a

A

..

Worms~ADii£er to Ghillrm

■■

y

—

|jj,

■

very long war may be expectei [
is the opinion of Hon. Jamei \
E. Dunning, formerly of Bangor, where
he was for years city editor of the Com
mercial, and of Portland, where he wai
managing editor of the old Advertise!
and later of the Press. Mr. Dnnninf
was until recently, when he became European representative of the National City
Bank of New York, consul-general foi
the United States.

!

11

■

■

■■■■

Europe,

in

..

■

111

Long War Predicted.

A

That

u.—

►

meditation:
"If ever, in autumn, a pensivenesi
falls upon us as the leaves drift by ii
their fading, may we not wisely look u|
in hope to their mighty monuments? Be
bold how fair, how far-prolonged, in arcl I
and aisle, the avenues of the valley, th<
fringe* of the bills! So stately, so eter
nal! The joy of man, the Cbm fort of al I
living creatures, the glory of the earththey are but the monuments of thosi
poor leaves that flit faintly past us bu
to die.
Let them not pass without ou:
understanding their last counsel and ex
ample, that we, also, careless of a monu
ment by the grave,
may build it in tbi ►
world-monument by which men may bi (
to
remember, not where we diei l
taught
but where we lived."

of

tr8te,'e

■-

achievement*, of the monument* the]
have silently builded.
The eloquen ;
word* of Mr. Ruakin may fitly close oui |

erly set in. The meeting was interesting, but I won’t attempt to teil you about
it in detail. Among other things they
voted $30 toward the work of the American Red Cross, in response to an appeal
from the President General. The adjournment came about 4.30 and the visiting delegates were then taken for an
auto ride out to the Fish Hatchery, one
of the most beautiful, as well as inter-

Bozeman.

Tel

8-2.

A. E. CHASE

CO.,

BROOKS, MAINE.

H. C. Hcfises
!

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDERAt 52High Street.

Tel. 216-13

FRANK A. NYE,
Undertakerand Licensed
Embalmer.
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY.
SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST., BELFAST
Telephone connections at both places.
33tf
All calls answered promptly.

BELFAST. THURSDAY. OCTOBER 15.
THURSDAY

PUBLISHED EVERY

Republican

The

19l7

f

Aanager

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
for three
year; $1.00 for six months; 60 cents
months.

The world’s series of base ball is at-

tracting unusual attention just
given as big type in the scare
the war in Europe.

is

now

and

heads

as

Will you walk into

my parlor says the
Massachusetts Progressive spider to the
Massachusetts Prohibitionists. But the

blankets"!

I

FROMJ5ACKACHE?

When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
their functions; your back aches
and you do not fefel like doing much
of anything. You are likely to be
despondent and to borrow trouble,
just as if you hadn’t enough already. Don’t be a victim any ionger.
The old reliable medicine, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
tone to the kidneys and builds up
the whole system.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a peculiar
combination of roots, barks and
herbs. No other medicine acts like
it. because no other medicine has the
same formula or ingredients. Accept
no substitute,
but insist on having
Hood’s, and get it today.

BY

Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

Blankets 60x76,

Gray and White, Regular
Sale price, per pair,

Hester Rose, who ha? entered the University of Maine, spent the week-end with her
folks at home.

89c.

Mr. Dow has had satisfactory sales of his
Rice Diggers and the lot of over thirty has

$1.29

materially diminished.
Maynard Stantial returned some time ago
to the Moses Brown Fitting School in Rhode
Island, where he is taking the full course of
Jtudy.

Price, $1.50,

An exchange suggests that the 50,000,000 pounds of coffee raised in Porlo Rico,
every pound of which ha?

and

Springs,

began

Blankets 66x80, Gray and White, Wool
Finished, Extra Value. Regular Value

The theme of the

Popular Mechanics contains the description of a dtvice to be attached to a
Telephone for the purpose of "nailing”

“long-felt want”

han any one point out where the public
has benefitted by the war on the trusts
l ake the ease of the
ai; ; the railroads?
International Harvester Company, which
iteen ordered to dissolve into three

be as

7 .30 p.

service

at

acnooi

will

Matinees

h p.
served

iu

After hearing
independent
the evidence the court which made this
decree decided that the I. H. C. prices
and Farm and h ireare not
concerns.

Daily

(THE PERFECT

at

Friday,

vestry

6 o’clock.

a

Oct.

played and

at 2.30

n >w

w

Fred L

any cheaper than one.”

of the

Cion

Baptist

effect Sunday, there

without

a

pastor.

WOMAN) IN

a

account

position

to

slip

for

time to

a

pair of

on a

smart new

give

of his

get out

you

unequalled service.

i

“BARRISTER”—$5.00
act

as

substitute mail

Made of superfine King Patent Leather.
toe, low heel, closely trimmed bevele-i
sale only by

j1
!*>

carrier

No. 1 lor Mr. VV. C. Austin and began

{For

The Dinsmore Stor

Belfast.

j

j

done.

DAUGHTER.”

2

============WE CARRY—

|

Ham

Pressed

of

W

These

Boston

W

We

The Administration has begun “adhospital for several weeks, following a serious
j listing” the fourth class postmasters
operation. Kev. Mr. Dickey’s recent death
putting Democrats in office in place of leaves the Congregational church looking for
republicans —and in the 2nd Congrespastor.
sional district, over which Congressman
The services lor the w^ek nt the Methodist
jMcGillicuddy has endorsing jurisdiction, church will be as follows: this,Thursday,evensome thirty odd “adjustments” were ing the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10 45 a. m.,

Frankfurt

Schonland’s German

J

throe churches

Sewell E.

Kev.

On

us

patron-1

Regals. They’ll delight you, surprise you and fit you. And. they'll

i|

Brooks,
Lane, ex-postmaster
on the Dudley Stirnpson place and
is

>rk this week.

a xe

supper
of the

Leach

Let

Augustus Ward's horse was frightened last
and made a bee line from the Dow
corner to the A. E. Ciiase store.
He made
g >od .time on the run, but was there round, d
uo and taken hack by a friend, with no dau.-

which

cnurch

church has been in

Methodist

the

are

I

Monday

condition in church affairs exists
With the resignation of Kev.
in Kennebunk.
took

settled

So we want you to meet the Regal
Shoe and get acquainted with the
greatest shoe values in America.

entirely completed.

of

graced!

i;
il

for

who has had

argument!

has

Regal

a

once

cus.l

no

your foot, your permanent
age is assured.

new

it will not he

oi route

An unusual

excessive;

Jewell^

requires

;i

Mrs. Grace Bachekler, who for several years
has been employed in the Brooks post office, is

school, young and old, are invited, and it is
Hoped there will be a large attendance.

side well says: “if this be true it is difficult to see how three companies can sell

F.

of the

for

into the open air.

16tht from 5

members

Ail

“NEPTUNE’S

social in the

caring

Mrs. Amanda Stantial, who has been very
ill, has been moved from the village to the
John 1). Jones homestead, where she will be
cared tor during the winter by Mrs. Oakes.

in.

Games will be

m.
at

though

™oTyays ! Monday-Tuesday | ST
Annette Kellermann

Baptist

loiiows: prayer

entertained

be

Universalist

BLANKETS

THEATRE

COLONIAL

been

tomers

!j

charge of the
Fred Moulton house, will
have it ready for occupancy this winter, al-

building

will try Ins lues. at farming.
health lie has resigned his

meeting this,
Thursday, evening; morning service, Sunday
at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Christian Endeavor meet mg at 13.31 and evening

churvh will

has

i| ^

days.

now

Universalist

for the week at the

services

Josephine Fogg

Frank H.

next

'The

ant

JAMES H. HOWES

hear it.

the third person who interferes in a conversation. It not only records the interference, but it indicates the instrument
It.
of the individual who “plugs in.

$1.98

pair,

duties Sunday

his

at the

sermon

per

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

student at the

Sunday morning will be, The
Christian Religion and the Tragedy of the
Nations. This sermon will have special reference to the European war and it is expected
that a large congregation will be present to

church

price,

Mrs.

;

Mrs. Estelia Roberts, who is much improved
i health
She now gets out of doors on pi as*
James

Rev. Frederick Palladino of Bangor was the
guest of Rev. and Mrs, Horace B. Sellers at
the Methodist Parsonage Friday, while in the
city to attend the Quarterly Conference at the
Al. E. church.

coffee grown in Central America.

Sale

$2.50.

Oct. 4th.

practically
been shipped to Europe, might, as an
American product, be used in this counthat it is
try. It is quite right in saying
good coffee, and that is also true of the

Gray and White, Regular
Sale price, per pair,

I

services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2 30 p. m., folio ved bv Sunday school.

Stockton

a

59c.

Blankets 64x80,

enquires: "Have your Maine friends Theological Seminary at Bangor, has accepted
the churches at Sandypoint and
a call to
sent along that venison yet? Oh, dear.

fili

Gray and White, per pair,

Price $1.00.

ald

seems to

Blankets 46x74,

I

Acquainted with Regals!
O ELLING new Regals to old
Get

pleasant day.

each

The

a

Mrs. Sanford Emery of Monroe has beer
friend Miss Addie Davis in thh

visiting her
village

Miss Arline Estes, who has been quite ill, ie
back in the post office for a little while

will be held

Jackman,

1 H
I

/

Every Occasion

now

1

Mr. Beaumont of

Smart Style for

Miss Beatrice Pierce of Augusta visited tb«
of M. J. Dow last Sunday.
Mrs. Grace Bache!der has returned from
very pleasant outing in Bangor and vicinity.

Prices 59c. to $12.-

Preaching service at North Belfast as usual
should apples be selling for 40
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock, followed
cents a peck in Boston and rotting on the
school.
trees, because of no market, 30 mi es | by Sunday
The Christian Scientists hold services in
away?—Boston Herald
For this and many other conundrums ! their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
of like character there seeni3 to be no 11 o’clock, and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
logical answer.

—

A

Kate Lane is preparing to move into hei
new home very soon.
A. b. Stantial and wife of Belfast visitet
friends in Brooks last Sunday.

family

Why

The deer season has been open for
a week, but we haven’t yet received our annual venison tenderloins.
Boston Globe.
Same here. And now the Boston Her-

week-end in Brooks.

BED BLANKET8

The Churches.

nearly

Potatoes fire down to 36 eenta end the turnfeeling bine.
Mr. Charles F. Shaw of Belfast spent th<

ers are

ANNUAL 8ALE

proposition.

is not stuck on the

fly

The News of Brooks.

Republican Journal DO YOU SUFFER

The

are

are

and

j

Bolognas.

high grade goods, sold exclusively in Belfast by

j

us.

!

also agents for the

—

#

Deerfoot

Farm

Ham,

and

Bacon

Sausag

a

Senator Johnson has
over the other three dis-

made last week.

jurisdiction

like

service with serm>n, “The Vision of Paul ;
at 7 SO p. m.t evening service, with sermon,
••The Power of a Clean Life”. In the afternoon
at 2 o’clock the pastor will preach in the

tricts, and his recommendations for these
offices are being compiled and in due
vili be

season

chapel at

promulgated.
AT

PACK

COKN

[Correspondence

LIBERTY.

The Journal ]

of

Northport.

Liberty, Me., Oct. 12. 1914, The Monmouth
Cst.i ing Co. finish' d the packing of corn at
this village last Saturday, after continuous
The pack was much
work for two weeks.

as

expected; but
early frost, but little
Mr. Greene informs me that the pack was 60

they have for the

20,000

cans,

more

year there was
y ear it Is all, or

who

than last year, and while last
little or no fancy corn, this

nearly ail, fancy corn. With
less than 100 acres planted, abuut 6 acres of
this being worthless, the production was 1€0,000 cans, with about six tons of the very best

a

THE

WAR

Antwerp, despite the conflicting opinions as to
its importance from a strategic point of view,
must be regarded as a decided victory. One
of the most strongely fortified cities in the
world its fortifications could not withstand the
modern seige guns. The city surrendered at

next

year’s

Superintend-

seed.

ent

several

my

1

am

more

led

than

through
tneir

to

expert photographers working in the war area
since hostilities began. Thursday, 7 30, prayer
meeting, subject: (from the Congregational
Hand Book) “The Appeal of The Church to

believe that the acreage will be

doubled next year.

two

own

unpropitious

tne

Having passed

seasons

and

held

»*
iur-

looking
management
ward to several seasons of bountiful producare

been demonstrated beyond a
doubt that this part of the Georges valley protions.

due

It

has

es corn

State, ar.d

that iswe

rqual

to any grown in the

looking to see this section
ruse, s does the wester n part
are

blossom like a
of the irtate whore the sweet corn for the lactor its and the production of cream for the
creameries have been the principal production
for the past fifty years. And we predict that
the two products, corn and cream, will he the
ult imute solution of this locality as they have
bee n of other parts of the State.
J. O. Johnson.

TTViHur

7

r.acflo Nnrth

K

At
lent

a

recent

meeting of the Ladies Benevo-

Society of the

Elm street
(fficers

Congregational

were

elected for

church, Bucksport,
the ensuing year. It was with deep reg et
that the Society accepted the resignation of
its
president, Mrs. Geo. Emerson, whose
unremitting energy and tireless labors had for
the

past six years been of

so

great

a

the

buildings

j

]
j
!
!

|

than any other places in Belgium
which have been occupied for sometime by the
invaders. They agree, however, that Tor mil-

j

England

in the western theatre of

|

war

Antwerp is of supreme importance to Germany, which now will be able
to release several divisions to aid the sorely j
pressed right wing. Furthermore the char- j
acter of the city will ensure the lines of j
communication should retreat be necessary ;

value to

of

parish. Previous to her six
president she had held for through Belgium.
years
three years the vice presidency. Mrs. EmerThe Bordeaux correspondent of the London
son will be succeeded by Mrs Horace Arey. The
Times sent ihe following despatch: "In official
j
other officers elected were as follows: Vice
The Shoe Stiuation.
circles here it is recognized that the fall of ;
President. Mrs. W. S. Webb; secretary Mrs. Antwerp) may prolong the war. The Germans !
Conditions in footwear steadily improve and
W. H. Garden; treasurer, Mrs. A. H. Rust; are certain to fortify the forts, which will be- 1
practically all manufacturers in New England
directors, Mrs. Geo. Emerson, Mrs. Lewis Tap- come a base for Zeppelin attacks against the j
as well as at other centers are now actively
engaged. Retail trade has been rather slow ley, Mrs. Geo. Blodgett, Mrs. B. P. Blodgett* British coast. And yet it is obvious that under j
as
colder weather is needed to stimulate demand, but, indications point to advancing
prices, jobbers place liberal orders in anticipation of future requirements. Shoes with uppe rs of cloth and all kinds of leather sell freely.
Dun’s Review Oct. 10th,

the

church and
service

NEWS

—

HAVE YOU CATARRH?

as

Mrs. Herbert Cobb, Mrs, L. C. Davis, Mrs. L,
Lowell, Mrs. Luce, Miss Flora Wood, Mrs. A.
F. Page, Mrs. Edward Jones.
CF

THE

the present conditions the Germans cannot re- I
victual the city by way of the Scheldt River.
“News of lively fighting between Ghent and
Termonde, Belgium, where the Allies repulsed
40,000 Germans, indicates the far northward
reach of the Allies’ lines.”
The news as to the Russian army is flatly
contradictory; both sides claiming victories.
Yesterday’s news was that the Germans had
captured Bruges and Ghent and were moving
on Ostend.
It is said to be their intention to
occupy all of Belgium and to begin an attack

GRANGES.

Equity Grange, Belfast, entertained River-

side Grange of Poors Mills last Saturday evenIt's a
ing. Other visitors were present from Victor
Grange, Searsmont and Morning Light, Monfreis
indicated
by sniffling,
Catarrh, which
There were 65 patrons present. A very
roe.
a serious
quent colds and crusts in the nose is
was given,
consisting of
disease and if not checked surely spreads to pleasing program
the delicate lining of the air passages, and readings, recitations, singing, papers by Mrs.
Annie Kimball on "The Home of the Grapefrequently destroys the hearing.
To cure catarrh you must have something !
fruit, Orange and Banana” and by Mrs.Mabel
that will quickly reach the diseased tissues,
This
Miller or* "Canning and Preserving.”
kill the germs and drive out ’he poison.
Hyomei is just Euch a remedy. Being a mix- was followed by a general discussion on orchture of antiseptic oils that ycu breathe through
arding, pruning and spraying. After the proa small inhaler its health-restoring medication
The program,
was served.
cannot help going direct to the raw and inflam- | gram a supper
ed lining of the nose and throat, quickly re- I supper and decorations were in observance of
the
lieving that choked-up feeling, stopping
Pomona night.
unclear, discharges, and healing the sore spots

Dangerous Disease—Hyomei is the
Effective Remedy.

worst cases
—you breathe freely. Even the
at once.
There is nothing for the treatment of caor so
tarrh ills that is easier, more
satisfying as Hyomei. A. A. Howes & Co. sell

respond

pleasant^

it

on

the “No-cure-no-pay” plan.

Feel languid, weak, run down? Headache?
; Stomach "off?” A good remedy is Burdock
Blood

$1.00.

Bitters.

Ask

your

druggist.

Price

|

!

upon England. The Belgium government has
been removed to Havre, France. News from

other quarters is conflicting

as

usual.

noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 and
are darker than other cigars.
That means quality. Imported clear Havana
cigars are dark but mild and aromatic. Try
convinced. Made from Cuban
one- and be
tobacco grown in Maine.
You have

10 cents

riivulgence

cigars

For any itchiness of the skin,for skin rashes,
chap, pimples, etc,, try Doan’s Ointment. 60c
at all drug stores.

in

Season, Ve;

MARKET.—

2a®*«®®a®®e®©®®w®9'*!60se©&2i©®**.

lore.

•;

so-called

Windaorville Sunday morning, but when near
the village had a breakage in the machinery
caused by a melted box and immediately found
themselves in trouble, They telephoned to
the village and a friend came out and pulled

1

Colonial Theatre
3 Days and Saturday Matinee
Thursday, Friday,

day, Oct. 15, I6, 17

in. The damage was of such a nature
that it could not be repaired by any one here
and Eagar Marden of Augusta came over with
tne proper supplies and made everything all
right so that they got home Monday night

The Maine

!

seats the

Northport.

Incidentally Mrs. Hussey, known here as Celia
Lane, had an opportunity to meet many of her
bid friends.

I

J

Satur-

j
I

Theatres Inc. Pre-

In be Obsertt
Count

Big Popular Favorites

M. A. Brewer
AND

ASSOCIATE PLAYERS
IN ALL HIGH CLASS ROYALTY PLAYS

them

M. Seekins of Belfast, to Edward J.
Stephenson of Knox; land in Swanville.
Ed ward J. Stephenson of
Knox, to Fred G.
Gray of Belfast; land in Swanville.
Louise Johnson Pratt of Belfast, to
Ralph M.
Johnson, do; land and buildings in Belfast,
Louise Johnson Pratt of Belfast, to Alfred
Johnson of Boston; land and buildings in Bel-

making Zeppelin and Naval raids

itary purposes
the occupation

seen

of the

Hollis

m.

purpose of

O. K. A.

on

:

has

Antwerp as a war indemnity.
The military critics for the London papers
devoted their space to speculation regarding
the utility of Antwerp for German offense or
defense. Most of them agree that ‘unless
Dutch neutrality is violated Antwerp will be
of no more use in forwarding the German’s

persons

bid plant, and also with those who did not,

news

been

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending October
14th.
Norman H. White of Brookline, Mass., to
Vertie A. McCabe of Northport; land and

Oct, 9th, after a seige of ten days.
Germany has imposed a fine of $100,000,000 on

2 30 p.

j

who

war

the

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

First Congregational Church, Church St. opGreene expresses himself as well satisfied
Court House; Rev. Haraden S. Pearl,
with the result, and all the farmers who fur- posite
Services as follows: Sunday, 10.45,
nished the corn are satisfied also and express pastor.
worship and sermon, subject: “The Sides ol
a determination to increase their acreage next
The Pit”; 12. Sunday School: 6 30, Christian
year, and many of those who did not plant feel
Endeavor meeting; 7.30, evening meeting, with
to
the
!
think
that
listened
to
they
chagrined
on the War in Europe, illustrated
few pessimistic croakers and neglected to brief address
taken in Belgium and
plant corn the past season. The majority of | by 25 stereopticon views,
where the fighting has
these croakers never did plant corn, or any- in the area of France
j been hardest. These
pictures are from Underthing else.
wo od & Underwood, who have had a staff of
In
interviews with the

the

ever

FOGG’S

■

NEWS.

continued to be
general trend of
contradictory
events the past week has evidently been in
favor of the Germans, and the capture of
While

evasive and

$

1

j

Germany captures Antwerp.

the

which Miss Kellermann

Fresh and Salted Meat, Poultry, Game in its

j We are
glad to learn that Capt. Cheney Hig“story" of “Neptune's Daughter" is only i
moving pictures, nothing more. They are as gins with his fine wife, Vesta Davis Higgins,
i= to make a permanent home in Brooks, havbanal and childish as the
average photoplay
the nice homestead of Gilbert Morand are a seri ,us
drag on the power o: the ing bought
rill. We are, of course, very sorry to lose Mr.
other pictures to entertain.
as they
The spectator watching Miss Kellermann Morrill and family from this village,
and agreeable people. But
diving or swimming views something entirely are very pleasant
with a regular
as he is a travelling salesman
out of the ordinary series of
pictures shown in j
to
business it will be more convenient for him
this city—something which is worth
while to |
in Waterville, especially as their
see.
This is certainly not true of the rest of have a home
and
son Hugh is to take a college course there
the series. It is
something, however, ir a play !
can thus have him with them.
they
to see a witch transform a wicked woman
into
an octopus. The movies are
B. G. Hussey and wife, with their son Haryawning for “Das
Rheingold.”
land as chauffeur, motored over to Brooks from

Bermuda, doing the
best of her aquatic feats under attractive and
p:cturesque conditions, the films in which she
ap nears are a deligh t.

vestry to-morrow, Friday, evening. The
committee in charge is Mrs. Willis B. Haseltine, Mrs. Frank I Wilson, Mrs Eugene EllisMisses E. Frances Abbott and Florence Libby

reserved for

Unfortunately

taken in

were

others in

others in which she fences better

dumb stage that that has

have been last winter when these

to

seems

are

well,

stih and in all the scenes of the so-called
play,
she acts quite as well as
any celebrity of the

shapely than she

slim and

here

dances

with her

was never more

pictures

Mitchell; song, Primary class; recitation, Mary Chalmers; song, Margaret Drinkwater; recitation, Janet Chalmers; song, Charlotte Knowlion; recitation, Dorothy Drinkwater; piano solo, Ruth Knight; closing song
by the school. There wil. be a supper and social for the members of the Sunday school in

cent greater here than at their other two
factories, viz. in Union and Monmouth.
The pack at the factory here was 160,000

I

be

she

Bermud

life with her enemy under the water, the fish
swimming unco cernedly about, the new pictures are epoch making in the film plays.
As an open air study of Miss Kellermann,

Grace

per

indeed out of the ordinary

fully before in a tank, in a pool deep in the
tropical foliage with a group of children peeping eagerly at her and the southern sky overhead; struggling in the water bound hand and
foot as her enemies have thrown her to the
wives, or still more excitedly wrestling for

larger ai d toe quality much better than was
expected. Indeed Mr. Greene, the company’s
Sunday, Oct. 11th, was observed as Rally
superintendent, expressed himself as agreeably
Sunday by the Universalist Sunday school and
surprised at the result. Owing to the unpro- about 60 were present. The exercises includpitious season, the small acreage planted and ed an opening song by the school; piano solo,
was

an

are

swimming in the waters
mermaid sisters, sitting on the "rocks with the waves breaking
mahout her, diving, as she has done so w'ondertbout

next

instead of in the vestry
past few months.

pictures

Waether

Sunday morning
the pastor will take for his subject “The Broad ,;
minded Christian,” ana will speaK to the
the
juniors on “Iron for Cold.” In the evening
subject of the sermon will be, “Has Every
Man his Price”?
Beginning next Sunday the
evening services will be held in the auditorium
At the

THE

Ei.st

Baptist church

S
The

SAUSAGES.

HOMEMADE

#

Opening Bill Thursday, the Great Stx Problem Play of the Day,

We offer for
|

following

Chase &
Seai E.

Spec

The Man in the Case
One of the Greatest Sex Problem Plays ever
presented on the s'age on the same line

the death of William D. Hogan, Septemi2, 1914, Jackson lost a citizen who had for
known in
many years been well and favorably

as

By

P. A

S. S. Pier.

Dritfwood, The Easiest Way, and
The House Of

ber

bn,'

Bondage.

Orino

Inva

locality where he had parsed the many PLArS TO FOLLOW—Travelling SalesOther
;
town of
fast.
years of his life. He was born in the
man; Ishmael, Lena Rivers. Bishop's
White H
and was therefore about
Kate A. Lane of Brooks, et als, to Frank H. | lackson, Oct. 2, 1838,
Carriage.
ft years of age at the time of his death. He
Lane, do; land and buildings in Brooks.
La Tot
the farm where POPULAR PRICES, 10, 20 and 30 Cents
Helen Gray of Bangor, to Fred C. Cunning- 1 had spent his entire life upon
le was born and had a large circle of local
Auto
bam, do; land in Prospect.
SEATS NOW ON SALE
friends and acquaintances and was highly reSeth S Thornton of Houlton, to Agnes N.
man of honor and integrity.
a
as
and the new
Bowley of Township No 8, Aroostook; land spected
VIarch 20, 1862, he married Martha P. Shibles
and buildings in Belfast.
two
Which is
of Knox, who died May 24, 1913, leaving
George H. Greeley of Boston, to Fred M.
and several
ions, Blyn C and Bert H. Hogan,
tory.
Felker of Bucksport; land and
in
buildings
A chamber girl at once at
grandchildren. Mr. Hogan also leaves one
Prospect.
His
tor our ir
Charles Hovan of Thorndike.
Look
brother.
E. M. Coleman of Liricoliiville. to J. E. Stod- I
THE WINDSOR HOTEL.
with the family of his
Jard of Boston; land and buiid'ngs in Lincoln- ! last years were spent
where every3 >n Bert on the old homestead,
ville.
thing was done to make him comfortable. He
of
men in his
number
a
last
of
large
Arthur B. Smith of Ssarsport, to Charlotte was the
FOR FLETCHER'S
vicinity with whom he had associated for
A. Smith, do; land and buildings in Searsport.
home
comof
his
G.iOCE.1t£S, D«
j many years and the business
John R. Whitten of Burnham, to Frank P. I munity has now been passed entirely over to
The funeral at his
men.
of
class
younger
a
Hunter, do; land and buildings in Burnharn.
—^
late home was largely attended by the local
Lottie D. Wight of Belfast, to Josephine F.
people who had known him intimately and
Wight, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
well during their entire lives.
Frank Elmore Cookson of Brooks, to Joseph
YTHIAW oloTiiiKo VvUI'i V rJis 1 ion. me tuiucu*
L, Elwell, do; land and buildings in Brooks.
tion of District No. 15, Pythian Sisters, was
Flora A. Thurlough of Newburgh, to Charles
held at Brooks,Tuesday afternoon and evening,
[)ct, 6th, with Silver Crown lodge. The attendA. Knowlton of Monroe; land and buildings in
ance was large locally and several prominent
Monroe.
members of the order were in attendance.
Among them were Eva Maxtield, G C., of
We wish to announce that we have associaYarmouth; Katrina Bryant of Freedom, G.G.;
Susie McKechnie of Burnham; Mrs. Locke
us at the head of the
of
;hief of depu ies of Portland; Rose Sprague
Belfast. P. D. C. On roll call there were 29
members of Silver Crown of Brooks present:
11 from Goldep Cross of Belfast, live from
Victory of Burnham, eight of Juanita of Freeto
consuccumb
Over 350 people
iom. Drill work and reports of the lodges
A bountiful
in
States.
the
United
vere had during the afternoon.
sumption every day
>
room at
that
the
only
supper was furnished in the banquet
germs
Mr. Kilt iiiil) n i itr> l ir.i) i ti the p
Science proves
was
indulged
3P. M, In the evening sociability
thrive when the system is weakened from
■
B
i
i
a
1
wu
till 8 o’clock, when the lodge was oalled to
C
a?
h?
n
Waldo
m? yist
maty,
Colds or sickness, overwork, confining
>rder and regular business was attended to.
duties or when general weakness exists.
An address of welcome was given by Carrie
seven years.
The best physicians point out that
Austin of Brooks, and the response was by
aa l v m
Susie McKechine of Burnham. Three candij.i j?ti >
during changing seasons the blood should
Briar yj'ir prasi
takand
and
active
ices were given the regular rank degree the
be made rich
pure
by
vork being duly criticised by the G, C Eva
ing Scott’s Emulsion after meals. The cod
Vlaxfleld. At nera might the work and the
liver oil in Scott’s Emulsion warms the
:alking was done and the happy sisterhood
the
it
blood;
enriching
peculiarly
body by
ieclared the convention duly closed. It was
strengthens the lungs and throat, while it
illowe byall to be a very pleasant and profitable
upbuilds the resistive forces of the body iccasion. The grand lodge officers were enand
to avoid colds
prevent consumption.
er'jained by Susie Lord, Sadie Webb and Inez
If you work indoors, tire easily, feel
Payson. One thing we noticed in the meeting
vas that none of the ladies seemed to have a
languid or nervous, Scott’s Emulsion is the lusband.
It was not Mrs. John Smith, but
most strengtheningfood-medicine known.
losephine Benedictine Smith. Also that they
It is totally free from alcohol or any
;eeraedto enjoy their independence of the |
stupefying drug. Avoid substitutes.
irethren immensely.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
14-42
the

WANTED

prod

Ch.Tiu.ren Cry

CA S TO

hi.

CONSUMP ON TAKES
350 PEO .E DAILY

RJ

A

~

Prescription Depurtm

Mr. Geo. F. Ken

’iptian

GEORGE,

■

\

Mi

Alton Mm and Milton Stephenson, students at Coburn Classical Institute, Wa'ervillle, earns boms to spend Columbus Day.

***♦#♦

.1 1.0 . *

•SUITS
COATS
DRESSES

I
1

t

Some one, and ws strongly saspect it was
W. H. Moody, has sent The Journal a copy of
the Nevada County Promotion and Panama.
Pacific Exposition number of The Morning
Union of Grass Valley.Calif. It devotes a page,
illustrated, to tee “Vast Industry Unfolding in
Nev ada County,” where the growing of Bartlett pe are is a specialty.

< !

Rain is greatly needed. Wells and cisterns
getting dry and the'supply of tee Belfast
Water Co., while it is thought that it will be
adequate for the needs of the fire department
and the home services until another rain, is
getting low and patrons of the company should
see that there is no needless waste.
This is
for their own interest and for the good of the

Apparel

Fall and Winter

Misses, Girls and Infants,

j

to all tastes

which will appeal

j

j

H. HOWES,

JAMES

j

The County Commissioners held a short
sion at the Courthouse last Tuesday.

fhe News of Belfast

\

we start a sale which we prophesy will be the largest and bast in our history. We want to start the season. We want
this sale to excel in volume and satisfaction. We shall make prices that you may rest assured will be interesting. Our
standards are known. We feel we have the confidence of the people. This sale embraces every kind of merchandise sold
in all departments of our two stores.' It is a sale we have been making great preparations for, searching the markets
for the very
^ best values.

»•

grancn

-,(■

w

■

r

jail has entered the employ of
of the
Bay Electric Co., as one

ir*

ses-

Quantabacook salmon, caught last sum
by Mrs. Maine Hills, has been mounted by
a
taxidermist, and is on exhibition at the
City Drug Store
mer

jn?r

Frank Whiting and Franklin Warren have
moved from the Moore house on Bridge street
ta the tenement vacated by Mrs. Charles
Chamberlain on Spring street.

Blackwell of Bath, treasurer of
in Belfast
Bay Electric Co., was

Miss Isabel Ginn will leave today for Banin ! gor and after a brief visit there will go to Boswork
finished
Co.
.1 Packing
ton to spend a vacation from her duties as
They put
it Unity Thursday.
bookkeeper for the C. F. Thompson Co.

|
|

Friday.

ist

j

*0

ral justice.
Chamberlain and family have
street to the Marsano

pring

I

taking

is

,iCe

weeks’

two

a

|
!
!

!

The

prove upon
now and return to New Enghostess

the

of

Shales

Fogg
table auction party, Oct. 7th,
e auspices of the Ladies Social
Home-made
liversalist church

|

a.

|
|

ladies of the North church parish will

supper at the Universalist
riday evening was largely at;.-ans. esc .doped clams, salads, hot
and
Kin pies, cakes, doughnuts
st

|;

!

pital

j
!

Anchor-Rockland Machine Co.
,i to build four powerful and
boats to be used as tenders for
One has been
: :ie U. S Navy,

I

the other three

<

:

are

in

process of

large

ra

ones

for additional work.

voted to

have been sold

Trade

in

1

Among

the

of Santa Clara

illustrations to at-

of the $500,U00 State
oi, the first in California.

ion

-i

is

one

Danbury, Ct.,
past month at the
ged Women in care of Mrs. Ann
M. Schreiner of

a

employed

■

ha.- been

the

obliged to

leave

Schreiner came
Miss Millie Mitchell.

to

Miss
^'Ui;

;.

n

u

on

account

Belfast

as

K'lly
Bridge Club held their
intKiugof the season Oct. 7th with Mrs.
at her new cottage near the foot
street.
A picnic dinner and supper
and the game and scenery were
"jed. The next meeting will be
Henry D. Clark, Main street, Fridd; .October 16th.
Auction

■rs
■'

censes. The State fish and game
have announced the list of
r

v

t

he State for the sale of hunt-

These licenses
any time
:

can

also

be

by sending application

the fish and game commissioners,
ceipt of which licenses will be

address. The agent for
Horace Chenery, Belfast.

sired

For Sale
AT A BARGAIN
Mctnd-hand Buick Runabout.

Apply

at

hold

their

funds for promoting the dif-

enterprises,

arrangements. While the plans are necessarily incomplete at this day, it is proposed to
have the tree set up in the square in front of
the post office, to have music by the band,
singing by a big choir and the audience and
speeches by prominent citizens. The following is the committee: Rev. A A. Blair, Rov.W.
F. Sturtevant, Rev. H. S. Pearl, Rev. H. B.
Sellers. Rev. William Vaughan, Hun. Robert F.
Dunton, Miss Anne M, Kittredge, Mrs. Amos
Clement, Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher, Messrs. O
J. Dickey, C. W. Wescott, C. R. Coombs, W. G
Hatch, Roscoe Black, S. A. Parker, E B. Gilchrest, O. E. Frost, Mrs, Charles Bradbury,
Mrs. James C. Durham, Mrs. El ward A. Wadsworth, Mr. James H. Howes, Mr. W. U. Woodbury, Dr. Carl H. Stevens, Mr. Wilson Ellis.
Mr. M. L, Slugg. The general committee will
meet in the near future to organize and arnecessar y
range the various sub-committees
for the successful carrying out of this pro-

ject.

al

lifUMHALL’S MARKET.

S

E

I
I

YOU MARRIED MEN
Don’t swear when your wife puts her cold feet in
the middle of your back. Be a sport and buy
her a hot water bottle for TWO DOLLARS.

Lurranteed for

display

in

our

two years.

We have them

on

Square, Belfast.

!

!I

but

Judge

he

was

Judge

Knowlton

G
r

HILL, Proprietors

Mail orders promptly attended

to.

“

ae.uu

These

I

*l.bS

“

4.00

1.10

3.00

“

2.56

.79

2.25

«

1.80

Navy, Long

are

i

$1.50 VALUE,

j

$1 49

VALUE,
“

.96

«•

.70

CRIB BLANKETS, 50c val.,39c

Outing Flannel

Silk, Silkoline and heavier
terials, all colors.

Everybody

Outing Flannel.
quality outing, plain
colors—White, Pink, Grey.Blue,

ma-

All

$1.34

1.25
3.75
2 25

.99
3.39
1.93

2 87

2.59
mmm

uses

best

also all stripes and checks,
per yard.

wo

I lot, cheaper glade, grey,

_

_3

7 4C

striped

a

a

our

■

uamasK

We bought a large quantity before the war scare—notwithstanding the
fact that we cannot replace them shall sell a limited amount—one cover
one dozen Napkins to each customer.
R»ad quotations carefully:

or

1 Damask, value, $1.25,
“
1
1.50,

3.25
“
4.38
“
5.00
all exceptional values.

“

1

1
1

i
Napkins

1.75,
2.00.
1.98,

“

“

nearly

match

to

“

$ .98
1.25
1.50
1.75
1.50

now

now
now

now
now

i

all of these and same rate of reduction.

i

bound with wide ribbon, $1.50 value at$1.19

shades,

Outing Night Robes

thought

Outing

otherwise

Kittredge.

It

was

of their

now

39c value

now

$6.98 Value
i

nightly, Monday evenings, in the veatry instead
of at the homes of members. Mrs. V. L Hall,
Miss Grace H. Hall and Mis3 Margaret L.

4

spools

The certificate of
the Nature’s Remedy Comthe organization
was recorded in the
pany, located in Belfast,
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Oct. 9th*
The purposes of the corporation are to manufacture, buy. sell, export, import and generally
deal in patent medicines, drugs, formulae and
preparations of every kind,, class and description; to buy, sell, own, hold and mortgage all
property arid appliances necessary to carry on
the aforesaid business. The amount of capital
stock is $50,000, all common stock; capital
stock paid in none; par value of shares $10.
Wentworth V. Lander, Horace A. Bennett and
Clarence E. Tullar, all of Newton, Mass., EdMaurice W. Lord of Belgar F. Hanson and
fast have one 6ha:re each of common stocky
The above are directors. Mr. Bennett is president; Mr. Hanson, treasurer and Mr, Lord,
clerk; Messrs. Tullar, Lander and Bennett are
a majority of the directors-The certificate
of organization of the Hall Shipping Company, located at Searsport, was recorded in
the Waldo County Registry of Deeds Oct. 12th.
The purposes of the corporation are to buy,
otherwise acquire, to sell, build, repair, dismantle, charter, hire and otherwise deal in and
with ships, vessel, boats and water craft of
every description, to own real estate and all
appliances necessary to carry on business of
ships, ship broker, ship chandler and a general
mercantile and trading business. The amount
of capital stock is $25,000, all common stock;
capital stock paid in $300; par value of shares
$100, Irving G. Hall of Somerville, Mass., Eugene P. Carver of Brookline, Mass., and Alexander H. Nichols of Searsport have one share
each. The above are directors; Mr. Hall is
president; Mr. Nichols, treasurer and clerk.

Sets,

cheat

Time

quality,

12 l-2c. value

9C

Why

10

Drop Skirts,

ISc value 13c.

8 12c a

"

Spool,

Silk.

1.00
’•
"

.89

.85

.79

.75

.66

.50

.44

All Ginghams, Bates, the best, 11c per yard.

..

<■

1.25

“

1.05

j

.

1.50

:■

1.19

or

wmQmts I

S

8 l-2c
8 l-4c
8 3 4c

Lockwood A Web,
B Web,

7 3-4c
9c

Hosiery and Underwear

All 25c

Hosiery....

21 C

All 50c

Hosiery..

i

O&C

96c

I

41 c

I

VESTS, PANTS and UNIONS
Underwear, Wool, Silk and Wool, Cotton, Cot* 1 v
Q07n
/U

and Wool straight..
Have you worn the real Japanese, hand*quilte 1, wool
wadded Jackets, a comfort to w >ar u ider th ? c »it or
around the house? All blacx, helio lined,
AQ
<€-.'•+17
with sleeves, $2 75 value.
Without sleeves, $1 25 value.

*

ton

j
|

Crockery and Basement Department
-FROM-

Thursday, the 15th, to Wednesday, 21st,inclusive,
are to

have

a

real

fi:

I
||

cheap.__

twenty-hours.___

We

f

jj j

CORSETS

Those who cannot come may order by mail, but send your order—don’t wait. All letters will be recorded as receivCoats and Skirts sent out on approval, but must
are strictly cash.
ed, and goods forwarded by return mail. AH sales
within
be returned
In Our

§*

$

Qg

Only in our special sale can we give such values in Corsets. Reduction on all the
Standard Corsets, R, & a., Laay Betty, La'teine aid Memo. Bri-Ziers the
very
best, both open front ana back, 50c value.

.79

.98

I

I

Half Linen,
10c value,
in lengths, 10 to 30

These are the famous H 300 -same as you
have used—$1 00 value.
(3 pairs to a customer)
The Famous Gordon Dye, 3 pairs for $1.00.
Sale price, 3 three pairs.

We can guarantee to show the finest line of Dress
Goods we have ever put over our counter.
Dress Goods, all the new fabrics, $1.50 val., $1.35

Petticoats, $1.25 valuer $ .97
2.79
3.25

Many odd lots to close

®

customer, pure linen,

Cotton,
yards, 40 in.,

PETTICOATS
«

a

DRESS GOODS

All White Shirt Waists,
98c value 79c

•<

to

6^c

“

“

4 l-2c a Spool.

"

Slack

yards

11c

now

*•

«

•'

Just 100 pairs Gordon Dye Black and White Silk Hose.

all the new and staple shades in these goods.
Messaline. $1.00 value $ .89
109
125
•'
.69
.75
'*
1.23
Skinner Satin, 36 in. 1.50
.89
Taffeta Silk, black. 100
"
«
109
1.25
Fancy, Stripes and Plaid Silks.

«

31c
2!c

value,

12 l-2c value 10 l-2c

THREAD

36 in
36 ••
27 ••

«

j

Material

Hill Bleached Cotton,

Percalinss

We have

Messaline

39c

25c

not buy your Christmas Handkerchiefs now

Cambric for

Tango Flare Collars,
39c
Full Sizes Kimono Aprons,
9c
Best English Pins,
Best Needles,4c

One lot Colored

all Yarns

“
I9c
Scrims, 25c
19c
Elamines, 25c v tlue,
d
and
15c
Spott Muslin, 10c, 12\c

EACH

Handkerchiefs

9C

Sale

can

Paint is a robbery coat over wood and iron to
keep-out water.
Count# feit paint may look like it; counterfeit money looks like money.
What are all counterfeits for? They are all
DEVOE
alike.

sizes,

Unbleached

Silks, Satins and Messalines

With linseed oil at 50c to $1, what sort of oil
do ycu think they use in "paint” at $1.50 and
can’t

Best

50c value 39c
23c, 29c and 39c

Not Paint

you

9c

and Cuff

!

Curtain
Madras,

Percales

8c

75c value 59c

Sets,

\

all

on

CRASH

yard,

and Cuff

meeting.
of

per
for

50c value 39c

<•

Two New Corporations.

now

Discount

22zC per yard

Warren’s Silk Covered Featherbone,
black and white, 9 l-2c
75c value 59c
Beautiful Lace Collars,

Keene were made a committee to nominate
officers for the coming year, to report at the

plain, high neck,

44c

sole

black and white,

Belting,

|

23c !.
98c

pair,

Table Oil Cloth

25c

Sew On Hose Supporters,4 for

president,

You

One lot

23c
44c

distributors of the FAMOUS
BROOKSVJLLE HOME SPUN YARN.
ure

Corset Covers

SMALL WARE SALE

Darning Cotton, (Coats)

per

$1.25 value

%

10
We

$6.30

now

voted to meet fort-

$1.25?

Combination,

re-

Waist Line

hamburg ruffle,

“

50c
50c

Union Suits,

j

Ladies’ Cotton Drawers, nice material, tucked
and

Fteesed,25c value,

___

/| g

“
5.30
now
5.98
“
now
3.00
3 50
|
Great Reduction on Children’s Sweaters

High

;

Ladies’ Cotton Drawers, fine material, tucked
and hamburg ruffle, 50c. value now

43c
29c

•'

“

Drawers

Short Skirts

50c value

Vest and Pants,

QQr
Ow# w each

_____

SWEATERS

activities included a bazaar, baby show, supand entertainments, and the success of
their efforts was largely due to the capable

energetic management

Cotton Night Robes, more than
100 to select from at

|

Jersey Underwear

Night Robes

98c Value,.now 89c.
“
50c
.now 43c
Children’s Robes, 50c value, now 43c

pers

next

aa.uu

Puffs

Tunics, all sizes

1 Lot Couch Covers,several

Knowlton in

Mrs. Charles E. Owen,

and the treasurer,

Miss

these.

BLANKETS

4.98

“

4.25
5(0
6.50

The annual
The North Church Guild.
meeting of the North church Guild was held in
the vestry Monday evening, the president,

and

vhluc,

$4.00 value, $2.98

and costs and 60

fined

cheat yourself;
Weather.

READ &

"

before

was

That stuff is counterfeit paint.

window.

City Drug Store,
*J- 0.

[

“

All Wool Skirts, Black and

but there has

$400 and that of last year, while a success,
showed smaller receipts, due to the extreme
cold weather_Belfast is to have its first
municipal Christmas tree this year under the
auspices of the Board of Trade, Morris L.
Slugg, president, and the arrangements will
be under the direction of a committee of 25,
comprising representatives from each ward,
each church, the schools, the professional and
business men, in fact every walk in life will
be represented in the general committee.
This will be divided into sub working committees, each to perform a given portion of the

“

SKIRTS

a

cm secure

7.75
15.00
21.00
25.00

“

12.50
19.00
25.00
28.00

BLAkKETS

luuie

days
$100
in jail, with 60 days additional in default of
payment of fine and costs. He was unable to
secure bail Monday and was committed to jail.

and

on

and

Springs,

guilty,

and $9.00
good style. A special price

all

We can say a whole lot about Blankets.
Bought direct from Mill and
in case lots. Just come in and look at them.

SPECIAL PRICES ON BROKEN LOTS

developed a ported the finances in good condition. Last
feeling among some of the merchants against year the Guild pledged $75 to the church and
the Food Fair program and they will be invitgave $1?0, and they have pledged $75 for the
ed to this meeting to state their reasons why coming year. They laid a hardwood floor in
the fair should not be held. The first Food the parlor of the Congregational parsonage
*Fair held here netted the Board of Trade about and painted the exterior of the house. Their
ferent

to

descriptive

:der
couuy.

i

Dresses,

BLANKETS

$15.00 value... $9.98

auto in

regular meeting. It was
special meeting this, Thursday, Miss Anne M. Kittredge, presiding. Thirty
evening to discuss the question of a “Food members were present, including three new
Fair" for the coming winter. This seems to members. Mrs. Fred R. Poor, secretary, rebe the only method by which the Board of
ported a membership of 56, a gain of fifteen,

evening

Mr. Fred W
Jose, Calif., for a beautifully
indebted

is

Bangor

the municipal court last Monday morning on
a
search and seizure charge. The officers
searched his place two weeks ago and found a
case of whiskey and many empties, but White
skipped out and was not arrested until last
Saturday when he was taken by Deputy Sheriff
Willard S. Berry of Stockton, lie pleaded not

from her

an interesting paper on ‘'Advertising"
before the Belfast Board of Trade last Friday

Not much money for farmers

i

Letters

read

reports that several lots of
of large size were sold in Clinai '!■< cents per bushel, and that

!

ton

goods.”

attendants and from her daughter, Mrs. Geo.
Harcourt of Portland, give encouraging reports of a speedy recovery. Mrs. Hutchins
has been a semi-invalid for several years.

PPi-tmrI

....

a

across

came

|

■

$6.00, $7.00, $8.00
A few last season’s

Women’s Rain Coats, $2.75 value.$1.97
“
“
“
3.13
3.98
“
“
6.98 “
6.23
Children’s Rain Coats, sizes 8, 10, 12 and 14
1.79
years, $2,25 value....

Seizure. Davenport S. White,
proprietor of the Cape Jellisnn house at Stock-

Mrs. Albea E. Hutchins underwent a very
serious abdominal operation in Portland several months ago and returned home, but was
obliged to go again to the Maine General Hos-

rved.

v.

fs;

party

Search

a

to show

A SPLENDID COLLECTION OF THE NEW FASHIONS

Raincoats for Women and Children

opera

Florence C. Fernald, Misses Emeroy Ginn,
Margaret L. Keene and T. Frank Parker, who
left Monday afternoon about 5 o’clock in the
Arnold public car to attend the Firefly.reached
West W’interport after a series of punctures
and returned borne from there on flat tires.
Tuesday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Webber, Mrs.
Fernald and Miss Ginn left in the Clements
public car for Augusta to attend the presentation of the Firefly in that city.

long f£lt want, and bargain hunters
will find this a veritable bonanza. "No trouble
to fill

Pnlnh IT [Inmoo

(New York) comedy

—

One-Piece Dresses

If you are buying a Coat, Skirt or Dress this season we specially recommend you to purchase during this sale. You have the benefit of the
early selection at the sale price. Coats all assorted according to price—
Green, Brown, Mixed Chinchilla, Zibelines, Broadcloth and

50 Coats,
“
50
“
50
“
20
“
15

Hampden that had turned turtle on a strip of
sandy road, and its five passengers, two ladies
and three men, were pinned under the car.
All the assistance possible was rendered and
one couple was taken to Dr. Starret’s office in
Bangor. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A. Webber, Mrs

day and evening and closing Saturday night.
be a great variety of articles for
sale in which everybody may find something

a

.o

■■

—

We had the privilege of bidding on a line of sample dresses. The new
basquo—Satin Skirt and sleeves —Blue, Brown, Green and Black. Sizes
16 years, 36, 38. 40 and 42. Quotations on these:

Novelties.

The Firefly, in which Edith Thayer,
who has been described as dainty as a piece of
rare old Dresden china and with a voice like a
nightingale, is the star. On the return the

There will

was

famous Casino

now

open a rummage sale in the Opera House
block at 10 a. m., today, the sale to continue

homestead in

our

M

1

j

Blue, Black,

success,

str-<

Cobb writes from Circle, Mondoing well here; had good crops

|

Carrie E. Gilmore, Mrs. William H. Bray,
B. Keating, Miss Katherine C.
Quimby, Messrs, Henry Mudgett and Herbert
B. Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Shales and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Guthrie motored to
Bangor Monday to attend the presentation at
the Bijou theatre of Arthur Hammerstein's

Juties in the Belfast post office i
Of the pictures, “Neptune’s Daughter,” to
Luce is visiting relatives in Au- I be shown at the Colonial Theater October
-ulboro.
19th and 20th, Mr. R. P. Chase, who saw them
nlal has issued a very attractin Boston, said to Manager Bray that they
folder on “Big Game Hunting were the finest pictures he had ever seen.
■n
1914." It contains much in- There will be matinees each day.
iterest to the hunter and tourMr. John lnnes of Searsport has taken the
rent in the Wilband house on Northport avenue
Mrs. Wm. W.
Austin W. Keating, who have recently vacated by Mr, and
reLower, who have moved to the Kimball house
the
summer,have
rt
during
p
old on Cedar street. Mr. lnnes has two daughters
ty and are occupying their
n the city schools, one a junior in the B. H. S.
Alfred Small h >use on Miller
nd the other in Grade IX.

!

,1

1

Coats Dresses Skirts

Miss

Wallace

vaca-

Me

v

1

_—■

Miss Clara

Perkins and Past Department President, Mrs
R. Tarbox, A light lunch will be
served after the inspection. A good attendance is desired.

street, next to the Baptist

I’

C'.nrm,

This sale consists of all new up-to-date merchandise.
Tt is sale consists of exactly the same qualities we sell every month in the year.
We have not yet discovered any better way of stating values than
Every article is sold at a reduced price.
ot comparative figures. The most direct way to give information is to state facts truthfully.

___

Portland.

no,,,,

There will be no regular meeting of Thoma
H. Marshall Circle next Tuesday, but a special
meeting will be held Wednesday afternoon,
Oct, 21st, at 2 o’clock, for the annual inspection by Department President Mrs. Mertie

mi nations last week by Gov.
hat of Charles P. Hutchins of

by means

a

and

cans.

>

1st.
2nd.
3rd.

Band Benefit. The Belfast band will
concert and ball in the Opera House
this, Thursday evening. The concert, from 8
to 9,will be followed by general dancing and an
added attraction will be an exhibition of
modern dancing by professional dancers. Mrs
Rosanna Odiorne of Bangor and Portland,
with her partner, Charles M. Carroll, wil
demonstrate the latest dances as taught at
Castle house. New York, by Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Castle, and Mrs. Odiorne will also do
It will
some solo dancing and esthetic figures.
be the first demonstration of the kind ever
given in Belfast. An effort will be made later
on to have Mrs. Odiorne and her partner conduct some dancing classes in this city in connection with her classes in Augusta, Bangor

The

confined to his home on upith a severe attack of rheu-

is

3

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION:

The

Tickets for the Entertainment Course to be
given in the Baptist church are for sale at
Pitcher’s Music store.

the Belfast
Bradford, engineer
illi< recovering from a serious
on

j

j

*

Messrs. Kendall A Styles, who came to Belfast last spring from Michigan and opened of
Sees in the basement of Hayford block and
have been introducing a patent washing machine, will close their offices October 15th. Mr.
Kendall and his bride will move to Bath and
Mr. and Mrs. Styles and little son will go tc
Portland. They have been occupying the John
Cuzner house on Grove street.

give

1

COMMENCING OCTOBER 16th,

community.

AT POPULAR PRICES

in the Season Sale

Early

are

<

} For Women,

CARLE & JONES’

and Charles Marsano.

;;

*

17 and 19 Main Street.

Telephone 19/

Among tbs base ball anth os lasts who want
to Bosttfe to witnasa tbs world’s
championship
games wars Augustine Colburn,Warren Fahey

FIRST DAY-Feature 100 1, 1 12 and 2 gallon Butter
(Only one of the above j irs to a customer)

Jars.9c

Yours very

CARLE & JONES,

____

SECOND DAY—100 one gallon Stoneware

Pilchers.g^

I

§

I
I

THIRD DAY—Wall Paper Day-All Wall Paper in stock that the
regular
rrice is 12c. or more, (excepting plain papers).570
All papers 10c. or less, 2 rolls for 9c.

DAY—Monday—100 10c. Decorated Bowls. 2
DAY—Tuesday—100 doz. Tin Top Jelly Glasses,

FOURTH

for-

FIFTH

6

.g^

for.g ^

SIXTH DAY-100 9 inch Glass Berry Dishes.
And on this last

dayol

the sale we will have a box sale—500 boxes at

pgch

This 9c. sale is in addition to other special prices in these 2 departments,
We respectfully ask you to ‘‘WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND.”

|

truly,

2

Stores,

Belfast, Maine

|

V

Some of the Quaint Character* Who Might
Have Graced the Masters’s Pages.
I Alfred Elden in the Boston Transcript.]
He swung his legs over the capsill at
the end of T Wharf and stolidly puffed
his pipe as he looked off on the harbor
or shifted his gaze to an occasional Sicilian fisherman chugging out of the dock
in his dingy motor boat. His face was
seamed with the wrinKles that come
from long exposure to the winds and the
suns of the Atlantic, while brown moth
his
patches of age speckled the backsa of
faint
But despite this,
horny hands.
glow of healthful pink tinged his bronzed
cheeks and the twinkle in his clear blue
eyes was merry and inviting.
“I’m an old Glosterman,” he vouchsafed. “B’long down on Cape Ann now,
but I like to run up to town once in a
while. I’ve been over a wanderin’ round
th* new fish wharf. Gosh, but it’s a
dandy! But do you know it. don’t seem
home-like to me, so I come along to this
old wharf where I’ve pitched out so
haddick
many hundredweight of cod and
that I don’t dare to try and figure up
how much they would all amount to.
“I’m just turnin’ seventy now and my
days at sea are over, but th’ smell of
this old fish-wharf is th’ same to my
nose that a pinch of catnip is to our old
tomcat down to Gloster. Makes me feel
like jumpin’ up and down and rollin’
over and doin’ all sorts of capers just as
I did when I was a youngster.
“Ever been down to Gloster, son?
Wa’al, it’s a good old town and there’s
some of th’ best folks ever that come
th’ imaway from there and helped fill
ourn.
portant places in this country of
Jewhillikins! It makes me realize I’m
on th’ home stretch when I stop to think
I can remember things that happened
years ago just as plain as if they

fifty
was

to you,

cornet.

“Then there

was

old shaking Granny

of an old time pinkey schooner
named Sea Flower, was an old Georges
mackerel killer,
man, a Bay of Chaleur
He was
a reg’lar typical Gloster salt.
old fellow, moderate of
an easy goin’
speech and a reg’lar.walkingencyclopedia
for all nautical knowledge. He taught
me and all th’ rest of th’ Gloster boys
how to tie all kinds of knots such as
square,

single Marthy W alkers, double

with a crown on ’em,
turks heads and sich. He had a byword
that he used whenever things didn’t go
It was ‘Seebaccoboo!’ Then

Marthy Walkers

just right.

he’d look up and

a

and Em’ly had a cat
It was just a
black and white critter,
it th’ high falutin’ name

that

heap by.

plain
give
pot-paler-on-a-railer.

although

they

common,

but they
of Polly-

nobody

knew where they got such a handle or what it meant. I remember th’
two old spinsters was industrious souls.
Em’ly was quite a reader, while Nabby
She was great at
was more practical.
knittin’ woolen yarn hand nippers for th’
fishermen, and they sold like hot cakes,
all she could turn out of ’em. One day 1
heard Nabby say to little Caddie, confidential like: ‘Now, Cad. you go down to
Mansfield’s and exchange these air nippers for a nice dun fish but on your life
don’t bring me no strong, ily pollock!’
“On extra rare occasions Nabby would
go a-shoppii:’ herself all dressed up in a
punkin’ hood, a blue gingham apron and
a little Vandyke shawl over her shoulders. She adus carried a big tapestrycarpet bag that closed with a stout brass
lock and had stuffed leather handles.
Nabby was sure to invest in some ‘grod
crackers,’ and a little tea, and generally
she also replenished th’ tin snuff box of
its contents. Em’ly did not alius approve or Nabby s purcnases ana some
controvarsy of a more or less heated
character was likely to result.
They
even were known to do a leetle cap pulnever

lin’

at

times!

sort of superstitious old
soul, as I recall her. She alius wore
danglin’ from her waist a dingy bag filled
with shiny, well-worn stones and lucky
bones.
She would say to Caddie, ‘Why,
gal, I wouldn’t be without these ere
lucky bones for anythin’. If I should
part with ’em I wouldn’t have a silver
dollar left.’
‘Butcher Cressy would drive up to th’
door on his regular rounds and shout out,
‘Any meat today, Aunt Nabby?’ Whereupon Nabby wor ld repair to th’ butcher’s
cart and begin pokin’ over th’ various
cuts of meat to find a tender piece of
steak. Cressy would protest at thii? sort
of investigation in angry tones, but Nabby would snap back, ‘None of your false
I knew your
airs
to me, Ed Cressy.
father when he was only a Stoner of
wells and walis. I knew him root, egg,
bird and branch!’ This would gen’rally
‘You don’t palm off no
end th’ debate.
blood ends on me,’Aunt Nabby would
shout as Cressy drove on.

“Nabby

was a

Ihere was old Cap’n Shuball
He was stern of manner and
somewhat arbiterious. One day somebody called him cross as a bear. Thereupon he immediately went and cut out a
figure of a bear from a piece of paper,
pasted it on his forehead and wore it all
over th’ town.
“I wonder how many other old Gloster
folks, and folks that lived 'there in those
days, will remember these quaint people
that come to my mind as I sit here a
“Then

Rogers.

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hue

Always Bought

From Mrs. S. T. Richmond, Providence, R. I.
Providence, R. I.—“ For the benefit of women who suffer as I have
done I wish to state what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
has clone for me. I did some heavy lifting and the doctor said it
I have always been weak and I overworked
caused a displacement.
after my baby was bom and inflammation set in, then nervous prostration, from which I did not recover until I had taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. The Compound is my best friend and

grin.

“Fitz Winter was an old-time Fore
He wore a kind of dusty
street grocer.
miller suit and a hat to match. He used
to deliver th’ groceries himself to th’
customers in a broken old basket. He
was a small man, short of stature. Very
all
snug and savin’, he smoked cigars
th’ time and seems to me I never saw
him have one unless it was down so
short he had a toothpick run through it.
I don’t remember of seein’ him start a
but I do remember th’ butt and th’

Ev

“Nabby

Is it possible there is a woman in this country who continues to suffer without giving Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, which proves beyond contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved more suffering among women than any other one medicine in the world ?
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women—
and every year we publish many new testimonials, all genuine and true. Here are three never before published:

skipper

“But, say,
a
folks down
youngster. Leastwise they seemed funI
ny then and they do now, although suppose I’m just as funny to th’ youngsters
that prance aroun’ there today. I remember two old maid sisters, Em’Jy and cigar
A._4.1_U ;mao
’em

set

Qtf&ntian

him, ‘Old Billy Boynton! Old Billy BoynBilly
ton! Fresh clams-high water!
would shout back ‘I’ll fresh clam ye,
durn ye,’ and how he would chase us!
th
“Captain Sam Fears, formerly

funny

house.”

the projectand, according
to hia statement, two fast passenger
boats and a freighter will be operated
between here, Portland and Penobscot
River, and possibly St John, N. B.
Capt. Krum said yesterday that the
line would be incorporated as the Boston

delphia, heads

who kept th’ leetle store with a
bell on th’ door which jingled when anybody came in or went out. Granny used
to sell us kids a baked pear all covered
a
over with pear sauce for a penny, or
strainer full of nuts for th’ same sum.
“Old Billy Boynton was a clam digger
who lived in a one room shack in Workhouse Lane. He was over eighty and I
know th’ story was that he had never
shaved. He usually dug hie clams near
th’ Cut Bridge. His home was on VineUs boys used to shout after
gar Hill.

son, there was some
to Gloster when I was

to

Boston. Oct. 8. A new steamship
service between Boston and MaJfie ports
a contemplated. Capt. Theodore Krumt
commander of the ateamer City of Phila-

Steele,

yesterday.

Nabby
rybodv called
Abigail.
and Em’ly. Em’ly was th’ youngest and
th’ tallest, while Nabby was th’ oldest
Jewhillikins! But they
and shortest.
Like to hear
did say th’ queer things.
about 'em! Wa tl, tneir nome wag in
th' old Madam Collins schoolhouse which
had been convarted into a dwellin’ house
of two rooms for livin’ purposes,a kitchen
and a bedroom. In their late years
neither one of ’em scarcely ever left th’
In fact they
house even to do errands.
didn’t need to for th’ neighborhood chtl
dren was all glad to run their legs off for
th’ two old women.
“I remember a leetle gal called Caddie
who was a great favorite with th’ sisters.
They alius give Caddie th’ trusted
errands to do, such as when Nabby wanted some particular kind of snuff, or
Em’ly some partic'lar food stuff from
th’ grocer where they’d traded all their
lives.
‘Now, Caddie,’ would say Nabby,
whisperin’ soEm’ly wouldn’t hear, “you
take this tin box up th’ hill to Jemmimy
Boynton’s and get me five cents worth of
old Maccaboy snuff, and for th’ land's
sake, Caddie, on th’ peril of your life
don’t let that critter of a sister of mine
know it!’ You see Ern’ly had a horrid
aversion to snuff lakin’ and was forever
citin’ th’ case of an old lady who had
died from this cause, havin’ a large ball
of snuff removed from her scalp, which
was cut open by th’ doctors.
However,
nothin’ that Em’ly said ever discouraged
Nabby from takin’ her Maccaboy.”
The old Gloucesterman chuckled audibly. He had become interested in his
own story now and it needed no prompting to awaken further recollections of
Gloucester's odd folks and their characteristic sayings of a half century back.
“Yes,” he continued, “Nabby was a
great one. 1 remember hearin’ her tell
on many occasions what a purty baby
she was." ‘Why,’ she’d explain, ‘when 1
but an hour old I was as fat as a
W'as
butter ball, washed in rose water and
carried aroun’ and exhibited from house

new steamship une.

son? There was Uncle
Solomon Davis, a West Indiaman, who
never asked no better food than corn
bread. Aunt Nabby used to eay of him:
•Hm! Sol Davis! He eats Johnnycake 366
times a year with his silver-cow butter
dish at hia elbow!’
“Then there was Izzy Parsons, down
to th’ head of th’ harbor. Iz used ot
lot of
play ‘Yankee Doodle’ and a wholeI dunno
other tunes on his chin. Law!
how he did it, but it sounded just like a

gassin’

Old

Dickens People of
Gloucester.

wiien I hear of a woman with troubles like mine I try to induce her
to take your medicine.”—Mrs. S. T. Richmond, 199 Waldo Street,
Providence, R. I.

[

hour.

Wharfage has b«en secured at Belfast,
Stockton Springs and Bangor, and a
terminal has practically been engaged at
St John. The service will start in the
Spring, according to Capt Krum, and
will make a bid for the patronage of passengers for eastern points.
The City of Philadelphia, which will be
the freight steamer of the line, is in port.
She has been running between Stockton
Springs

Cloquet, Minn.—“I have suffered very much with irregularities,
pain and inflammation, but your wonderful medicine, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, has made me well and I can recommend
the same to all that are troubled with these complaints.”—Mrs. Jennie Akerman, c/o Kev. K. Akerman, Cloquet, Minnesota.

Uua^nilurtdPQ

From Mrs. J. D. Murdoch, Quincy, Mass.
South Quincy, Mass.—*• The doctor said that I had organic trouble
and he doctored me for a long time and I did not get any relief. I
saw Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound ad-

vertised and I tried it and found relief before I had
finished the first bottle. I continued taking it all
through middle life and am now a strong, healthy
woman and earn my own living.”— Mrs. Jane D.
Murdoch, 25 Gordon St., South Quincy, Mass.

n^BMTrite to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MED

■^F

CINE CO.

(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS.,foradvice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
a woman and held in strict confidence.

and

Boston, carrying principally

piper.
CENTER LINCOLNV1LLE,
The town fair was held Oct. 6th with an unusually large attendance. The exhibits of

fruit, vegetables, poultry, etc., were excellent
the display in the hall was superior to

and

larger fairs. The dance in the
patronized. One hundred
and seventeen dance tickets were sold-The
supper at the Town hall given by Mrs. Belle
Rubs for the Unitarian pastor was a success
those of the

evening

and

was

well

was

well

..

—

on

SHEEPSCOT LAKE GRANGE FAIR

Freddy

Brown. |
fondness

Among his peculiarities was a
for doughnuts. Freddy was a fisherman;
he had a stiff finger and was th’ butt of
endiess jokes played by his shipmates.
Freddy was wont to dream heavy in his
and snore hearty—so hearty, in
fact, that it kept th’ others awake. This
bunk

the

!

son.

Curtis. Horace Robertson is still on the farm.
The stock was disposed of last week to Mr.
Libby....Mr. Henry Curtis, who is ill with
typhoid fever at the home of David Wingate,

NORTH 1SLESBORO
Mr. xand Mrs. E. S. Preble h
from Dark Harbor-Mr. and Mr
Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. William
Boston and Miss Coombs of Bantis holding his own at this writing.... Mr. and
ing a few days in town-Mr.-.
Mrs. Charles Thayer had a 11-pound daughter
was the guest last week of Mr
Coombs in Castine-Wm. C. Bart a.take up her home with them Oct. 1st-Fred
a business trip to town
Borden’s apples were to badly injured by the fast made
Mrs. H, M Coombs was at h »tm
hail he is

hauling

them to Belfast to the

can-

f

last week

I

Stockton Springs Trust Company,
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Cashier, SIMEON R. M Hi limits
Secretary, Albert M. AMES,

President. HARRY R. HICHRORN.
Vice President, C. N. TAYLOR,

The

Lake Grange

j

|
j

j

signal

j

—

_

Children

|

second annual fair of Sheepscot
DIRECTORS
was held at their hall and
1st.
The
Palermo
Oct.
in
East
A.
M.
H.
R.
C.
N.
grounds
Hichborn,
Ames, Ralph Morse, II. L. Hopkins, Byron Boyd, N
Taylor,
Sheepscot Lake fair is purely an agriculA.
F. D. Jordan, Everett Staples. II. G. Hichborn
E.
H.
A.
rithew,
Mulligan,
Trites,
tural fair and has developed into one of
the best of the one-day iairs. The exhibits of stock, fruit and vegetables were
fully up to the standard of last year and
The exhibit of
some were extra fine.
The following is a comp ete list of depositors by numbers, showing the
ba!
fancy work in the hall was pronounced
seen thi3
interest
added
to
as
1914.
each
October
the
be
as
depositor
to
with
1,
any
good
1,
1914,
by experts
year at any of the larger fairs. A large
You are requested to compare your book with the amount shown
your number
crowd of people attended from all the
report
near-by towns and all seemed to enjoy below, and if it does not agree, or if you cannot find your number in the list,
the day.
letter to P. O. Box K. Stock-ton Snnnp-s. Maine.
attraction.
was
a
The baby show
big
The prize cup given by the Dr. J. F. No.
No
Amount No
Amount
Amount No
Amount
Amount. No
144 86 ! 145
76 50
79
True & Co. of Auburn for '.he heaviest
206
217 90 ! 265
1
2.278 95
243 87 3Q9
1
I
85
29
146
was won by
one
under
old,
51
2
year
baby
7,585
96 32
?? 207
267
310
150 82
37 08
88
151
35 36
6
Mabel McIntosh of 142 Grove street,
204 00 312
209
545 76 I 268
119 63 ! 152
214 76
215 06 j 91
9
Augusta, weight 21 3-4 pounds. Doris
i
269
919 313
13 83
112 84
153
210
110 40
22 12 I 92
Grady of Palermo and Lois Turner re- 10
271<5 314
64 61
155
13 52 j 211
14 57 .270
47 17 j 93
12
all
and
ceived golden rings for popularity
452 11 31o
204 00
5 81 ; 212
156
96
121 18 271
56 40
15
3 6
the babies were presented with a gift.
42 35
29 94
452 58
158
99
213
236 16 272
5 32
16
317
273
59 20
68 12
140 87
Mrs. Emily Boynton of Liberty, 87
160
102
214
520 00
183 93
17
318
105 55
161
178 50
470 96
216
3 26 274
104
30 57
years old, received the prize for being | 19
275
S3 52 319
169
45 99
639 00
27 58
217
928 66 j 105
the oldest person present.
21
280
20 80 3-0
784
97
171
102
00
30
219
1
!
107
127 62
;
The pulling contests were not as lively | 92
321
281
03
42 97
177
25 91
220
3 23
22 77 1 109
! 23
as last year, there being a lack of com322
282
03
i
178
33 70
12 62
226
130 20 !
1049 64 ! 110
29
petition, but were watched by a large 35
231 03 324
8 81
180
1 46
227
11 23 283
2081 50 I 112
was
Free daneing
crowd of spectators.
13
181
4 40
212 31 ] 228
22 45 ! 284
425 24 | 113
36
c0 80 327
182
520 20
263 29 | 232
5 43 286
171 10 ; 114
enjoyed in the afternoon, and the day 39
289
13 328
Ho
184
348
67
411
59
I
235
21
84
116
ended with a grand harvest ball and oys!
539
86
40
j
104 04
33 72 185
51 32
236
109 32 I 290
164 06 1 117
ter supper.
41
370
100 00 330
186
7 60 | 237
31 30
28 S3 i 291
290 13 ! 118
The fair was under the personal direc- | 42
21649
187
197 13
218 48
238
431 05 j 292
44 89 ! 119
972
tion of I. P. Griffies, assisted by an ; 48
16 13
12 88
ls9
226 13 241
414 06 ; 293
632 80 I 120
62
I
efficient Grange committee, and things
4 08 1 333
191
311 10
12 65
215
22 39 294
26 29 ! 122
54
were kept moving at a lively pace from
184 78 334
14 13
192
5 56
246
103 26 J 295
144 95 ; 124
56
255
117 12
194
59 250
759 80 I 296
152 OS ! 127
beginning to end. Good order was main- 60
336
30 02
298
288 98
199
218 81 251
130 60
tained at all times during day and night.
12h
1025 00
62
31
42 56 200
7 61 I 254
100 00 801
130
180 (8
The ladies of the Grange served one of
64
I
302
38 88 201
16 28 258
221 71
20 98
132
72
their excellent dinners at noon to a big
107 30 ! 340
303
2 69 202
10 90 ; 260
401 69
11 23 133
74
crowd of hungry visitors.
104 9b |
304
12 02 203
19 29 I 261
16
40
140
286
76
Roy M. Trask is the presentmaster of 78
407 02 [
18 97 205
307
223 00 ! 263
713 33
169 48 143
Sheepscot Lake Grange and is one of the
youngest masters in the State. Under
his able direction this Grange has pros♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦ *♦*♦♦♦♦****
pered and the lower part of the hall is
now nearing completion and the building
will soon be ready for dedication by the
When completed ♦
State Grange officers.
Sheepscot Lake Grange will own one of
the handsomest halls in the State, all
By special arrangement with th.
fully paid for. The flag pole is a great
addition to the looks of the building and
ers of McCall’s Magazine, the r,
the large American flag raised on the ❖
Fashion
Authority ol more than
morning of the fair is the gift of I. P. ♦
000 women, we are able to otter >
Griffies to the Grange.
♦
rollowing extraordinary limited

|

for some one of that ras- ]
cally crew of fishermen to git up, light a j
kerosene lamp and hold th’ chimney un- i
der Freddie’s stiff finger, which he j
gen’raliy dangled outside his bunk!
strangers!’
That always meant fireworks and a blue ;
“An’ old Captain Wood uster take out
fog in th' fo’c’s’le!
a
hired
and
he
and
fishin’
sailin’
parties
“Wa’al, son, guess I’ve reminisced
young scamp named Joe Murneezer to go
for today. It won’t be many
along as a sort of mate. Joe was a enoughnow before
somebody’ll be fellin’
great joker and he made th’ skipper’s years
a havin’ been one of Gloster’s
When all was ready to ’bout me
life miserable.
So long, son. I got
old fellers.
cast off th’ bow line from the wharf quaint
to bunk down on old Cape Ann tonight.”
Joe
was
mains’!
th’
h’isted,
after
spile
had a very annoyin’ trick of coilin’ th’
PITTS FiELD PERSONALS.
line up and at low water when th’ sloop
would be way down below th’ level of th’
Mr. and Mrs. J, W. Manson and Mr.
wharf he’d let go th’ whole coil, gen’raland Mrs. W. L. Pushor enjoyed a motor
ly managin’ to drop it wet and slimy
old trip to Brighton Monday.
square on th' skipper’s head! Then
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Jackson and
Cap’n Wood would glance up, shakin’
his clenched fist at Joe, and shout, ‘You daughter visited last week in the home
yarller dog! You double yarller dog!! of J. V. Jackson in Montville.
You yarller dog on top of yarller dog!!!
Mrs. V. M. Higgins of Thorndike who
If I had you now I’d keel haul you! Cuss
has been visiting her daughter, M rs. S.F.
your eyes!’ Joe would greet this sally
for a visit in Augusta.
of anger with a stentorian Ho! Ho!! Files, left Friday
Ho!!! Then he would make a flyin’ leap
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Your.g of Searsfor th’ shrouds of th’ sioop and slide
who have been guests of Mr. and
Th’ cap’n port, Thomas
down aboard like an eel.
Mrs.
Young, returned home
would take after him, tumblin’ over bait
Saturday.
tubs, blocks and ropes, all tuckered out
Mrs. H. E. Condon and A. J. Melvin
and winded. As th’ people in th’ party
where
would be impatient to go out to th’ fish- left Monday for Lowell, Mass.,
home
in’ grounds outside Eastern P’int, th’ they will spend a few weeks at the
cap’n would have to take th’ wheel, of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Melvin.
But Joe
where he would fin’lly cool off.
Dr. William L. Cargill left Saturday
gen’rally stayed away out on th’ bow- for a two week’s visit in Liberty with
sprit until he thought it was safe to his father. Mis. Cargill and daughter
make th’ deck.’’
went to Bangor, where they will spend
two weeks with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Merrow. Pittsfield AdverMy communicative friend from Glou- tiser.
cester paused to refill his pipe before he
When the
continued his reminiscences.
blue smoke was coming thick and fragrant he told me the story of Ann PhipFOR FLETCHER’S
pin, an old-time Gloucester milliner.
and
her
a
maiden
was
“Ann
shop
lady
It was a narrow
was on Short street.
Aroostook Potatoes.
affair lit by a single window with 7 by 9
th’
dark
remember
I
of
glass.
lights
The potato business is a little slow just
brown counters on two sides of th’ store.
from 90 to 95 cents being given for
Th shelves on th right were tilled with now,
Mountains, and $1.00 and in excepGreen
Apply Sloan’s Freely For Lumbago.
bandboxes and bunnits while on th’ left
cases $1.05 for Irish Cobblers. The |
tional
laces
and
other
and
th’
were th’ ribbons
Your attacks of Lumbago are not nearly so
Cobblers
fair
this,
some
|
editor saw
pretty
gimcracks. Ann was a typical old maid, Wednesday, afternoon bought for 93 hopeiesB as they seem You can relieve them
She was alius a
nervous and peppery.
It is also said that some Moun- almost instantly by a simple application of
cents.
smoothin' and a pattin’ her hair. Her
tains have been bought at the country I Sloan’s Liniment on the back and loins Lumneck was encircled with a huge neck ribfor 85 cents. Most of the stock bago is a form of rheumatism, and yields perbon from which dangled a big brooch, a sidings
arrived nowadays is contracted stock,as fectly to Sloan's, which penetrates quickly ail
black stun with a white cameo head in it.
farmers do not relish the idea of hauling
in through the sore, tender muscles, limbers up
“Wa’al, when a customer would come in for such low
figures. The stock is
in to see th’ latest styles in millinery
the back and makes it feel fine Get a bottle
all
at
scab
no
being
powdery
th’ bunnits she very fine,
Ann would set out
of any of Sloan’s Liniment for 25 cents of any drugscab
much
not
and
very
found,
thought suited th’ occasion. If th’ cus- kind.
The yield is also from fair to ex- gist and have it in the bouse—against colde,
tomer demurred at th’ patterns th’ least
The cause of the low prices sore and swolen joints, rheumatism, neuralgia,
cellent.
bit Ann would immediately get huffy
now seems to be simply that some- sciatica and like ailments. Your n oney back
and retort somethin’ like this: ‘Don’t right
how too many potatoes have got into the if not
satisfied, but it does give almost instant
like ’em, eh? Best people in town like
market. It is hoped that the relief.
Boston
my bunnits. There’s Mrs. B. K. Stacy, situation will clear
the
deal
in
a
good
up
th' Huffs and th’ Dales, all wear ’em.
few weeks.-Fort Fairfield Review.
LOSS OF SHIPPING IN WAR.
Don’t see why you should be harder to next
suit than they be. Take ’em or leave
’em just as you please. Why don’t you INFORMATION ABOUT MAINE FARMS.
Twelve British ships with an aggregate
tonnage of 59,331 have been sunk on the
go to Judy Caswell for your millinery?
Census
Federal
last
Reports.]
[From
That’s just the place for you to go and
high seas by.German cruisers to Sept.
return
buy.’ Then she would slam th’ bandMaine has 60,016 farms; of this num- 23d, according to an Admiralty
boxes back on th’ shelves with a ver- ber 57,453 are operated by owners made public in London. Eight other
whose tonnage aggregate
gance.
and managers and 2,563 by tenants. British ships,
“Nearly all these folks I’m tellin’ you Ninety-six per cent of the farms of this 2979, have been sunk by German mines in
craft with a
about was old-timers. Most of ’em past State are
operated by owners and man- the North Sea and 24 fishing
70 and many of them near 80.
Long, agers and 4 per cent by tenants. The tonnage of 4334 have been captured or
tall Whack-a-bolt Sargent was said to farm home owners and managers of sunk by the Germans in the same waters.
be considerable over 80. He wore a hat Maine cultivate 2,276,000 acres of land British ships detained at German 'ports
that must have been a hundred years and the tenants till 84,853 acres in this number 74, with a total tonnage of 170,old. He was nearly seven feet tall and State. The value of the land and build- 000.
th’ hat made him look taller. He was a
On the credit side the Admiralty gives
ings of the tenant farms of this State is
a total tonnage
whitewasher and stone deaf. He used
that of the home owners and 102 German ships with
$6,530,000;
of 200,000 detained in British ports since
to carry th’ tools of his trade all over managers is $163,089,000.
of the war. Eighty-eight
Gloster in an old wheelbarrow. He was
In compiling data for the last Federal the outbreak
of an aggregate tonnage
a fine reliable old chap and he lived a
Census, the enumerators asked every German ships
after
the
death
street
have
been captured since hoslife
on
of
High
338,000
lonely
farmer in Maine this question: "How
of his good wife.
now’ tilities began.
long have you lived on the farm you
The return Bbows also that 168 German
occupy?" This question was answered
with an aggregate .tonnage of 283,“Will I ever forget old Wheeler, th’ by 55,673 of the 60,016 farm operators ships
detained At captured by
He uster go in this State. More than 5,900 stated 000 have been
itinerant clockmaker?
their farms only the allies. Fifteen ships with a tonnage
from house to house repairing clocks. that they had occupied
of 247,000 were detained in American
He kept bachelor’s hall away down on one year or less; 8,888 from 2 to 4 years;
and
10 ports, while 14 others with a tonnage of
9
to
5
30,936,
from
years
a
old
He
was
9,824
street.
Beach
joker,
jolly
The most restless class 72,000 remain in the Suez Canal.
and once when he was entertainin’ some years and over.
The German mines in the North Sea
friends to a fish dinner and when all of people in this State is the tenant who have also
sunk seven Scandinavian ships
basis.
hands were about half seas over he operates his farm on the share
farmers in this with a tonnage of 11,098.
found he was out of lard and butter. There are 333 of these
Nothin’ loth be fried th’ fish in Russia State; 314 of them made answer to tbe
For any itchineas of the akin.for akin raahea,
that
falve! Th’ whole bunch of ’em was aw- query and their replies indicated
chap, pimplea, etc,, try Doan’a Ointment. 60c
moved
them
of
cent
43
about
or
136
per
died.
but
sul sick,
nobody
at all drug atorea.
“Of all th’ queer folks, I guess none every year.
was

Drs. Kilgore and Cook of Brooks did
surgical work... .Mrs. Nettie Robertson is
making her home with her sister, Mrs. Fred

the

No use to fuss and try to wear it out. It
will wear you out instead. Take Dr. King’s
New Discovery, relief follows quickly.
It
checks your Cold and Soothes your Cough
away. Pleasant, Antiseptic and Healing. Children like it. Get a 50c. bottle of Dr. King’s
New Discovery and keep it in the house
“Our family Cough and Cold Doctor” writes
Lewis Chamberlain, Manchester, Ohio. Money
back if not satisfied, but it nearly always helpp.

1

the Monroe Center church..
Walter Towers and child of
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Mar

nurse.

Your Fall Cold Needs Attention

by

of ’em had very much

FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS

patronized considering the unfavorable weather.... W. E. Dickey of Boston
nery....The Monore center soda
SWANVILLE CENTER.
held at the home of Henry Webd-r,
iB in town for a few days
Miss Let tie McCharles Curtis had both arms broken in an _The Industrial Club will rr »*, t
Kinney of Boston is spending a .vacation at automobile accident ...Mrs.
Elwyn Dickey of Mrs. Ida Webb Oct. 21st... 1
her old home, “The Birches'*.. .Mr. and Mrs,, |
has been caring for her mother, Mrs. Watson tlefield brothers, Ross, Fred and!
Rea Rankin, who spent the summer months j
Mr. Smith, started for Roston
Robertson, who is in very p«or health, for the the great base ball games.
h
at Dark Harbor, have returned home... M 8 !
past two weeks_Mrs. Wm. Curtis is gaining auto to Portland and from ther.
Horace Miller left Saturday for visits in Bosj as well as can be expected from her opera- The Freewill Baptist associat i<
ton and Brockton, Mass.
their quarterly meeting Oct. 24th
Miss Mary Bailey is ths attending
tion.

A Minister’s Wife Writes:

for th’ old sea captains, but I don’t remember that th’ grocery bins or shelves
In his
was ever burstin’ with goods.
latter days Fitz uster go away to visit
and when he did he hung up a sign on
his door that read, ‘Gone on a Tower!’
“Uncle Charlie Gaffney, another oldtime retired fisherman, uster take his
reg’lar daily sun bath, and also shower
baths when it rained,near th’ old Gloster
House. He alius wore a black sou’wester and an ile jacket even in hot weather.
He was terribly fond of spinnnin’ long
yarns ’bout his fishing trips to Georges
and th’ Grand Banks.
’’Young Charles Wood was Gloster’s
expert whitewasher half a century back.
He was afflicted with a nervous muscular
action and reaction, a sort of St. Vitus
dance.
He would give a long stroke of
th’ brush ard then look in th’ mirror, if
one was handy, to see if his face was on
straight. Then he would dance nervously about th’ room before applyin’ th’
On
next stroke of his whitewash brush.
he said to th’ woman he
one occasion
was workin’ for, ‘Mrs. Helen, what are
Be they makin’
your boys a laffin’ at?
fun of me?’
‘No, indeed, Mr. Wood,’
she replied, ‘don’t take no notice of
them at all. That’s only a foolish fashion they have of getting acquainted with

|

& Penobscot Bay Steamship Company.
He said an option has been secured on
three steamers running on the Great
Lakes and that two will probably be
purchased. They are propeller boats,
each with accommodations for 500 passengers, and their speed is 20 knots an

Cry
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TO THE DEPOSITORS OF MILS BANK:

respective

July

opposite

please
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j

70?

06,335

Us!
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Our “Home=Readers’ Bargain i
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♦
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♦
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DON’T

MISS

IT

The Republican Journal (weekly! m,
McCall’s Magazine (monthly! on>
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

All for

J
j

f
$

^
|
A

|

only $2J

j

The Republican Journal needs no
duction. It is a clean, wholesonn
the-minute newspaper—the kind ti
welcome in your home.
McCall's Magazine is without

a

guide in correct dress and hot
matters and is already known to m
as

a

readers. Size 8x11 in.—84 i
pages monthly. Every number
over 50 advance designs of McC.i
terns—celebrated for style, fit, si
our

4

andeconomy—besides entertaining
money-saving and labor-saving id'
Dress, Housekeeping, Cooking,

helpful

information

on

4

♦

Fancy-U’1

et
quette, Beauty, Children, Health,
women.
For st>l*

4

all home-loving
Ideas.tor

pleasure,for profit—read

>’•

4

CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON 1
The

Republican Journal,

Belfast. Maine*
Gentlemen: Enclosed find
which please send McCall’s Msg»-'
and The Republican Journal, eact.

full year

R. F. D.

or
or

▲

▼

^

to

f

Name.
Town

j

State.

Street

or

Fox No...
this

entit"

I understand
to select any McCall
free from .the first copy of McC at
I receive and that l am to send l"
tal .card, giving size and |nunit*'
t o
of free pattern direct to McCall

FREE.

Faty

me

Sutscriptun?

may be

ntw or

rent**11

A

f

▲

f
A

J

►♦»♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦1
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^^aptist Conventions.

*pHng7hut flfcy »re*not Mi Melladapted
to realty eoid weather aa a garment with
■leaves, hence designer* have turned oat
great number* of cape coat*. Coat* that

President
Mentionc°
Re-elected.

have cape attachment*. The cape line
ha* been introduced in many other direc-

Unite.
artists and Free Baptists
I** Haptist Societle* to Merge With

j

„„ine

"a(j

ts

>*“b>h

with

a

were

addresses were
as follows:

Wyman, Damaris-

secretary
Charleston; Rev. L. J.
and Rev. H. L. Skillin
e, Saco
Fmery,

^
j#Ft’‘l'k
j

wn Were

appointed

to act

as

of the executive board with the

■

P’fgmed officers.
the Woman’s
A nlfr;...

”'d,nK

sf'Y
,,-j|S0'n
Miss
„'us officers followed.
treasurer

Maude

reported

the

views,

a

The following offited: President, Mrs. J. K.
ptland; vice-president for
Maine, Mrs. E. C. Whittmore,
^e-president for Western
Mr.; VV. H. Thomas, Lewiston;
.Mrs. E. W. Hall, Waterville;
Miss Maude E. Mathews, Bel-

f,a';r financially.

I

AMERICAN DESIGNS FOR
AMERICAN WOMEN.
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
New York, October 12, 1914. Great
things are expected from the “Fashion
Fete” to be held at the Ritz Carlton
early next month. For three days the
foremost designers in this country are to
have a chance to exhihit their models to
a critical and capable audience of women

extended by
.he Federation was
P. Breneman of Auhurn, and
responded. Reports from

I'3

..

irs'','

*f';.
iwlr:,

l,ir;
^

veningajoint
Free Baptist Young Peoples
...
W!w.is opened with a song service

lf„’i,

tanthems were rendered by
Harry W. Rowe, president of

!'V:

j

e

||
U
□

Baptist Young People’s

W. F. Sturtevant, presMaine Baptist Young Peogave brief greetings.
,;s of the second day of the
: ihe Maine Baptist Society
attended. At the morning
H. L. Hanson of Kuniford
annual sermon. Matters
In the
v-re also taken up.
Maine Baptist Charitable
Maine Federation and ihe
s societies held meetings.
-,-rved at the Court Street
Joint sessions
church.
th the Free Baptists in
i-e afternoon and evening.
v-mnrnimr session ODened
vice. Hon.George C. Wing,
the entertaining church,
r v greeting and cordial welsiting delegates, and Rev.
responded. He spoke of
it. Auburn twenty-one years
:
changes which have come
The Baptist
■I. since then.
numbers about twenty-five
than it did at that time.
the uniting of the Baptist
e
Baptist churches. The
increased strength in the
mphasized as well as the rewhich will also come. A
iture of this session was the
l\ Dr. Preble of a gavel >o
•’of the association. Dr.
is made from the limb of
which is growing near the
Sylvanus Boardman in Liv,! I. B. Mower, correspondgave the report of the
is tees and the committee ap: sider all questions involved
: union of all Baptists and
-ts reported as follows:
it the name of tne Maine
unary convention be chang;ted Baptist Convention of
v.

'V
r\
*J

.,

|
k
i

|
!
!
E

|
j

|

il

j

;

j

j
;

>

j

nat the Maine Baptist Eduand the Maine Baptist
Society be united with the
ist convention of Maine,
it the United Baptist Condaine be composed of repred delegates of Baptist and
churches chosen upon such
.ally may be agreed upon.
nit as soon as it may be
Maine Free Baptist Asso•'er its assets which can be
•• -rred
to the United. Bapn of Maine.
.t the next legislature of
■1 to pass such acts as may
to accomplish the above

“What makes the fashion?” a fashionable woman asked the great designer
Worth.
“What I make and you wear-that is
the fashion madam,” he answered.
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish is quoted as authority for this anecdote, which she repeated at a recent interview regarding
the “Fashion Fete” which society leaders here are endorsing and directing.
This seems the opportune time for
launching a boom in American sartorial

11
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Baby’s Morning Dip
KNOWS,”
grandmother, ‘what

U/^OODNESS

‘

says

!

we’d do without this Perfection
Smokeless Oil Heater.”
“If Pd only had one when you
were a baby, you’d have been
saved many a cold and croupy

because most of the
French houses are out of the running,
owing to war conditions, but because

design,

1

spell.

| |

warming cold comers and
isolated upstairs rooms, and for
countless special occasions when
extra heat is wanted, you need

j

j

I IJ

j

1I

Albany

S
!

of the treasurer showed
of $21,390; expenditures
i.ce in treasury $156.41.
g of the Maine Charitable
l.dtl p. m., the question of
'uly with the convention was
: a committee was appointed
'he matter. A meeting of
: .'uple was held in
the after""me of the conference being
-ung People at Study and
.;

;

■

|

'V
Hu.-

Wnmon’e

T\A iooinn

tarar

PTtirl

■

2 p. m. and the hour was
r' > addresses.
Miss Annie J.
5"
leration State secretary,
work under the title of “Up
i
'jr State.” Two weeks work
igewick was interesting and
■y-!■.
A Junior Endeavor society
Three
ml'am zed at Sargentville.
>. at North Berwick resulted
h e'ai zahment of a
pastor there.
ne laid special
emphasis on
sr:
iol
•‘i
work. She told of a numM
hless communities she had
'■■■
i of the success she has had.
missionary work was emphaAo
eighty churches are pastor11
re are many churchless eomCalls are coming in trom all
'll- r.suing the outlook encouragat

1

meeting of the Maine Free
Nation opened Tuesday,
the Main Street Free Bap-

|

1

;

1'■

I'

1

It was a busii ess
Xuburn.
as followed by a meeting of
hoard and a ministers con:ch prayer was offered by
Brackett of Belfast. The
rs were elected: President,

Caul, Auburn; vice-president,
Hyde, Bangor; secretaryB"V. E. W. Churchill, Milo.

the executive
swill act o
Ih v. W. H. Fultz, Portland;
U .'i rafton. Island Falls; Rev.
Rev. A. J.
is. Steel Falls.
Hand and Dr. A. T. Salley
members of the ordaining
The n port of the treasurer, Mr.
ed good financial standing.
to fix the annual dues at the
fifty cents per member.
1
g of the Woman’s Missionary
is
also he d in the afternoon,
i Ms of the various officers were
<m wed good progress. It was
rouraging to note that much
v
tfian usual has been raised
"M.
Much has been done towards
mtiits for missionaries. The

MORE FOOT
Jj'lK

I

AGONY

CORNS COME OUT,
DAYS
BOX FOR EVERYBODY.

^Ofjy

knows that for sore, painful,
k*t there is nothing so good as Ezo

h

f,'w in

every package of Ezo For Feet,
r*181*, is a 10 cent package of Ezo For
rr,|ch is free. It costa you nothing,
f *or three nights; on the fourth night
Lltle corn and throw it jn the lire.
Corns, if purchased separately, ?s a
I 11,1 a 25 cent box of Ezo For Feet it is

pitiful

suf-

responsible.

way

[

THE LESSON OF THRIFT.

j
'■

i

|

that have witnessed

unexampled growth

for this nation as a whole,
the loss of the old close and neighborly sympathy of times before we grew
in

prosperity

ani

big.

so

a

new

era

“imported,” and to reckon
things—clothes especially

the value of

by

—

their cost.

FITNESS THE KEY

OF GOOD DRESSING.

Clothes must bemeans fitness.
the wearer, and be suitable for the
occasion and surroundings, or they are

Style

come

board of officers was elected for
next year.
President, Mrs. Linda V.
Jordan, Ocean Park; recording secretary,
Harriet T. Milliken, Augusta; treasurer,
Mrs. Flora E. Penney, Augusta; corresponding secretary, Mrs. Ella M. Greenleaf, North Berwick; superintendent uf
junior work, Mrs. Edith M. Hyde, Bangor; State Agent for Missionary Helper,
Miss Gertrude Hartley, Portland; auditor, Mrs. Gertrude L. Anthony, Lewiston; superintendent of Cradle Roll, Mrs.
Estelle Prilay, Pittsfield.
Wednesday morning’s session was devoted largely to business.
Rev. J. B.
Ranger delivered the annual sermon. A
meeting of the Woman’s Missionary Society was held at two in the afternoon
followed by a social service conference of
Over
the Baptists and Free Baptists.
150 men gathered at the Pine Street
Free Baptist Church in the evening, for
the banquet. Rev. T. J. Ramsdell, D.
D., of Calais, president of the Baptist
Association, was the toastmaster, and
the speakers were I. B.
Mower, D.
D., secretary; Dr. A. T. Salley, pastor
of the Main Street Free Baptist Church,
Hon. Carl E. Milliken of Island Falls,
Rev. J. K. Wilson of Portland and E. K.
A sociability supJordan of Portland.
per was given the women by the Main
Street Free Baptist Church and several
of the visitors were called upon for brief
remarks. Efficiency was the key note of
the joint laymen’s session in the evening.
The morning session Thursday of the
Maine Free Baptist Convention was devoted chiefly to business, all the committees making their reports. The afterthe main to the
noon was devoted in
meeting of the Young People’s Society.
Officers were elected as follows: President, Hon. Carl E. Milliken, Island Falls;
first vice-president, Rev. W. B. Wood ot
Saco; second vice-president, Prof. H. R.
Purinton of Lewiston; third vice-president, Hon. R. W. Shaw of Houltonjc erk,
Rev. J. P. Roberts of Lisbon Falls; corresponding secretary. State Agent Rev.
S. C. Whitcomb.
same

OWNERSHIP

OF

WALDO COUNTY

HOMES.

Great artists

use

few lines, great de-

signers
f Parmer’s Union News Service.]
sure, touches.
The United States Census department
Washington

just issued a bulletin
dealing with the ownership of Waldo
county homes. The important facts contained in

county

has

the bulletin relative

are as

to

this

follows:

There are 6,555 homes in Waldo county. Of this number 3,473 are farm homes
and 2,650 of the farm homes are owned
by their occupants and are free of mort-

The mortgaged
incumbrances.
farm homes number 606 and renters ochomes
in this county.
farm
200
cupy
Out of a total of 6,555 homes in this
county 5,241 are urban homes. There
are 1,754 urban homeowners in the county, and of this number 184 are mortgaged and 1,513 are free from incumbrance.
There are 1,176 rented urban homes in
The census enumerators
the county.
were unable to secure data pertaining to
the ownership of a small percentage of
both the rural and urban homes in this

gaged

a

few,

to study the well dressed
crowd at any center these days to realize
what can be done in dress by the use of
One has

only

Raise

in

Insurance

apron front of brocaded silk in matching
tone, which is cut with a decided flare
and ends in long points at either side,
caught under the Uback coat drapery
which is of the cloth. The front of the
dress has a broad girdle of the silk on
the cloth waist and the whole buttons
down the back, with a long row of
smoked pearl buttons extending nearly
to the bottom of the skirt.

UAIN1L

AINU

is
At a festival scene in the city of flowers,
One fair May-day morn in the long, long ago.
In their childhood they met. O how brilliant
the bowers
Of sweet, sunny Florence, in morning’s

we

a

fair to his fancy it seemed
So
That an angel of beauty from mansions Elysian
Now watched o’er his slumbers and smiled
when he dreamed.

Why

cruel

so

Come in

and see

Suesine Silk —please do.

was

anguish

must

suffer and

sorrow

Bile is manufactured in the cells of the
liver. It assists digestion and prevents
putrefaction in the intestines. Bde is
necessary to life but excess of bile is

so

poisonous.

The effects of excessive secretion of bile
and failure to eliminate it from the blood,
which is also a function of the liver, are
white-coated or brown-furred tongue, bitter taste in the mouth, indigestion, headache, lack of appetite, constipation and

known,
fate—cruel war—had the last tie been
riven,
An alien henceforth he was destined to roam,
From his own native land was our hero then
driven
In exile to die far from country and home.
But from sorrowing depths of his deathless devotion
A genius was born —of his nation the pride!
And the world reads today, still with tearful
stern

weariness.

poverty, loneliness, sorrow, he died.”
—S. J. Stevens, In Poets of Maine.
THE

FROST.

anything

(By Hannah Flagg Gould.)

Pinkkts a -e tiny, sugar-coated
and
pills, dainty to t-dm, easy in action
they do not unset ti.e stomach nor cause
griping. Given a thorough trial they
really correct chronic constipation.
cine.

The Frost looked forth, one still clear night,
And he said, “Now I shall be out of ight;
So through the valley and over the flight

In silence I’ll take my way.
I will not go like that clustering train,
The wind and the snow, the hail and the rain,
Who make so much bustle and noise in vain;
But I’ll be as busy as they!”

IITHEREAS, William Q. Spinney of Stockton
V¥
Springs, in the County of Waldo, State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated October
4, 1906, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,

Book 279, Page 335, conveyed in
mortgage to
tne undersigned, Emma F. Loewis or
Bangor, in
the County of Penobscot, State of Maine, a
certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings
thereon, situate on the westerly side of the
•'Sandypoint road,” so-called, in said Stockton
Springs, bounded and described as follows, viz:
Beginning at a stake and stones on the westerly side of said road at the easterly corner of
land of John Boyd; thence northerly on said
road, ten rods and eight links; thence north,
eighty-five decrees west, eight and one-half
rods to the town line; thence southerly by said
town line, ten rods to a stake and stones—the
corner of John Boyd’s land:
thence south,
eighty-five degrees east, twelve rods to the

This is a condition popularly called
biliousness and points ti.reetly to the
need of something to re-ulate the liver.
For this purpose the cl a. .1 is made that
Finklets, the new laxative, are greatly ; point begun at, containing one hundred and
superior to old-fashioned hvor medicines j two and one-half square rods, more or less,
which over-stimuiate the liver ami, when j and whereas the conditions of said mortgage
their use is stopped, h ive the liver more j have been and now remain broken, this notice
is therefore hereby given for the purpose of
torpid than before. That over-stimula- 1
the same as provided by law.
fcion debilitates the liver is as certain as j foreclosing
Dated at Bangor, Maine, this eighth day of
known in the science of medi-

emotion
“In

foreclosure of Mortgage of Real Estate

BILE AND BILIOUSNESS

alone.

Yet, perchance, had God given this maiden

ers

;

October, A. D. 19i4

By

lie

EMMA F. LEWIS.

Attorney, Matthew Laughlin.

her

urn

liUB»
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THE

Good

Service,

Notning

Better.

IARGELLUS J. DOW, Apnl,
Brooks,

Maine.

Typewriter Bargain

new

Oliver

Typewriter,

direct from the factory,

never

used, and with all the latest improvements, will be sold at
a

discount for cash.

May be

seen at

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Belfast Citizens Testify for the Public

Benefit.
truthful statement of a Belfast citizen,
given in his own words, should convince the
most skeptical about the merits of Doan’s Kidnervney Pills, If you suffer from backache,
ousness, sleeplessness, urinary disorders or any
form of kidney ills, use a tested kidney mediA

W
■

6122

McCall Designs

but

models that

are

shown

on

every

side,

inexpensive,excellent wearing fabric
can be given a touch of individuality
which places it far out of the commonplace class.
this

If

one

has time and sufficient skill it

comparatively easy to turn out a pretty
fashionable redingote dress with a reliable pattern, and if dependence must be
placed on ready mades there are excellent clothes to be had in such departments and the way they are worn, the
hat, and other accessories,' all help to
make the dress belong to its wearer and
is

become her.

In ready-mades, especially, it iB well
to select simple styles. These last well,
while inexpensive trimmings grow shabby very quickly and spoil the effect of

tlbe

dress.
CAPES AND CAPE

Capes have been

tells of Doan’s Kidney Pills.

Could you demand more convincing proof of
merit?
“I was taken with complication of diseases
and was laid up all winter,” says Mrs. Z. A.
Connell of 18 Bay view street, Belfast. “Along
in the spring I recovered from my sickness,

LINES.

very much worn since

was

left with

a

very serious

case

of

kidney

trouble. For over a year I was not abltf to do
I suffer*
any work at all and I was helpless
ed terribly from back and kidneys. The kidkidney secretions were unnatural and ar gue
passage. I doctored, but the reliief I received
I finally commenced
was only temporary.
using Doan’s Kidney Pills and much to my
surprise after taking one box, I improved. I
continued using them until I had finished several boxes, when I was able to be up and around
about my work. I am feeling splendid now and
I know that Doan’s Kidney Pills, are the cause
of my good health. I confirm all I have said
praising this remedy, in my former statement.’
Mrs. Connell is only one of many Belfast
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
Kidney Pills. If your back aches—if your
kidneys bother you, don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’S
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mrs. Connell
had—the remedy. backed by home testimony.
60c at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your Back is Lame—
Remember the Name.”

42

or

and these

He peeped in the cupboard, and finding there
That all had forgotten for him to prepare—
“Now just to set them a-thinking,
I’ll bite this basket of fruit,” said he;
“This costly pitcher I burst in three,
And the glass of water they’ve left for me
Shall 4tchick!’ to tell them I’m drinking.”

6124
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parted

hearied.
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BROOKS, MAINE.

And she was another’s whose life seemed
his own,
Dante, the gifted, the brave and true

By

(J

MARCELLUS J. DOW,

While
In

f|

azure

fate? from Beatrice

was

U

It is certainly the very best and finest and
most beautiful silk that we have ever seen tor
39c a yard.

In his works one could trace his heartfelt devotion—
His eyes told the story of unconquered love,
Of a heart tempest tossed, as the billows of

veil in darkness the

q
H

Tha£

escape its charm.
want YOU to see it.
can

evening.

I

As the years glided by. in boyhood no longer—
A scholar, a poet, and honored his name.
And his love with the years growing deeper
and stronger,
For her now he struggled for fortune and
fame.

When storms
above.

no

glance at Suesine, you will
say:—“What lovely material for a delightful
dance frock, for a walking dress, and calling
costume!” And you are right.
Rich, elegant, inexpensive, it is just the
fabric for indoors and out: for daytime and

vision,
wondrously

A Belfast citizen

«•

who sees it

attractive that

so

The minute you

bright glow.
as

why

beautiful and

so

woman

came

k

SUESINE SILK
—It is

DLAHUtD.

To the dark eyes of Dante she

I

COME IN AND SEE

Verona Clarke.

cine.

\

pres*.

Suesine Silk 39c.

All pictured in silver sheen!

The recent arbitrary raise in fire inrates on term policies Jhas become a genuine boomerang and it is altogether probable that within a few days
it will either be rescinded altogether, or
some other form of arrangement made
that shall result the same way. The
rates caused a storm of protest from
every quarter and a great loss in premiums.
Feople who had term policies
coming due within a few weeks sent in
cancellation orders by wholesale, ordering nt w policies made out for five-year
terms on the old rate, before th0 new
rate became operative.

"

D

Aset

surance

Ramsdell, Calais; vice-president, Hon.
O. E. Frost, Belfast; corresponding secretary, Rev. I. B. Mower, Waterville;
recording secretary, Rev. C. E. Owen,
Waterville; treasurer, H. M. Mating.

^_

For Sale

Rates.

At their closing sessions Thursday the
Maine Baptist convention in Auburn and
the Maine Free B iptist convention in
Lewiston voted to unite. The new organization will be called the Maine United Baptist Convention. Steps were taken
by the Maine Baptist Historical and Educational Societies towards merging with
the convention.
The resolution of the joint committee
on
the uniting of the Baptist with the
Free Baptist convention was given by
PractiUr. F. M. Preble of Auburn.
cally no discussion took place and when
the vote was taken there was not a dissenting hand. The Free Baptist convention in Lewiston had already voted in
favor of it. It was an inspiring moment
when after Pres. Ramsdell declared the
result of the vote, Dr. Preble sprang to
his feet and started that old hymn, “Blest
Be the Tie that Binds,’’ the whole audience rising and joining in.
On this committee were Rev. I. B. Mower, Rev. T.
Dr.
F.
M.
J. Ramsdell,
Preble, Hon.
Horace Purington, Rev. C. R. Chapel.
Rev. A. E. Kingsley was sent with the
good word to the Lewiston convention.
The officers of the Maine Baptist
Missionary convention were re-elected as follows: President, Rev. T. J.

Company,

they will
Your druggist sells Pink lets
j be sent, postpaid, on receipt of price, 25
cents per bottV, by the Pr. Williams
serge, especially in the dark blue colorMedicine To., F V* cti.ly, N. Y. Send
Then he went to the mountain, and powdered
becomes
ing now so fashionable, which
its crest;
today for booklet &uJ free sample*
He climbed up the trees, and their boughs he
almost anyone.
drei sed
STYLISH SIMPLICITY.
With diamonds and pearls, and over the breast
Made up after any of the many pretty
Of the quivering lake he spread
A coat of mail, that it need not fear
The downward point of many a spear
That he hung on its margin, far and near,
Fairbanks hay
of 5 ton
Where a rock could rear its head.
SCALES in perfect working order, now
He went to the window of those who slept,
installed in front of our store. Will be sold
And over each pane like a fairy crept;
low if taken at once. Will also sell material
Wherever he breathed, wherever he stepped,
for setting same, such as lumber, brick, etc.
By the light of the moon were seen
SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKFORD CO.,
Most beautiful things. There were flowers and
Belfast, Sept. 29,1914— tf40
trees,
There were,bevies of birds and swarms of bees,
There were cities, thrones, temples and tow-

county.
The

The Centaur

A COAT DRESS.

the worst of bad style.
Simplicity in dress, as in most other
directions, is a mark of distinction.
achieve their results with

at

babies.

A dress of this type seen lately is of
dark olive green cloth. The skirt has an

will

fore the label

protect the

otherwise; to

or

peerless,

dawn and .better
times begin, founded on wholesome conditions. We are all too prone to bow be-

:

prepared by him far over 30 years.
Sold only in one size bottle, never in bulk

Coats are either quite long, extending
well below the knee or very short and
loose, ending in square, chopped off
fashion at a low waist line. Another
Btyle not seen so much, but that makes
for height and slenderness, is a combinaShort to the
tion of these two modes.
under arm seam, and prolonged into long
tails in the back. This is a new revival
and therefore liable to last.

Women are the spenders, and if only
The beauteous Beatrice, to love as his own,
That the greatness of Dante—the noble and
they can be made to feel that thrift is a
fearless—
'*
Divina Comedia,” too, ne’er had been
thing to be proud of ar.d waste shameful

Buffalo
Boston

CASTORIA

ocean

if ever, Americans should learn
Ihe lesson of thrift that seems to have
been generally forgotten in the years

Now,

Look for the

New York

hand to those most

ferers of all, the non-combatants whose
homes and livelihood have been destroyed by a war for which they were in no

—

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

helping

a

The Perfection is light, portable, inexpensive to buy and to use, easy to clean
and rewick. No kindling, no ashes.
Burns kerosene
easy to handle and
inexpensive. Smokeless and Odorless.
general

FOR RED CROSS AND MERCY WORK.
The funds raised at the Fete will be
used for the “Red Cross'’ and to extend

i

HEATERS

(tores.

styles

dress.

PERFECTION
SMOKELE^QA
At all hardware and
Triangle trademark.

a

decided reaction from the exexploited for several sea-

sons, and the natural swing of the pendulum is back to saner and more seemly

For

1 I
I I

only

not

there is
treme

:v

r

style producers.

can

p. A. A. Killam, followed by
urge of Rev. William Mor-

k;5:

for the movement in favor of Amer-

cess

only guarantee that you have the

GENUINE

COAT LINES.

practical endorsement spells suc-

whose

session of the

frf1

is the

York Fashions.

Missionary
ting of
at 3 p. m. opened with singing
of
Leeds.
Walsh
Scripfaiera',„ a. A.
idb>
by Mrs. W. K. Thomas of
IP*re was followed with prayer by
A*13,
Mower, Waterville. A greet^

jrf

The Signature of

CARLE & JONES,

elected

Rev. W. L. Pratt.
ttside'!.^president,
and treasurer, Rev.
vjl.

Jock!*"

For Your Baby.

tions. Tunics worn with cape coats tak e
on similar curves, and some of the pretBY
BELFAST
IN
ABB FOB SALE
tiest new blouses have cape attachments
at the back that in some cases form the
sleeve or a part of it
Even evening dresses are affected by
all
the
have
Who by special arrangement
the cape movement. Several high class
time.
the
patterns all
models seen recently have a decided cape
or shawl point at the back ending half
jy*NO WAITING TO SEND,
way or less down the skirt and sloping
off to nothing at the line of the arm.
New
Many of these styles are very becoming
where it is desirable to give extra height
DICOMING FASHION FETE UNDER
and slenderness to the figure.
RECTION OF SOCIETY LEADERS.

ministers’ conference,

interesting

Rev. J. M.

(«»■

10c. and isc.

Baptist Missionary ConvenTuesday afternoon, Oct 6th,

iTrticers

,t

KamsdeU

Our Clubbing Offers
The following clubbing offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; aid when payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from this office.
We have to pay for these piblications one year in
advance, and they are then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one year’s subscription paid in advance:

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The

publications

may be sent to

included in

our

$2.00
2.10
2.25
clubbing offers

different addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

■Mar, Mr*. 8. France* Bridget, Middle atraan
They left Soaday morning on their homeward

SEARSPORT.
Mr. and Mr*. W. Ti Wheaton left Tuesday
far Bangor.
Au11F. I. Mortland made a '.business trip '.to

L. w. stcckbiidge moved into the Suples
block on Main street Monday.
Mrs. Frank Hight and Mrs. H. W. Chapman [
a

If you have been using a mixture
of cream of tartar and soda for
quick baking you will find it profitable, because of the increasingly
high price of cream of tartar, to use
Royal Baking Powder instead.

SunMrs. L. W. Rich and son Louis returned
in Boston.
friends
visit
with
a
from
day
weir on
Out of town parties built a herring
week.
the east side of Mossman’s Ledge last
lunch room, “Shore
Edmun Eno opened
the winter.
Acres,” on Main street Monday for
his

of
A. George of Boston was,the guest
Water street, last week.
H.
Curtis,
E.
Capt.
left
Charles S. Shute and Arthur M. Sawyer
H.

Tuesday

fishing trip among the outer

a

on

islands.
with
Monday was a Deautiful October day,
warm norththe thermometer up to 80 and a
west wind.
firm of J. G. |
Irving G. Hall of the shipping
on
|
Hall„and Co Boston, was in town Saturday

business.
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Parse returned
Boston and
Friday from a ten days’ visit in
New Hampshire.
Mass.,
Henry W. Kneeland of Dorchester,
Mr. and
arrived Sunday to visit his parents.
.Mrs. J. H. Kneeland.
j
Friday
Judge and Mrs. J. W. Black returned
visit with Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
from

ten

a

Change

to

visitor in town Friday.

of Bangor were in town Monday.
from
Capt. Isaac Carver returned Sunday
business trip to Boston and New York.

1

A Good Time

I
gusta Friday.
weir at
|r L. W. Rich is building a herring
Murphy’s Cove.
was a ;
Eugene P. Carver, Esq., of Boston

||

jr,
:

|§

It will pay you to do this because
the price of Royal, which is made
from highly refined cream of tartar,
has not been changed, and because
you will find it in every way more
satisfactory than the use of homemade mixtures to which you have
been accustomed.
Royal Baking
Powder is famous for its absolute
purity and its reliability as a quick

|j
||
|j
|jj
||
| |S
||
||
|jj

raising agent

||

held at her late home Sunday,
Barnard of the M. E. church officiating. Interment was in the family lot in
the village cemetery.... Miss Phcebe A. Clifford died Oct. 5th at the home of Jeremiah
Sweetser, after a short illness. She was the
daughter of Nathaniel and Phoebe (Merithew)
Clifford and was born in Prospect, in 1839,
where she passed her girlhood days. She had
been a resident of Searsport for many years,
and was a dressmaker by profession. She is

services
Rev. O.

arSteamer George Hawley, Capt. Johnson,
to the
rived Oct. 12th with 3,800 tuns of coal
P. C. & W. Co. at Mack’s Point.
a
Homer Carter of Belfast nan secureu
and will
of the Searsport House for one year
Nov. 1st
open the house to the public
moved his law
Harry E, Bangs, .Esq., has
on
office from Staples’ block to his residence
Mt.
road, near Union schoolhouse.

Ephraim

Mrs. Frank Gilkey, who has been visiting
Miss Elnora Waterhouse on the Belfast road,

Watertown, Mass.

returntd to her home
arrived
Barges Boylston and Waccamaw
tons of
Oct. 11th from Weymouth with 1,500
Point.
fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s
is
N.
Y.,
of
Newburg,
Treat
F.
Charles
his paa two weeks’ vacation with
in

has

spending

rents, Capt. and Mrs. F. W. Treat,

on

Cunningham and Mrs, Carolyn
to atDolloff of Belfast were in town Sunday

L. W.
tend the funeral of their sister. Mrs.
Wentworth,
arrived
Steamer Carolyn, Capt. Calhoun,
tons of
Oct. 9th from Philadelphia with 3,300
Co. at
coal to che Penobscot Coal & Whart
Mack’s Point.
last
Robert P. Nichols of Boston was in town
his famweek, returning home Thursday with
house
ily, who spent the summer at the True
on Main street.
Clifford N. Staples of Stockton Springs has
on
leased the W. T. Wheaton meat market

Main street for the winter and will take posMr. Stasession about the middle of October.
several
has driven a meat cart in town for

ples

It is

vhich
a

well known in this locality.

rumored that the new steamship line
ill start service next spring will build

out
wharf from the foot of Water street
Mosman's ledge, the outer end ‘of the
letter T.
to be in the form of the

wharf

StockWharfage has been secured at Bel last.
ton Springs and Bangor, and the newspaboats, each
pers have it that two propeller
with accommodations for 500 passengers, cap-

able of making 20 knots
cured for the line.

an

hour, have been

se-

originally the British steamer Sea King, bought
in England by Confederate agents, and fitted
Confederate cruiser at Madeira, from
sailed Oct. 19, 1864, for Melbourne,
Australia. October 30th she took her first
prize, the bark Alina of Searsport. commanded
by Capt. Everett Staples of Stockton, which
to
was on tlie passage from Cardiff, Wales
Buenos Ayres with coal. The vessel was
scuttled. Capt. John F. Peterson, now living
at Park, Me., who has commanded several
ships in the American merchant marine, was
first officer of the Alina when scuttled by the
Confederate cruiser.
as a

where she

The

Obituary.

community

was

greatly

shocked Friday morning, Oct. 9th, to learn of
death of Mrs. Harriet, wife of L. W.
Wentworth. She retired Thursday night as
well as usual, and when Mr. Wentworth arose
the

Friday morning and spoke to her and she did

respond

he sent for Dr.

Fairchild,

who

arrived and upon examination found she
had been dead about two hours from heart
failure. She was the daughter of William and
Mary (McNally) Cunningham, and was born in
Searsport, June 4, 1853, where she passed her
girlhood days. She was united in marriage to
Mr. WTentworth April 13, 1871, and had since resided here. She is survived by her husband;
by two brothers, James E. Cunningham of
Belmont and Charles Cunningham of Searssoon

port, and by three sisters, Mrs. HannahTylerof
Orrington, Mrs. Susan Cunningham and Mrs,

I

The

only strictly cut I

w

MB

continue to go Down, Down,
prices on heavy Chicago Beef
Best Upper Round Steak, per lb.25c
.19c
Best Lower Round Steak,
21c
Best Sirloin Steak,
**
12c
Best Corned Beef,

last

ll^ib

lielfast Cured.
_

437

were

At the annual meeting Monday evening of
Phoenix. Ledge, F. & A. M., the following
officers were elected: Worthy Master, Orris
S. Vickery; Senior warden, ErnestS. Webber;
junior warden, Fred E. Ellis: treasurer, Ralph
D. Southworth; secretary, Clifford J. Pattee;
senior deacon, Frank R. Keene; juni r deacon,
Roy E. Young; senior steward, Leroy A. Web-

ber; junior steward Wilmer J. Dorman; tyier,
Adrian C. Tuttle. The Fellowcraft degree
was worked. No arrangements have been made
for the installation.
D_li__

DR*

n

n

C

Kill.I

ro.

-J

Oct.

gular meeting Wednesday evening,

7th,

large attendance. Two candidates were
mustered and a banquet and drill followed.
Many of the Canton members an planning to
with

a

Bangor or. Thursday, (today) to
take part in the Odd Fellows Jubilee and witness the conferring of the Degree of Chivalry.

make

trip

a

There

w

to

ill be

a

special meeting
21st.

of the Canton
An

invitation

extended to Canton Molineaux of
Camden to visit Canton Pallas at some date in
November and confer the degree and it is expected that a class of candidates will be musbeen

has

Interest is very good
in the Canton with the opening of the winter
will
season and it is expected that a big gain
tered

on

that

meeting.

made this winter.

be

OBITUARY.
received Friday from Mr.
Martin C. Dilworth of Florence, Mass., announced the death of his son-in-law, Mr
Charles Parsons, a merchant of that place.
Mr. Parsons is survived by his widow, formand
erly Miss Mary Dilworth of Belfast,
three daughters, Dorothy, Priscilla and
A

personal

letter

by

Smith’s college.
Janet, the former a student
The family have the sympathy of their Belbefast friends in this severe and sudden
reavement. Mr. Parsons was rn ideal husband
at

and father.
Clarice May, the little daughter of Lawrence
F. and Minnie Dickey Urotton, died at their
home on the Robbins road near the Upper
Bridge, Oct. 11th. aged 1 year and 5 months.
Her death was caused by convulsions. The
funeral took place Tuesday at 1 o’clock. Rev.
Horace B. Seilers, Methodist, officiating.
Rich died Oct. 9th at her
home in Bangor, aged 63 years. She is sur
vived by her husband, Fred A. Rich; one son,
Louis F. Rich, and a daughter, Mrs. Alice
Mrs. Anna Colson

Johnson.

S

WEET

I

1

anueaUovou*'we
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POTATOES. Star Bran.d..OR0
12 1-2 lbs-

Maine Corn.25c
Mugs Mustard.25c
Bottles Pure Catchup.25c
Bottles Stuffed Olives.25c
Pkgs Macaroni.25c
Lbs Head Rice.25c
Belfast Made Cigars.25c
Pieces Tobacco..25c
Cans Sardines....25c

3 Cans
3
3
3

Saturday,

Com-

Belfast Commandery, United Order of the
Golden Cross will entertain their Grand Commander Herbert McKinney of Portland this
Thursday evening. A supper will be served
followed by an entertainment and remarks for
the good of the order.

PERRY’S.
V

Palestine

took place
orders of Kinghthood

the

All

evening.
worked.

M MW I

Meats still
Down. The

Finnan haddies,

meeting of

annual

Wednesday evening, Oct.

Globe of Oct. Sth, in tne war
the ConDay by Day” series, was a sketch of
federate steamship Shenandoah, which was
In the Boston

not

SECRET SOCIETIES.

w

over

out

one sister, Mrs. Porter Lufkin of
The funeral services were held at
her late home Wedneslay, Rev. O. G. Barnard
Interment
of the M. E. church officiating.
was in the family lot in M erithew cemetery.

Newburg.

3
3
8
3
6

of

Mrs. C. F. Britto is in Rcckland, the guest
the Dr’s parents. She has been away a

fortnight,
Mr. Rr!|h Lirgof Rccklr.rd
t It
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STOTT’S FANCY
NOTHING BETTER,

..

$K QO

Cocoa in bulk, lb...22c

IL UKANuLo, skinned "Sunkist”

Pure Leaf Lard, per lb.13c
Pork Sausage, per lb.16c
Sunny Monday Soap.-. 4c
Lenox Soap. 3c
Magic Yeast. 4c
National Oats, 26c size.19c
23c
Quaker Oats, 26c size.
8c
Kellogs Corn Flakes.
Flash, r«r can. 4c
8c
10c
size...
Bakers Cocoa,
Red Kidney Beans, per qt-.12c

Sugar Cured Bacon,

We appreciate your trade.
Perry’s Cash Market, the only cut price

/ store.

„bl,

per lb.19c
New Smoked Bloatera, each. 2c
Pickled Pigs Feet, per lb,. 8c
Salt Herring “Large Ones,” per lb. 4c

LARGE. FANCY CAPE COD
*71~
CRANBERRIES.* 2« qt
Salmon, per can. 9c
Campbell's Soups, per can. 9c
Plain Marshmallows, per lb.14c

Cannef)

Grapes (Tokay) per lb.9e
Silver Quarter Coffee, per lb..23c
Try our Home Made Pickles

Hnaaoe* ana
Fresh Tinker Mackerel, Freeh Halibut. Bay
price Friday and Saturday.

epee,

__

n

<

la6t

on

Friday.

gen
He

tile for home late in the after_

noon.

Miss Blrrche T. Pee was the guest of Miss
Gladys Heath of Sandypoint several days recently, returnin' Monday in season for the
morning school hour.
Miss Fn n a May Hichborn of Searsport is
the guest of her aunt. Miss Nellie Hichborn,
West Main street, during the absence of her
mother. Mrs. G. W. Hichborn.
Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street, returned last b etui day from a ten days’ absence
with her niece, Mrs. Warren F
Loud, in
Hampden, and friends in Bangor.

Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church street,
closed their hill-tcp residence last Thursday
and tcok boat for Boston, en route to Quincy,
Mass., where they W'ill spend the winter.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
will meet for sewing this, Thursday,
afteincon with Mrs. Levi S. Griffin, Maple
s tre et.
The hostess desires a full attendance.

palish

Lucretia Flanders returned ear!> last
week fitm a visit with Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Houghton in Bangor, having taken in the
entire Maine Music Festival during her stay.
Miss

A. Judkir.s of Rockland arrived Oct.
the guest for a few days of her
Mrs. C. W. Sprague, Church sireet.

Mrs. C.
Gth and
friend

She

was

took

Thursday

steamer

afternoon

for

home.
Mr.
week

Frank W. Collins of Rockland spent last
in town superintending necessary re-

pairs upon
cupied by

his

properly, the hotel stable,

McLaughlin

Mr. John

as a

oc-

livery

stable.
nccn

Lion

gotc

u o

a

BUbbcceivn

ui

iuycij

days. Thuisday was almost summer
like; but clouds, fog and occasional sprinkles
came with the
Friday dawning, continuing
over Saturday.
autumn

autumn
scene

tints! W'hat

than

New

can

be

a

more

England’s foil

attractive

hues in

the

changing foliage?
Mrs.

H. L. Hopkins and son, Mr. George H,

Mis. L. S. Titcomb, Mrs. Erma
J. Littlefield and Miss Nellie Hichborn as
guests, motored to Belfast Monday afternoon
in the Hopkins car.

selects

as

with

the

topic

for

reading

and

conversa-

Doan’s Regulets (2Fc. per box) act mildly
liver ar.d bowels. At all drug stores.

Weed-Shepherd. In

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

Alice T. Doe and Mias Harriet D. Hichreturned Saturday afternoon from a very
enjoyable w<ek’6stay at the cottage ‘Camp
Skipaki," of Mr. Clifford N. Fletcher on jthe
bank above the shore of Fort Point Cove.
of
They laughingly say: “We wants cottage

PORTS

Port

South Gardiner.

Reading, Oct 7.

F°Savannah,

Oct 11.
rw

Cld, sch Edna, Bucks

Sld
12.

sea

Mark Pendleton,

Ar sell General

Sld,

sch

E S

Edward H

Moss Point.

Cole,
Norfolk. Oct 8. Ar, sch Penobscot, Searsstmr E J Lisport and sld for Boston; 10, ar,
man! N jw England port (and sld for Bangor,
Ga. Oct. 11. Ar at Satilla, sch
^Brunswick,
P Smith, Wilmington, N C,

seemingly

little the

worse

fo' her

collision.J

to

Furnaces

j
J

20 Ounces to Pound
DURING

COFFEE WEEK, OCT. 19th to 24th,
WE WILL

POUND COFFEE

FREE 1-4

GIVE

Every Purchase of One Pound

With

at

j

at 28c.

IMWRTIKG CO

DIRECT

;

24c. POlMi
POI ND
Polm
value, at 28c.
vaiue, at 27c. P01 Nil
value,
value,

35c.
40c.
40c.
38c.

BEST STANDARD COFFEE,
“
Or EXTRA FANCY
••
Or No. I MALEBFPRY
“
Or PLANTATION

Flight. Belfast

( ne

Corner Main ard Figh Streets.

I Searsport and !wm

t

r

urrtwl I

and at

no

CHAS. R. COOMBS, Belfast,
i

BELFAST

PRICE

Weekly

2 75a3 00 Lamb,
3 50 Lamb Skins,
28a32 Mutton,
9all Oats, 32 lb.,
9 Potatoes,
Beel.forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
22
Straw,
Cheese,
25 Turkey,
Chicken,
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins,

Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E.,
Butter,
Beef, sides,

Duck.

20'Veal,

Eggs,

36

10 00al400
lk
14
36-40
8
42
50
11

Wool, unwashed,
18iWood, hard,
18 Wood, soft,

Fowl,
Geese,
RETAIL PRICE.

FORECLOSURE N

FOR REPAIRS

■

Apply

1

26a30
2
12al3
25 1
6.00
3.50

|

Tel 8 2

3,

and expenses
Must have
farmers.

;

3^

[

1 55
7
40

3^

I

i

who

our

some means

BURN

Wood

Send for special catalog.

CO., Bangor, Me. &t^wd

by W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

tit*sued

immeuiately.

ujicof.N N. GI1.KEV.
Islesboro, Me.t Sept. 8, 1914.

position
Apply to

as

housekeeper

j
,

j

|
I

or

oaie

Rummage

j

j

J

The ladies of the North t I
le will have a Rummage Sa
nan Land Office in Opera H
5th, 16th and 17th. h. ginun tontinuing all day and event

|

DO

nurse.

|

NOT FORGET Till

7 Bay View street,

lwp

For Sale

Belfast. Me.

CAUTION
TO

l

unity to purchase second <
II kinds of useful and urn..
I oods at very moderate pric«

WANTED
A

!

administrator of the estate ol

bonds as the"law directs. All persons having
are
demands against the estate of said deceased
anti
to present tlie same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay

meat

i

Now therefore, by reason
he condition thereof 1 elan
aid mortgage.
Dated, October 7, A. D
Stephen
3w c
» & m.

DMINISTKATOR’S NOTICE. Thesubscribnr hereby gives notice Ilia! In* lias been dull

appointed

I

iroken.

|
1

*

j

well to Frank Elmore Cooks
lated May 12, 1911, recorded
ry of Deeds, Book 305, Pag.
?rank Elmore Cookson assi,
Slwell by assignment dat.
■ecorded in Waldo
!17, page 3, and by said
tsdigned to me the undersiglated October 6, 1914, recur
stry of Deeds Book 31., Pa.
he condition of said m>

can earn

selling

!•

Registry

$100 per
pr iducts to
for starting
two reexpenses and furnish bond signed by
361 Consponsible men. Address A E. Eakle. occupaage,
Maine,
giving
gress St.. Portland,
twp
tion and references.
man

j month

12al3
7
16al7
i.13

said

Joseph I.. Little'
nortgage was assigned by

Brooks, Maine.

industrious

An

of

of

»y land

WANTED

j

1 10
6

to

A. E. CHASE CO.,

9.00

dwell

j

jarcehof real estate situat.
:ounty of W aldo and descr
wit: Being the same r^al
imma L. dwell to L lar«
ieed dated June 4, 1907
Registry of Deeds, Book 2N
;d northerly, easterly, soiitiu

OX (Mill Potato Di®r

RETAIL MARKET.

18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
91 Onions,
Corn,
89 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
*6, Pollock,
Corn Meal.
Cheese,
24|Pork,
180 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
10'Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
20a22 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
6 60a8 00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
3 50 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
16 Wheat Meal,
Lard

L.

Cmma

:

!

j

Whereas, Clarence J. 1
he County of Waldo and
lis mortgage deed dated t;
lune A. D. 1907, and record.;ry of Deeds, Book 279. I’.-.

-FOR-

j

PAID PRODUCER.

PRODUCE MARKET.

Phoenix

Jeweler,

for The Journal.

Apples,per Dbl.1.50; 2.60 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,

|!

work done by
Of. and be sure to have your

W. M. THAYER,

CURRNET.

j

Clocks and Jewel

Watches,

I

■

85 years.
Whitney. In Boston, October 8, William A.
Whitney of Boston and Northport, aged 74
years and 10 months.
Wentworth. In Searsport. October 9, Harriet, wife of L, W. Wentworth, aged 61 years,
4 months and 5 days.

■

YOUll

BUY

tigpd

Corrected

extra charge.

1
With competent assistant, and large stock,
3
It t
or
night.
at your service, dag

1 mnnO.^ on.l 13 rlut/o

uouf

Perkins, In California, October 5, B. Frank
Perkins of Castine.
Rich. In Bangor, October 9, Mrs. Anna
Colson Rich, aged 63 years.
Sullivan. In Bucksport, October 3, Miss
Mary J Sullivan, aged 17 years,
Townsend. In Belfast, Oct. 7, Joseph C.
Townsend, aged To years, 11 months and 3
lays.
Webster. In Vinalhaven, October 3, Maria
(Dollotf) widow of the late S. G. Webster,

!

as lliulcrm
at YOUll REQUEST. My services
Bv the
hour.
at
cal!
any
will be subject to your
f
assure
can
yo
automobile,
of telephone and
tn:u
attention
considerate
l
an
it
same prom
characterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two

In Belfast, October 11, Clarice
GROTTON.
May Grotton, aged l year and 5 months.
In Bucksport, October 9, Mrs
Henderson
Harriet Ellen, widow of Archie Henderson,
aged 67 years, 11 months and 2 days.
Lewis
In Castine, September 27, Elma

THE HOT BLAST

'V

of

BENEFIT BRAND

Allen. In Brooklin, October 4, Lizzie Powwile ot Leander Allen, aged 87 years.
In Bueksport, October 11, Al- |
Atkinson,
bert Atkinson, aged 65 vears,
AVERY. In Bangor, October 11, Cota Frances Avery, daughter of Albert E. Avery of
Bucksport, aged 18 years, 1 month, 20 days.
Blake. In Belfast, October 11, Harriet F.
Blake, aged 72 years, 5 months and 6 days.
Cottrell. In New York, October 10, Mrs.
Mary B. Riggs Cottrell, formerly of Belfast,
aged 54 years, 7 months and 26 days.
Dow.
In Prospect Ferry, October 10, Sarah
M
wife of Capt. George W. Dow.
Ir Searsport, October 5, Miss
Clifford.
Phoebe A. Clifford, aged 75years and 7 months.
Gray. In Eastern Maine hosj ital, Bangor,
September 23, Miss Loenima Augustina Gray
of Brooksville, aged 58 years, 8 months and 2

Our different sizes are
adapted to the smallest dwelling
and the largest hall or church.

V

jjfl

‘THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES.’’

ers,

have national reputations,
gained by remarkable efficiency
in all parts of the country where
wood is used for fuel.

1 j

B

diED

Our MONITOR
and HOT BLAST

Sold

I

j fl

9

Ralph D. Southworth Co.

i

Stonington, September

made simple and substantial to stand the
severe strain.

WOOD & BISHOP

I

$1.00.

j

John N. Levine and little son John, Jr.
left last Thursday to join her husband in
Watertown, Mass., where they will reside
through the winter, Mr. Levine being in busiMrs. L. and son have been
ness in Boston.
during the summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Msin street

«

=

WII.L.1 AM C. HATCH, late of Islesboro,
In the Countv of " aldo, deceased, and given ;

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Frye, with their
youngest son, Mr. Dean Frye, of Scltuate,
Maas., arrived Monday evening, Oct 6tb, in
th sir automobile to remain a weak with his

Come in and GET UNDER
of our BALAMCAPS,
something new in caps. 5oc
one

days.

own.”

Dr. H. Everett Hicbborn of Cambridge Mass.,
joined his wife and infant son last Saturday
tor a week’s stay in Stockton, where she
because of the little boy’s health, plans to
of Dr.
a pend the winter at the summer place
Herman G. Hicbborn—the home of his father
the late Cspt. Henry Albert Hichbom.

jjfl

20, Byard Weed and Abbie Shepherd, both of
Deer Isle.
Wotton Fullerton. Ir. Warren, October 3,
Leon D. Wotton and Miss Edith M. Fullerton,
both of Warren.

New

Sibley,

II

$3.00 Hat we sell
is not only guaranteed toll
hold its shape but is
fast
EACH

In
Varney Palmer.
Dixmont, Oct. 10,
Archie L. Varney of Unity and Miss Verna^l
f
Palmer of Dixmont.

enjoy.
Mrs.

and Winter.

Stonington.

on

Ar, schs Harry W
York, Oct 7.
Haynes, Stockton; Ida B Gibson, Bangor; Hugh
de Payens, Stonington; Wesley Abbott, Banschs Florence &
gor for Newark, N J; sld,
Lillian, Bangor; Edward H Blake, Port Read
South Am.lames
Rothwell,
ing for Camden;
at
boy for Camden; 9. ar, sch Ella M Storer,
H
Lawrence,
John, N B; sld, schs Thomas
ReadPort
Edna,
for
N
J
Stockton;
Carteret.
ing for Bucksport; 10, sld, schs Edward StewHudson River
art, eastern port; Wawenock,
for ^angor; 11, sld, sch Seguin, Rockland; 12,
sld ech John bossert, Georgetown, S C ; 13, ar
sch Nellie Grant, Bangor.
Boston, Oct 9. Ar, sch Mary E Lynch, Stonington; 10, ar, sell Theoline, Jacksonville; sld,
sch Mary E
Lynch, Stonington; 13 ar schs
Northern Light, Bangor; Mineola, do; Annie &
Reuben, Stonington.
Philadelphia, Oct 7. Sld, sch Brina P Pendleton, Calais; 8. ar, schs Eagle Wing, Boston;
Horace A Stone, do; 9, cld, schs Blanche C
Pendleton, Cay Francis, Carbarien; Horace A
Stone, San Juan, P R; Eagle W ing, Boston.
New Haven, Oct 7. Ar, sch Charlotte T

showing for

we are

——

.....

tion: “Edison and his work.” Certainly an interesting subject—one which every lady must

born

U

H

hatJH
Autumn I
Jfl

BORIN

the

Melbourn
Charleston, Oct 9. Sld, schs Wm E Litchfield. New York; Perry Setzer, Jacksonville;
Emily I White, Philadelphia.
Bangor, Oct 7. Ar, schs Majpius Manson,
George E. Wilcox, do; ar, schs C. B
Mr. Russell O. Gardner of Boston arrived Norfolk;
Clark. Perth Amboy; Fannie F Hall. Boston; 9,
Sunday morning to visit his mother, Mrs. Car- sld, sch Elsie A Bayles, New York; 10, ar, schs
rie A. Gardner, at the home of Mr. Albion P.
Mary Brewer, Boston; James A. Webster,
sld. stmr Metinic, Stonington; 12,
Gcodl.ue, her father, Middle street. A wel- Buckspori;
sch L A
ar stmr L V Stoddard, Philadelphia;
come guest in Stockton.
York; sld stmr L V Stodoard,
New
Plummer,
Philadelphia; schs Magnus Manson, Norfolk;
Mrs. C. A. Gibson ox Bangor, with Mrs. and
Lizzie D. Small, Providence; Eagle, Boston;
Mies Powers, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Fannie F Hall, do
Charles^H. Emery, Maple street, last Thursdayf
Stockton, Oct 7. Sld, sch William cones
; 8, sld,
the charming weather tempting her to take New York; ar, tch Lizzie Lane,
Antoniod’ Ali (ltai), for an Italian port;,
bark
the ride in her fine automobile.
sld, schs Edith McIntyre, New York; NormanMr. J. L. Lancaster of Cambridge, Mass., dy, do; barge R & R L Co, No 3, Rockland; 10,
New York; 11, ar, sch
made a brief call upon his wife last week, tak- Bid, stmr Millinocket,
Margaret A Spencer, to load potatoes; 12, ar,
ing her by automobile to Newport and Bangor. sch Thomas H Lawrence, Carteret; 13 sld sch
He returned last Thursday. He cornea soon to Woodbury M Snow, Boston.
Sear.-port, Oct 9. Ar, Btmr Carolyn, Philaaccompany his wife to their home.
delphia; barge Cumru, do; 12 ar stmr George
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist church Hanley; Norfolk; sld stmr Carolyn,-Bath, Me, Oct 8. Ar. stmr Seaconnet, Boswas entertained Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 13th,
ton.
her
illness
last
by Miss Mabel F. Simmons,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
week compelling a postponement of the exBoston, Oct 10 Str Belfast, from Bangor,
pected meeting of these young ladies—willing collided with and sank schr Alma E A Holmes
at 6:30 this morning about 41 miles NE from
workers in the parish.
Dumping buoy, off Graves light; the schooner
Mr. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street, has
was bound from Norfolk for Salem witn a
struck her on staron
located
his
closed
charmingly
log-cabin
cargo of coal; the steamer
into
the Sandypoint shore ol Fort Point Cove for board side just abaft fore rigging, cutting
the schooner’s side several feet; she began to
the season, the weather, although bright, besave
the
lives
in
order
to
and
sink immediately
ing rather chilly toward night for comfortable of the crew Captain Brown held the steamer’s
for 10 minutes; the
prow into the opening
piazza and hammock living.
schooner wo t down in 20 fathoms; damage
The Current Events Club will be entertain- to the steamer consisted of bending stem to
some of her bow plates
ed Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 21st, by Mrs. port and damaging
[The Belfast left Saturday on her regular
Charles H. Emery, Maple street. The hostess schedule
arriving at Bangor Sunday noon,

Hopkins,

See the host of
handsome
and correctly styled soft

—

—

maple trees and woodbine climbing vints G'eeley, Savannah,
San Juan, P K, Oct 7.
gorgeously beautiful in tbeir brilliant

are

Your Next Hat

Cured

Our

our

1

village

fr;trds in the

men

I elt ty autt

calien

Buy!9

Before You

Austin. In West Brooksville, October 4, to I
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Austin, a son, Clifton
Orville.
Hendricks
In Prospect, October 8th, to
teret, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hendricks, a daughter—
|
12 pounds.
Cannot Be
Hardy. In Deer Isle, September 19, to Mr.
IJrs. and Frank E. Hardy, a son.
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
Hutchins In Penobscot, October 1, to Mr.
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one and Mrs.
Pearl S. Hutchins, a son.
is
constituar.d
that
to
deafness,
by
cure,
Knight. In North Stonington September
way
tional remedies. Deafness is cause by an in- 23, to Mr. and Mrs. Willard A. Knight, a daughter.
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Fhilbrook. In Deer Isle, September 27, to
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is ir flamed Mr. and Mrs. Rodney W. Phiibrook.a daughter.
Pillsbury. In Thomaston, October 5, to Mr.
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearand Mrs. A. H Pillsbury, a daughter, Janice
ing, a id when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
Marion,
weight 11 pounds.
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
Smith. In Belfast, October 12, to Mr. and
taken out and this tube restored to its normal Mrs
Howell
P. Smith, a daughter.
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
West
In Prospect, October 9th, to Mr.
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
and Mrs. Guy West, a daughter—9 pounds.
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
for
We will give One Hundred Dollars
any
V.AKRIED
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for
Herrick-Turner. In Rock port, October 7,
circulars, free.
Fred H. Herrick and Miss Georgia Turner,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
both of Rock port.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Patterson Wasgatt. In Brownville, OctoTake Hall's Family Bills for constipation.
ber 3, Andrew J, Patterson of Castine and Miss
Mildred Wasgatt of Northeast Harbor.
Robbins-Barter. In Stonington, October 3,
g A lizy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and
constipation,—weakens the whole system. Ralph Rohbins and Miss Etbel Barter, both of

[Deafness

SFKJNGS.

were

survived by

The

STOCKTON

o.

mandery, Knights Templar,

Susan

years and is

j

Water

street.
Mrs

The funeral

both of Belfast.

STOMACH MISERY

mile*.

for Rockland, and steamer Millinocket
sailed with paper for New York a: d Philadelphia. Oct. 12th, sch. Margery A. Spencer arrived, light, to loadlpotatoes,;and sch. Thomas
HTLaurence arrived with fertilizer from Car-

da>B’

Carolyn Dolloff,

of

light,

Black in Everett, Mass,
from PhilaBarge Crumru arrived Oct. 8th
of coal to the P. C. &
tons
with
3,000
delphia
W. Co. at Mack’s Point.

aboafTfiO

Former aaaociatea Mi-o-n» Win Quickly and Safely Rid You
of Indication.
gladly greeted Mr. Frye in hia boyhood's
When your stomacn » out of order your
home!
lies
food
like a lamp of lead fermenting end
Ur. 'and Mr*. Bion B. Sanborn, Church
aurely causing that feeling of fullness, sour
■treat, with his sister-in-law, Mrs. Alice T. taste in the month, coated tongue, biliousness,
Doe, and Mr. and Ura. Charles McMann as and many other warning signs of indigestion,
which is often a dangerous ailment.
gueata, motored to North port last Sunday in
It is needless for you to suffer, for any drugthe antomobiie belonging to hia father-in-law, gist can
supply you with Mi-o*na, a harmless
On
and efficient remedy for all had stomachs.
Ur. Jamea M. Treat. West Main street.
These
small tablets give almost immediate and
the return drive they took ice cream in Beljoyful relief, while a few days' treatment
fast and supper at Swan Lake before the
strengthens and stimulates the digestive syshome run. A delightful trip with splendid tem. The flow of gastric juices is increased,
then your food is properly digested; sour and
weather.
gassy stomach, sick headaches, restless nights
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main and other distressing symptoms quickly vanish.
If suffering any stomach distress do not wait
street, took train last Saturday for a two
—let Mi-o-na give you quick and lasting relief.
weeka’ outing at Greenville—a .vacation for A. A.
Howes & Co. sell it with guarantee of
Mr. Flanders with gun and rod in Northern money back if you are not satisfied.
agen*
Maine# Success to our neighbor—the
for the Bull Steamship Co., at the Cape Jel- freedom
Mr. and Mrs. Anaon Knowlton and Mrr,
lison piers. Mr. Flanders occupies the,house
Sarah
were in Waterville Oct 2nd to
belonging to Mr. Pierce D. Lancaster, former- see Dr.Boynton
M. M. Small in regard to their eyes...
ly the late Capt. David G. Ames place, East
Mr. Averill, the shoemaker, has moved to
Main street, Mr. Lancaster living now in MasBranch Mills_Misses Effie M. Flye, Bertha
sachusetts.
Bryant, Winifred Dodge. Edna Knowlton, Mrs.
From Cape Jellison piers the following ship- C. E.
Knowlton, Mrs E. J. Vose and Mrs. W.
ping report was telephoned Monday evening: R. Sparrow attended a district meeting of the
Oct. 6th, steamer Millinocket sailed with paper Pythian Sisters in Brooks Tuesday evening,
for New York. Oct. 7lb, sch. William Jones Oct, 6th.A large number from Dirigo
attended the Pomona Grange meeting
sailed with lumber for New York, and steamer Grange
in Thorndike, Oct. 6ih....Jobn Carter from
City of Philadelphia arrived, loaded and sailed Massachusetts is visiting his sister, Mrs. Abbie
with paper for Boston. Oct. 8tb, sch. Lizzie C. Keen... Mrs J. W. Libby visited friends in j
Portland and Boston the past week... Rev.
|
Lane arrived.light, to load lumber, and steamer Judson
Bryant ai d Mr*. Bryant from Portland I
Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from visited Mr. Bryant’s mother, Mrs. Sallie Bry- j
New York. Oct. 9th, barque Antonio D’Ali ant, recent’y.... Mrs. D. W. Dodge and daughter Winifred are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hersailed with a cargo of shooks for Trapani, bert
Turrer in Topsham, Me., and while there
Italy. Oct. 10th. schs. Edith Mclntire and will visit the Topsham fair....Miss Bertha
Normandy sailed with lumber for New York Bryant entertained the Ladies' Circle Thursday
afternoc n,O t. frth.
R. and R. Lime Co.’s Barge, No. 8, sailed

ran

WATER CONSUMERS:

The condition of the water supply of Belfast has now reached the point where public
safety demands extreme caution.
In cases found or reported to this office,
where water ia being wasted through carelessness or negligence the supply w!ll be cut off
without further notice.
J. D. WALKER. SUPT.,
BELFAST WATER CO.
3w42

LIEN’S, LADIES’, YOUTH
71 DREN’S mackinaw
fifty different samples to ch
aveyou retailers’ profit by prom

41

Pittsfield Mills.

MRS. Bl i

Factory No. 5 Field

CARD OF

M

THANKS

We wish to thank our neigh*
of
1 tlso Timothy Chase Lodge
Irange and the A. E. Clarktinor their kindness, also for
« ent in our late bereavement.
MRS. J. C.TOWNSEND A*,
1 wp
1

v;

j

